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MAJOR INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC STAMP AUCTION
Saturday 21st September 2019
commencing 12.30pm
West Plaza Hotel, Wellington, New Zealand
Welcome to our 35th sale. This bi-annual auction should prove to be amongst
the best that we have held as similar to last year's sale, it comprises over NZ$1.5
million of estimates. We are honoured to feature stamps from several major
collections of outstanding quality:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exceptional New Zealand postmarks.
New Zealand SG 1.
1906 1d claret Christchurch Exhibition x 3 on cover.
1906 1d claret Christchurch Exhibition, unused.
1906 1d claret Christchurch Exhibition, MUH.
250 collections, all world, including about 70 New Zealand.
Extensive lots of Full Face Queens, about 1,000 in total!
Good range of early New Zealand to GV.
Over 200 Red & Blue Boy Healths.
Three Reefton provisionals.
Strong NZ Life Insurance section.
NZ Beer Duties including 26/6d.
Australian States, Ceylon, ex John Lovis.
Strong Great Britain.
Fascinating Europe incl Spain and Germany.
Overall the property of 135 vendors.

We are certain that there is something for everyone in this sale.
We urge collectors planning to attend this sale not to leave their viewing until the day of the sale as not too many people
can view the same item simultaneously – so come on the Thursday or Friday – or arrange to view prior to Wednesday 18th
September at our premises in Otaki! We are only 20 minutes from Paraparaumu Airport and ten minutes from Waikanae
commuter railway station. We can pick you up from either! (By appointment only).
Like last year’s sale we expect a huge interest with a large number of room bidders. My thanks go to Chris Burtt, David Smitham,
Alan Jackson, Maree Malin, Ken Markham and Simon Smelt, who have produced another great catalogue for our 35th sale,
ably assisted by our office staff of Jan Macdonald, Kirsten Fulford, Keren Malin, Paul Stark and Jane Smelt. We look forward
to your participation in this sale and wish you well with your bidding.

John Mowbray FRPSL
Managing Director

MOWBRAY COLLECTABLES

Private Bag 63000, Wellington 6140, New Zealand
Ph +64 6 364 8270, Fax +64 6 364 8252, Email auctions@mowbrays.co.nz
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VISIT OUR wEB-SITE TO VIEw THE CaTaLOGUE aND PLaCE BIDS:

www.mowbraycollectables.com
INSPECTION OF LOTS

At the premises of Mowbray Collectables, Main Highway, Otaki, by appointment: from about Monday 19th August
to Wednesday 18th September, during normal office hours;
at the West Plaza Hotel, Wellington: Thursday 19th September - 10am to 5.30pm,
& Friday 20th September - 9am to 5.30pm, and Saturday 16th March prior to the Auction - from 9am.

BIDDING
For those not attending the auction, bids can be placed by mail, phone, fax or e-mail. Such bids should be
received in our office no later than 8am NZ time (GMT + 12 hours) Saturday 21st September (at your risk if not
received by the auctioneer in time).
Telephone bidding may be made during the course of the auction by prior arrangement only.

BUYERS PREMIUM

Buyers Premium of 17% (plus GST on buyers premium for NZ buyers) will be added to the hammer price of each lot.
(All buyers please note: no GST will be added to the hammer price of lots).

ESTIMaTES aRE IN NEw ZEaLaND DOLLaRS
EXCHaNGE RaTES

At time of going to press and subject to change: NZ $1 = UK 54p, USA 66c, Euro 59c, Australia 96c

PHOTOCOPIES/SCaNS OF LOTS

Available on request for single items or sets (within reason). We regret we cannot supply copies of bulk lots.
aLL LOTS aRE ILLUSTRaTED ONLINE www.mowbraycollectables.com

wE aCCEPT aLL MaJOR CREDIT CaRDS
Credit card payments will incur at surcharge of 2% for Visa/Mastercard, and 3% for American Express/Diners.

BIDS UNDER 70% OF ESTIMaTE wILL NOT BE aCCEPTED
as this is the reserve on all lots. No vendor bids shall be accepted

Mowbray Collectables - Registered auctioneers

UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE

Every lot in this auction is unconditionally guaranteed to match the description & be genuinely as described. Any
lots found not to match our description may be returned within seven days for credit or refund.

YOU CAN BID IN OUR SALES WITH CONFIDENCE

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS & ABBREVIATIONS
*
MUH
M
FU
GU
U
PU
o/c
OG
E

Mint never hinged
Mint never hinged
Mint hinged or unused
Fine Used
Good used
Used
Postally used
Off centre
Original gum
Essay

/
L
F
C
cds
m/s
CTO
SG
CP

Mint & used
Label
Forgery
Cover/Postcard/Entire
Circular date stamp
Manuscript OR Miniature Sheet
Cancelled to Order
Stanley Gibbons
Campbell Paterson

pmk
h/s
b/s
FDC
P
PPC
H/H
MNG
R

Postmark
Handstamp
Backstamp
First day cover
Proof
Picture Postcard
Heavily Hinged
mint no gum
Revenue

COIN & BANKNOTE PUBLIC AUCTION
Our 23rd Coin & Banknote auction is on Friday 20th September 2019, commencing
at 1pm at the same venue. View catalogues online at www.mowbraycollectables.com
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CONDITIONS OF SALE
1 INSPECTION : No lot is available for inspection by post.
2. EXTENSION: extensions for certificates will only be granted on application prior to the conclusion of the auction.		John
Mowbray International will submit all items so requested by successful bidders to the reputable authority of their
choice, in most instances this would be the Royal Philatelic Society of New Zealand, or the Royal Philatelic Society,
London. The cost of certification + postage and handling will be charged once the relevant clear certificate has been
received.
3. BIDDING
3.1 Bidding either in absentia or in the room will bind the bidder to these conditions of sale.
Subject to any reserve price, the highest bidder shall purchase the lot: any dispute arising as to who is the highest
bidder shall be determined by the Auctioneer who may offer the lot again.
The Auctioneer may group, split up or withdraw lots, and transfer bids to identical lots at his discretion.
3.2 The bidder shall be deemed to purchase as buyer unless prior to bidding he has given the Auctioneer a copy of a
written authority to bid on behalf of another person.
3.3 Where an agent purchases on behalf of an undisclosed client, such agent shall be personally liable for payment
of the purchase money to the Auctioneer and for safe delivery of the lot to the said client.
3.4 Vendor bids shall not be accepted.
4. BIDDING INCREMENTS: Postal bids must comply with the following steps:
Under $300 - $10 increases
$1,000-$2,000 - $50 increases
$300-$500 - $20 increases
$2,000-$5,000 - $100 increases
$500-$1,000 - $25 increases
Otherwise, the regulation of bidding is at the Auctioneer's discretion.
5. ABSENTEE BIDDERS: Bids will be accepted from persons unable to attend the auction, and their bids will be treated
in utmost confidence and managed as though the bidder is in the room. The Auctioneer shall not be liable for errors
or omissions in executing bids.
Absentee bidders, who have not seen the lots they are buying, may reject any lot with the exception of bulk or mixed
lots and collections, where the description is not in accordance with that given in the catalogue. However, any such
lots are only returnable within forty-eight (48) hours of receipt, and in the condition received.
6. ESTIMATES: These are conservative. Bidding will commence at a bidding increment over the second highest postal/
absentee bid received prior to commencement of the auction. Where one or no bids have been received, bidding
will commence at seventy percent (70%) of the lot estimate.
7. PAYMENT: Lots will be at the buyer's risk from the fall of the hammer but title shall not pass until payment in full has
been made of the purchase price (hammer price plus 17% buyer's premium (plus GST on buyers premium for NZ
buyers)		and, if applicable, interest).		Payment and clearance of lots by room buyers may be carried out on the day of
the sale. Payment by absentee bidders must be made upon receipt of invoice. Payments not received within 30 days
of auction date will be subject to 2% penalty interest per month.
8. No GST is charged on the hammer price, but purchasers outside New Zealand undertake that neither they or an
associated person will cause the goods to be re-imported into New Zealand in substantially the same condition in
which they were exported.
9. FAILURE TO PAY: If the buyer breaches Condition 7, the Auctioneer, without prejudice to any other rights available to		
it, shall be entitled without notice to the buyer to exercise one or more of the following rights and remedies:9.1 to terminate the contract with the buyer and any monies which the buyer has paid to the Auctioneer on account
of such purchase or purchases shall be forfeited;
9.2 to terminate the contract, resell the lot at any time by public auction and the buyer shall pay to the Auctioneer any
resulting deficiency in the purchase price (plus interest) and insurance. Any surplus shall be paid to the vendor;
9.3 to apply any monies at any time due by the Auctioneer to the buyer in payment of the purchase price (plus
interest). The Auctioneer shall have a lien over any property of the buyer in the possession of the Auctioneer, in
order to secure any monies due to the Auctioneer; and
9.4 to proceed against the buyer for damages for breach of contract.
10.The Auctioneer		reserves the right to refuse admission to any person to either viewing or the sale room, and the
Auctioneer may refuse any bid.
11.GOVERNING LAW: These conditions shall be governed by and constructed in accordance with the laws from time to
time in force in New Zealand and the parties hereto irrevocably submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts
of New Zealand.
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COLLECTIONS and ACCUMULATIONS
1
/ A foreign c1860s-1930s colln in old Triumph springback album.		Good range of countries especially
		noted some key 1860s Russia stamps.		Over 1000, better cond than usual.

$300

2		A magnificent c1890 SENF stamp album ("4th edition") in English, with raised tooled leather covers,
		metal lid emblem & 4 brass knobs (front & back) with brass clasp, over 400 pages illustrated with
		stamps, Rulers & Coat of Arms. Produced for Whitfield King. A few stamps only but evidence of stamps
		removed.		Remarkably good cond, we can never remember seeing anything similar.		Weight 4.6kg.

$300

3
/ Americas 1850s-1960s stockbook crammed.		Extensive US & Canada, Latin America & West Indies
		well represented.		Minimal repetition.		Thousands.		STC £8000+ (excl early seconds).		Mint/Used.

$1,000

4
M Andorra 1928-32 early issues, colln of 74 diff (French issues x 50, Spanish x 24), mint, on 6 stockcards.		
		Incl French 1931 ovpts.		½c-20F set of 23 SG F1-23, Dues 1931 1st & 2nd sets SG FD 24-38, 1932 Picts
		x 12 diff 25c-20F incl SG F38, 43, 52, 61, 63, 71; Spanish 1928 ovpts 25c-1P SG 1-13, 20c Express E14
		(back thin) & E15, 1929 Picts x 10 diff, incl 30c brown SG 20a, 1P, 4P, 10P.		Generally fine.		Cat £4050.

$1,000

5
M* Antarctica 1911-2011 mint colln on Hagner pages - Edward VII Land x 3 (2 unused no gum, 1 with
		Stolow cert 1988).		Victoria Land: ½d (bad gum toning), 1d x 2 (1 MUH).		Ross Dep: complete MUH
		1957-2011.

$850

6
/ Argentina 1858-1980s noted good representation of earlies mint & used, some high values punctured
		& 1892 San Martin 1 peso & 5 pesos MUESTRA ovpts.		Incl range of Officials & Departmentals at end,
		as well as page of Buenos Aires forgeries/reprints etc.		Cat £3700+.		Mint & used.

$1,200

/ Asia, Africa & Middle East 2 large stockbooks crammed with diff issues, incl useful China & Hong Kong.		
7
		Very high cat val.		Thousands of stamps.		Mint & used.

$2,000

8
/ Australia-NZ plus misc British Commonwealth c1860s-2000s in s/b, noted 21 FFQ (7 imperf, 14 perf).		
		Mint & used.
9
/ Australia 1890s-1970s stockbook pages packed with stamps (all diff)		incl a few States, plus various
		m/s.		Noted: 1/- Roo multi small A wmk MUH; Arms 5/- to £2 MUH, Navigators MUH & 1928 Kooka		burra m/s MUH.		c1000 stamps.

$500

$1,000

10
/ Australia 1902-1950s Postage Dues, colln of 95 mint & 30 used on 13 pages.		Noted useful earlier
		mint, incl 1902 blank panel to 6d, others identified as SG D23-25 (1d-3d), D18 (10d), D37 (3d), D45-47
(½d-2d), D53-56 (½d-4d), later to 5/- mint & used.		May be a little dupn.		Good condition.		SG cat
		approx £2500.

$750

11
CU Australia 1913-c2003 a mostly used colln in 2 albums, s/b & 2 FDC albums.		Incls Roos to 5/- used,
		GV to 1/4d, 5/- Bridge vfu, Robes to £1 & 1971 Xmas block of 7 on FDC.

$600

12
/ Australia 1913-c2006 extensive mint & used colln in 5 large L/H s/bs from Roos 4d, 5d, GV Heads to
		1/4d & OS ovpts to 4d (3) & 5d mint & used, 1914 6d Kookaburra, Bridge set to 5/- with OS, range
		perforated OS types & ovpts incl 1/- Lyrebird, Macarthur, Anzac, 1935 Jubilee sets, GVI to £1 Robes &
		£2 Arms, considerable Decimal mint fv.		Then Australian states with some earlier & higher vals - noted
		NSW 6d imperf with wmk '8", later to 5/- (3), Queensland vals to £1, Victoria to 5/- (2).		Also 2 vols of
		Norfolk Isl 1947-2007.		Worth inspection.

$1,350

13
U Australia 1913-2000 used colln in 3 printed Lindner albums plus 3 Hawid pages.		Moderate earlies
		(not always correctly identified) incl strong OS punctured & ovpts.		Appears complete, simplified
		1932 on (excl 5/- Bridge) with some extra items.		Noted 5/- Roo mult A wmk, 1946 BCOF set complete
		(& extras).		Standard mostly high.		FU/VFU.

$1,000

14
/ Australia 1913-92 nearly all used colln in 2 Seven Seas hingeless albums.		Noted range specialised
		Roos (to 2/-) & GV Heads, some early commem sets, virtually complete from 1940 incl Arms to £2,
		but no high val Navigators.		Incl 1971 Xmas block of 7 mint & AAT complete.
M* Australia 1913-78 mint colln in Lindner printed album, earlies patchy but incl 1928 m/s MUH complete
15
		supplied 1932 on, excl 5/- Bridge, mostly MUH, incl 1938 £1 King & Queen, 1949 Arms & Arms ovpt
		"Specimen", Navigators & 1971 Xmas pane of 25, few Dues, 1/- Lyrebird OS etc.
16

M* Australia 1913-2000 in 2 Davo hingeless albums & dust boxes.		Noted: Roos range to 2/- (simp cat
£1100+), no 5/- Bridge, but appears complete mint/MUH.		A few Postage Dues (cat £112), OS (cat
£326) & BCOF set complete (cat £230) in Vol 2.		Simplified cat £3600+ to 1965.

$500

$1,000

$2,500

17
U Australia 1913-90 used colln in 2 Seven Seas hingeless albums.		Noted some specialised Roos to 2/- &
		GV Heads, some key early commems. Virtually complete from 1940 (no Navigators).		Also AAT complete.

$350

U Australia 1913-94 used colln in 2 Seven Seas albums, all stamps in mounts.		Incl specialised range of
18
		Roos to 2/- & GV Heads; some key early commems; then virtually complete from 1940 (no high val
Navigators).		Incl 1971 Xmas setenant block of 7.

$450
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19
* Australia 1913-95 mint/MUH colln in Schaubek album. Scattered earlies, appears complete simplified
		from 1931 Airs excl 5/- Bridge.

$1,000

20
U Australia 1913-2001 used colln in 2 simplified Seven Seas albums, mostly complete, some key early
		commems.		Incl 1971 Xmas setenant block of 7.		No high val Navigators.

$400

21
/ Australia 1927-c2015 nearly all FU range/colln in 5 s/bs incl few key early commems but nice range
		especially from c1990s.		Incl AAT, Cocos & Christmas Isl.		Several thousands, huge CV.		Mint & used.

$600

22
* Australia 1980-2000 MUH colln in 3 printed Lindner albums in boxes.		Appears complete excl a few
		Framas.		Also AFL Centenary, stamp booklet packet.		MUH.

$1,000

23
/ Australia States 1850s-1900s.		Some better earlies incl Victoria QV ½ length 1d 3½ margins 2nd state
		& 4 margins 3rd state + 1 other, 2/- SG 35; NSW registered imperf (touching 1 side); Tasmania 1d
rouletted 8, etc.		Queensland 1867 5/- & 5/- Duty Stamp postally used.		35 stamps, condition varies.

$1,000

24
/ Australia States 1850-1913 wide ranging colln with interesting earlier & plentiful laters (not just most
		common values).		Noted: NSW 6d imperf & perf; 6 x 1851 2d (4 with 4 margins incl SG 51 just touching
		at corner); 2 x 1856 2d, error "5" wmk; 1888 20/-, 1905 2/6d mint; plenty of mid values eg: 6 x 8d;
Queensland 1866 5/-; 2 x 1890 2/-; 2 x 1897 2/-; S Aust 1855 6d & 1858 4d, 4 margins; 1871 1d roulette (SG 49 £250); Tasmania 1853 4d (thin); 1865 2d p12 (SG 71); Victoria 1850 2d 2nd state; 3d 3rd
		state, 4 margins; 6d "Too Late", 4 margins, 3/- Stamp Duty (SG 237); 1905 1d margin horiz pair showing
double perfs, mint; W Aust 1d black (2 margins), 1902 10/- FU/VFU.		Over 900 stamps, mainly used.

$1,500

25

/

Australian States c1850s-1900s collns/accums in s/b, folder & on pages - Victoria (c375 stamps), NSW
(c75), Queensland (c125), SA (c150), Tasmania (c175) & WA (c100).		A few earlies noted & other better
		items but very untidy, mixed condition.

$500

26
/ Austro-Hungary 1850-1992 2 vol extensive simplified coverage incl Lombardy & Bosnia-Herzegovina,
		mint & used, weakest in 1930s, near complete 1945-60s incl "Osterreich" opts on 3rd Reich (expertisement marks). Pressure sticking to pgs 1946 to 1960s incl complete 1950 Air set.		1970 on MUH.		
		Some 2000 stamps.

$600

27

$750

/

Belgium 1849-1970 colln, missing scarce values, many hundreds.		Mint & used.

28
/ Belgium 1849-2011 extensive colln in 6 Davo standard albums.		Comprehensive coverage with very
		few gaps incl "back of book".		Noted Epaulettes x 2 used, Medallions x 17 used (mixed cond); 1866
		50c grey Telegraph; 1869 & 1882 Railway Parcels sets used; 1911 unshaded & shaded ovpts sets (1c,
		2c, 10c shaded mint, rest FU); 1918 Red Cross ovpt set mostly mint (incl 10f small tone spots); 1919
		Albert set (2f dubious cancel, 10f mint); virtually all m/s from 1930 (mostly MUH); 1932 Cardinal set
		mint; 1932 Infantry set FU; 1932 TB set mint; 1951 Cardinalate m/s MUH etc etc.		All appear mint
		from 1990 with sheetlets & m/s MUH.		Huge CV.			Mint/MUH/used.

$7,250

29
/ Brazil 1843-1984 noted: 7 x 1843 "Bulls Eyes" (believed forgeries) also 2 damaged [these not counted
		in CV]; 1850 "Goats Eyes" x 20; pre printing paper crease varieties; perf varieties, good range of postage
dues/officials & newspaper stamps, housed in 2 albums with m/s, oddments & cinderellas etc on 9
		stock pages.		Cat £5600+.
$2,000
30

M* British Commonwealth 1841-1936 mint/MUH in 2 well filled good cond New Imperial albums. Noted
GB: QV 1d red plate numbers x 25 diff (cat £1240), EVII to 1/- (2), GV to 10/-; Ascension 1934 set;
Bechuanaland QV to 10/-, EVII to 1/- (2), GV 1914, 1925, 1932 sets; Ceylon 1867-70 4d, 6d, 8d x 2, 1/		& 2/- (cat £820), 1c double surcharge SG 337a; Cyprus 1934 set; Gambia 1886 & 1898 sets incl 6d
"sloping label" var; Gibraltar 1889, 1889-95 & 1898 sets; Gold Coast 1884-91 set; India QV 1895 3Rs,
		5Rs, China Exp. Force (QV & EVII) to 1R; Iraq 1931 Official 5R, 10R; Nigeria GV heads to 10/-, 1936 set;
Nyasaland 1935 Silver Jubilee 1/- with kite & vertical log (cat £450); St Lucia good earlies, GV to 5/- (2),
1936 set; Seychelles 1890, 1903 sets; S Africa good bilingual pairs; S Nigeria 1904-8 & 1907-10 to 5/-;
		SWA 1931 set in bilingual pairs; Sudan Airs & Gordon sets; Togo GV to 20/-; Tonga 1897 set; & Transjordan 1927 set. 1935 Silver Jubilee omnibus is largely complete.		Cat £65,000+ (breakdown by
		country incl, copy available on request).		Attractive lot & an excellent basis for further development.
$25,000
31

/

British Commonwealth 1841-1935, m/u, mixed cond & minor dupn in 2 SG New Imperial (red) albums.
Noted: Cyprus EVII 9pi invt wmk used (SG 68aw cat £120); Falkland Is EVII 3/- mint (SG 49 Cat £180);
		a useful range of 1935 Silver Jubilees mint/used incl "vertical plate crack" varieties (Bechuanaland 2d
		m, Falkland Isl 1d m, & Hong Kong 5c m); reasonable Rhodesias seln. Vol 1 cat £3840, Vol 2 cat £2390.

$1,200

32
/ British Commonwealth c 1850-1935 mint with odd used & minor dupn, in 2 SG New Imperial (green)
		albums. Noted: no GB or NZ; Antigua 4d SG 23 (cat £275); Australia (cat £755) incl Roos range to 6d;
Basutoland SG 1-10 (cat £325); Br Guiana (cat £738) incl $3 I.R. SG187 (cat £275); Canada (cat £1019);
		Cook Is (cat £1293); Cyprus (cat £1127); Fiji (cat £797); Gambia (cat £405); Gibraltar (cat £824) incl
1886 range to 1/- (cat £600+); Malta (cat £414); Mauritius (cat £577) incl 1879 25c SG97 m (cat £450);
		Malaya - FMS (cat £807) incl 1900 ovpts (8v) to $1 (cat £729); Niue 1d Universal with part double
		NIUE ovpt.		Vol 1 cat £13,700+, Vol 2 cat £3,100+.		Total cat £16,800+.

$3,000
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33
/ British Commonwealth c1860s-2000s in 3 multi-ring albums incl 1 album GB & 1 album Australia.		
		Noted nothing scarce but many handy.		Mint & used.
34

British Commonwealth c1890s-1990s extensive mint & used colln in 15 albums, some good defin sets,
good range countries.		Noted: Antigua, Barbados, Bermuda, Cook Isl, Cyprus, Fiji, Gold Coast/Ghana,
		India & States, Ireland, KUT etc, Malta, Malaysia & States, Norfolk, Saints, Samoa, Solomon Isl, South
Africa, Ceylon/Sri Lanka, Tonga etc (no NZ, Aust, GB).		Clean but rather untidy, probably 20000 stamps,
		minor dupn only.
35

$500

/

$4,500

British Commonwealth Isl 1932-87 interesting colln.		Barahoma Isl cover addressed New Guinea,
straight line cancel & h/s date 28 MAR 57 on Solomons ½d, 1½d & 1/-.		Thursday Isl 1932 cover on
		Papua 1½d, "book print" in manuscript.		Marion Isl x 6 covers.		Tristan 2 x cachet VI on 2 x 1d Bechuana		land 1938 cover; cachet VI on 5c US & 1½d h/s on 1946 cover; cachet IX on 1950 cover, mixed Channel
Isl & NZ, franking to NZ, 3 other covers.		Also useful Tonga, Norfolk & Tristan stamp collns incl Potato
stamp m/s signed by designer.

$600

36
/ British Commonwealth 1935 Silver Jubilee Omnibus.		25 diff sets from 21 diff countries incl Falklands
		& Hong Kong.		Some mint, some used, some mixed.		Grenada 1½d used with kite & log flaw (SG 147,
		cat £250).

$500

37

/

*

British Commonwealth 1935 Silver Jubilee omnibus complete 250 stamps.		SG cat £1600+.		MUH.

$1,250

38

M British Commonwealth 1937-52 mint colln in special King George VI (Stanley Gibbons) album.		Mostly
good coverage with many better sets but also good for continuation.		Sets noted incl: virtually
		complete 1937 Coronation & 1948 Silver Jubilee Omnibus & many 1949 UPU; Bahamas 1942
Columbus; Burma 1946 Officials; Ceylon 1938 Picts; Cyprus 1938 Picts; Dominica 1938 Picts; Eritrea
1948, 1950 ovpts; FID 1944-5 ovpts; Gambia 1938 Picts; Johore 1949 defs, Malacca 1949 defs; Malta
		1949 self Govt ovpts; Mauritius 1950 Picts; Tangier 1949 ovpts; Pahang 1950 defs, Penang 1949 defs
		(no 35c); Perak 1950 defs; Selangor 1949 defs; Sierra Leone 1938 Picts; Southern Rhodesia 1937 defs;
		Sudan 1941, 1951 Picts, 1948 Officials (SG ovpts); Trengganu 1949 defs. Excellent condition throughout. $4,000
39

British Commonwealth 1937-1972 omnibus issues complete on Hagners - 1937 Coronation (202
stamps cat £200); 1946 Peace (164, £65); 1951 BWI University (28, £12); 1953 Coronation (106, £150);
1953-4 Royal Visit (13, £7.50); 1958 Caribbean Federation (30, £26); 1966 Royal Visit Caribbean (34,
£32); 1972 Silver Wedding (78, £35).		All MUH.

$400

British Commonwealth 1938-53 GVI SG album with mostly mint but some used, a few MUH.		Noted:
Coronation series appears fairly complete & includes Newfoundland 2nd set; Falkland Is 1938 set mint
		& 1952 set MUH (Falkland Is + FID cat £780+); Silver Wedding low values only, mixed cond.		Cat £2480.

$400

40

*

/

41

*

British Commonwealth 1948-9 Silver Wedding omnibus complete 138 stamps.		SG cat £2250+.		MUH.

42

*

British Commonwealth 1949 UPU omnibus complete 310 stamps.		SG cat £325.		MUH.

43

M British Commonwealth c1970s mint colln in 2 s/b albums & approx 20 glassine packets.		Noted India,
Gibraltar, GB, Australia, NZ, South Africa, Tristan da Cunha, Falklands.		Probably about 1000 stamps.

44

/

British Empire c1841-1935 colln of approx 6000 diff mint & used in SG "New Imperial" album, 1936
edition, in 2 vols (total 960 pages). Specialised illustrated listings of a BE stamps. Albums in good cond.		
		Noted some added revenue stamps.		Many higher CV items noted, but condition is variable, eg. Aus		tralia 1913 Roos original issue ½d-1/-, SG 1-11 mint (cat £650) but toned.		good basis for continuation.
45

/

British Empire 1870s-1890s small range of 46 diff on 2 Hagners, incl Newfoundland x 16 (incl FU SG 30,
60, mint or MNG SG 33, 39, 44, 61), Jamaica QV 2/-, 5/- SG 14-15 mint, Labuan 1894-96 1c-24c postally
used.		SG cat £1000+.

46
M British Occupation of Italian Colonies 1942-51 ovpts on GB stamps, 7 page collection, mostly mint.		
		Cat £1074.
47

/

British Levant c1902-21 seln of mostly mint singles/cylinder blks of 6 on 13 cards & 9 stockcards various shades, wmks etc. SG cat £2300+.

$1,500
$250
$250

$3,500

$375
$500
$875

48
/ Bulgaria 1879-1940 strong colln with very good earlies incl scarce ovpts & strength throughout incl
		1931 Balkan Olympic Games setr of 7 (mint), 1932 Air issues (mint).		Mint/Used.

$1,275

49
/ Canadian Provinces 1850s-1880s colln of 100+ on 4 pages - Newfoundland & 6 Hagner pgs (& others).		
		Noted British Columbia & Vancouver Isl SG 3, 13, 28, 31 all mint; Nova Scotia imperf 1d SG 1 x 3 FU
(3-4 margins), 3d SG 3-5 unused, FU x 2 (all 4 margins), 6d SG 5 FU x 2 3-4 margins (1 with small back
thin), perf m & u; New Brunswick imperf SG 1, 2 FU (3-4 margins), perf SG 7-19 simpl set mint (5c
		Connell is dark brown imperf plate proof); Prince Edward Isl (30 mint with dupn).		Also Newfoundland
		incl SG 1 x 3 (2 close cut), 11, 19a, 31, 34, 36, 47, used SG 25, 26 x 2, 28, 29, 38, 54.		SG cat £10750.

$2,250

50

/

Canada & Provinces 1860s-1980s mint/MUH/used range in album + misc loose/multiples.		STC £4400
(1997) approx. Noted 1908 Quebec set MNG (STC £300 & now cat £550 mint). Some mixed condition.
-8-

$675

51
/ Canada & Newfoundland c1870-2002 mostly used colln in 2 albums.		Noted 100+ small QV, good range
		1920s commems incl most key values & some dupn.		Newfoundland: 1937 additional Coronation x 2
		sets mint, both perfs.		Several thousand stamps.

$500

52
/ Cape of Good Hope 1853-64 imperf triangulars, range of 31 on 3 Hagner pages (30 used).		Noted 4d
		"Woodblock" SG 14 (3 margins, 1 close) GU (alone cat £2000), 1d SG 5a unused (2½ margins, cat
		£800), 1/- SG 8b (2 margins) GU/FU x 2 (£1100), 1/- SG 21 (2 margins, £700).		Mostly sound but some
		heavier pmks.		High CV.

$2,000

53
U Cape of Good Hope 1853-64 imperf triangulars, range of 41 used on 3 pages incl 1d x 21 (incl 2 pairs
		SG 1, 3 - these alone cat £1850), 4d x 9, 6d x 7, 1/- x 4.		Many diff shades/printings.		Good margins
		on many.		Variable cancels.		Some faults noted.		High CV.

$1,875

54
/ Ceylon 1857-1900 QV colln, almost all used, a few later to 1935, on old s/b pages. Considerable dupn
		in earlies (shades etc).		Noted 58 imperf to 2/- incl 8d SG 7 x 2, 10d x 5, 1/- x 3, 1/9d, 2/-, but variable
condition & many close-cut.		A dubious "4d SG 4" (close cut) has been ignored in CV.		Also same series
		perf x 127 used (again, variable cond).		Good range of later issues.		High CV (STC £15,000+).

$3,750

55
/ Ceylon 1857-9 imperf mostly used seln on 4 Hagners, incl SG 1 x 5 (incl horiz pair); 2d x 7 (1 mint but
		extensive repairs); 2d x 11 (incl 1 mint); 4d (poor cond); 5d x 5 (1 with cert), 6d x 6 (1 with cert), 8d
		(heavily repaired); 9d x 2 (1 rebacked); 10d x 2; 1/- x 3, 1/9d x 2 (1 rebacked); 2/- x 2 (2 shades); ½d x
		3 & 5d forgery.		High CV but many minor faults.		Scan/photocopy available.

$3,000

56
/ Ceylon 1861-70 perf mostly used colln on 14 Hagners annotated with description & SG No's.		Good
		range of shades etc, all issues.		Incl: ½d x 8 (incl 7 mint); 1d x 20; 2d x 14 (incl 1 mint with cert), 4d x 7
		(incl 3 mint); 5d x 8; 6d x 17 (incl 1 mint); 8d x 6 (incl 1 mint); 9d x 11 (incl 3 mint); 10d x 11 (incl 4
		mint); 1/- x 10 (incl 1 mint); 2/- x 9 (incl 1 mint).		Also 1866-8 DLR issues, crown CC wmk 1d x 8 (incl 1
		mint) & 3d x 3.		High CV but many faults mostly minor.

$1,500

57
/ Ceylon 1872-1900 QV DLR printings, specialised mostly used colln on Hagners with descriptions and
		SG No's.		Good seln shades, all issues, wmk varieties, invtd ovpts, some blocks interesting pmks etc.		
		Noted 1899-1900 wmk crown CA specimen ovpts short set (no 12c).		Over 400 stamps plus 40
		Revenues.		High CV but some mixed condition.

$1,750

58
/ Ceylon 1903-35 EVII & GV specialised mint & used colln on Hagners annotated with descriptions & SG
		No's.		Good range all issues incl shades, wmks etc, some blocks.		Noted EVII to 10r mint; GV to 20r
		(mult crown CA wmk); 1927 bi-colours 10r GU/FU & 20r mint; 1935-6 Picts 2 sets mint & set used etc.		
		Total: EVII x about 100 (+ 6 revenues) & GV x 500+.		High CV.

$1,250

59
/ Ceylon/Sri Lanka 1937-90 GVI-QEII mint & used colln/accum on Hagners with interleaved annotated
		pages.		Good range.		Noted: 1938-49 Picts with perf varieties (no key ones seen); 1932 5c Palms
		apostrophe flaw FU (SG 387fa) with BPA cert (1994); 1958 Picts x 2 sets MUH etc.		750+ stamps.

$400

60
M* Ceylon 1938-61 specialised in FG peg album.		Incl 1938 GVI Picts, noted: 2c p13½ x 13 mint; set to 5r
		(5r x 2, no 2r black & violet); 1951 & 1958 Picts sets in mint/MUH blocks of 4.		Well over 400 stamps,
		also 5c GV coconuts, p13½ complete sheet of 60 MUH.		Good CV.		Mint/MUH.

$500

61
/ China c1885-1990s extensive colln on pgs, mix M & U. Good range all years except generally key mid
		1960s era absent. Noted: 1897 x 10 ovpts incl 2c on 3c red used; 1898 20c, 30c, 50c Chinese Imperial
		Post mint (all minor faults); maybe about 5000 stamps incl about 1000 Taiwan. Clean but rather untidy.

$850

62
/ China 1930s-2000s, 5 albums, some older material.		Some better MUH material from 1980 in small
		KABE album suffering from toning which has spread to some stamps.		Strong MUH 1990 on in s/b.

$750

63
* China c1977-2005 mostly MUH colln in 4 Lindner hingeless albums (excellent condition), appears
		reasonably complete from c1982-2005. Approx 2000v & 100 m/s on 220 pages. Weighs 11kg, high CV.

$1,750

/ China 1978-88 31 m/s, booklet stamps, First day presentation packs & some associated sets in Hagner
64
		album.		Noted m/s incl: 1978 Bridge, Lacquered Panel; 1980 Qi Bash, Lotus; 1981 Beauties.		New
		Years stamp booklets 1981-85 etc.		MUH or CTO.		SG cat c£2000.

$1,250

65
* China 1990s-2012 2 photo albums & 1 large box crammed with China new issues.		Disorganised but
		may well be complete for much of 2000s.		Thousands of stamps.

$1,000

66
/ Churchill c1965-1974 comprehensive colln of the memoriam & birth centenary omnibuses neatly
		laid out alphabetically by country (British Commonwealth & Foreign) in 5 folders.		Incl also 1942
		Waikato (NZ) Winter Show label (V symbol with Churchill inset) (Heslop J96 cat $300 2002) plus some
		covers, extra m/s, blocks.		Well over 1000 stamps plus about 20 covers.

$850

67
/ Cinderellas & Fiscals 1860s-1970s large & varied colln in 3 large s/bs, + other material .		Wide ranging
		with much interesting material from GB, Europe, E Asia, Canada, USA & Latin America, little or no
Pacific.		Little repetition.		Incl sets of Expo stamps from early 20th century, French/Swiss regimental
		stamps, GB 1829 & 1843 documents with revenue stamps, 17 x Jaipur large court fee etc stamps,
		memorial sheets, victory labels etc etc.		Many thousands, repay investigation.		Much unusual.

$1,750
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68
/ Columbia 1859-1979 noted pen cancelled earlies; Cartagena Civil War issues (cat €120); Airline
		stamps (cat €430) incl SCADTA 10c "EU" used (alone cat €275); unissued 1936 Cali quadcentenary
		set & Granadine Confederation issues.		Some perf varieties but basically simplified colln with no m/s
		seen.		Cat £2850+ & €550 as above.

$1,200

C/ Czechoslovakia 1918-1950s extensive colln with much duplicated 1918 Castles etc.		Noted: 1919
69
		Czech ovpt on 4k deep green of Austria (SG 87) used; 1920 Air ovpts imperf mint, 28k used; 1926
		Games ovpt 200 & 300k used; 1945 Slovak Uprising m/s MUH.		Many covers & p/cs incl over 150
		with 1918 Castles, 80+ from German Occupation 1938-45 incl 5 with 'WIR IND FREI' ovpts on stamps;
		various FDCs, regd & express etc.		Also 2 specialised catalogues.

$1,000

70
/ Denmark 1851-c1991 colln in Abria album, pages complete to 1978, then Davo pages to 1991, very
		few gaps.		Noted 1915 80p Surcharges FU.		Nearly all used.		Also a few Greenland.		STC £4700+.

$1,350

71
/ Egypt, Iraq, Syria 1850s-1960s extensive colln, very good coverage.		Strong Egypt earlies.		Syria 1920		30s high values, British Occupation etc.		Mint/Used.
/ Europe 1850s-1960s 2 large s/bs crammed with all diff collns from Europe & some colonies.		Some
72
		useful earlies & scarcer material noted.		Inspection advised.		STC £20,000+ (excl fakes & damaged
		earlies).
/ Europe c1850s-70s classics untidy seln, 3 pages, 2 stock cards - German States, Finland, Denmark
73
		(noted SG 3) etc.		About 100 stamps, good CV, massive if all genuine.
/ Falkland Isl 1898 - c1960 mint colln in Lighthouse s/b incl 1898 5/- QV SG 42, 1916 5/- GV SG 67b,
74
		1933 ½d - 1/- Cent, 1938-50 ½d - £1 GVI set incl many shades & extras to £1, 1952 ½d - £1 set, South
		Georgia 1963 set (both £1) MUH.		Also a few mint QV classics incl Barbados SG 3, 5; Mauritius 27, 28
		(x 2); Trinidad SG 10 blk of 4, Nevis SG 18, 20; St Lucia SG 1.		SG cat £3800.
/ Fiji 1938-46 very specialised colln of GVI 2d & 2½d.		Map defins - dies, plate flaws etc.		Noted 9 x SG
75
		listed flaws SG 253a & b, 6 x extra island flaw (SG 256a etc), used.		Incl 2d Die I c40 mint, die II c30 mint,
		mainly MUH but smokey gum.		Over 300 stamps.		Cat c£3750.
76
/ Finland 1866-2007 mostly used colln in Davo standard album (many stamps in clear mounts), pages
		complete 1856-2007.		Noted Serpentine roulettes (SG 17, 21, 42), reasonable perfs; 1871 entire
		(tobacco invoice) 40p "TTEHL" flaw.		Reasonable coverage, some later issues incl m/ss rather sparse.		
		STC approx £5000.

$500

$2,000
$750

$1,875

$850

$1,250

77
/ France 1849-1949 group of better items: 1949-52 20c, 40c thins, 25c 3 margins 1852-53, 10c 4
		margins toning; 1853-70 1c, 10c, 20c, 25c used 1922-46 pre-oblit 55c on 60c (Yvert 47) MUH; 1949
		CITEX strip (Yvert 841s) mint, toning.

$600

78
U France 1849-1980s a mostly used colln in Warwick album incl French Colonies page (Vendor STC
		£325+).		STC £3000+ (1997).

$400

79
/ France 1849-1977 mint/MUH/used.		Noted: 1926 War Orphans Fund set m (£384), Red Cross bklts,
		misc UNESCO/Council of Europe.		Key items generally absent as are postage dues.		Dupn & variable
		cond - especially earlies, in 4 L/H hingeless albums + dust cases. £5,000+.

$2,000

80
/ France 1850s-2000s well presented colln in 6 albums, plus accum in large chocolate box.		Useful
		coverage 1920s on but tendency to lack top items.		Noted 1920 Picts 15c pre-cancel (mint no gum),
		1936 3F50 Air (used), group of 1938 Footballers, 1941 20F on 50F mint, 1943 patriotic strip x 2 (MUH
		& mint), 1950 1000f.		Mint & used, some later MUH.

$1,500

81
R France c1860s-90s Revenues in envelopes mostly in annotated envelopes, much dupn & Yvert &
		Tellier Fiscal Catalogue (1990) & computer list.

$250

/ France 1876-1930s large accum of Defins.		c400 Peace & Commerce, 250 Blanc & Mouchon types,
82
		700 Sower & 180 Peace.		Mainly used, good range of shades.		Noted: Peace & Commerce 1c "noir sur
		cobalt" appears to be correct shade (cat €1100 Spink Maury); 3c ochre, 25c blue Type 1, 25c black on
		red x 2, 35c, 75c brown-orange x 3; 5c Sower pre-cancel Postes Paris 1922 (MUH but gum surface
		wear, cat €360 Spink Maury).		Also 15 covers.

$500

83
F France & Colonies c1920s, Fournier forgeries/facsimiles - 230+ stamps plus approx 80 reproductions
		of pmks on Hagner part pages - cut as sets/blks from one of the 480 albums produced in c1928.		Also
		4 Sperati forgeries incl 1F France Emperor Napoleon die proof signed by Sperati (+ page Iran/Persia
		reprints etc).

$1,100

84

FSAT 1955-99 colln complete, in Lighthouse hingeless album.		Vendor STC £6500+.		MUH.

$2,500

85
* FSAT 1955-2015 complete MUH colln (missing 2013 Voyages booklet) in 2 L/H hingeless albums with
		slipcases.		A wonderful colln.		Stamps cat approx US$4000 (plus albums cost approx NZ$850).

$3,500

*

SEE THIS CATALOGUE ONLINE AT WWW.MOWBRAYCOLLECTABLES.COM
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86

GB 1810s-1950s interesting range of approx 100 covers/entires in folder.		Best items are 1d Black (4
margins) GU on 1841 entire, 2d blue imperf SG 14 (4 margins) on 1847 letter-sheet, Mulready cover
		caricature publ Southgate (some tone), 1898 OHMS Inland Revenue Dept cover & 1902 War Office
		cover (both fine), 1867 fine mourning cover to NZ (6d lilac FU), many 1810s-1840s pre-stamp & 1d
		red covers/entires with good range of pmks (many Scottish).

$800

87
U GB 1840-c1980s used colln incl 1840 1d Black (no margins) & 2d blue (2+ margins), otherwise no key
		items seen, misc Channel Isl etc.		In 4 albums.

$400

88

C

/

GB 1840-c2000 extensive colln (thousands) in 5 Lighthouse hingeless albums, mainly used QV to GV,
then mint & used (MUH from late 1960s).		Some better items noted incl 1840 1d black (3 margins) x 2
		(plates 1, 8), 1841 2d (2 margins), imperf 1d reds with nos "3", "6", "8" in Maltese Cross cancels,
		1847-54 embossed 6d, 1/- cut to shape, 4d SG 65, 79-81, 6d SG 96, 9d SG 110, 10d SG 114, 2/- SG 119
		(all in reasonable cond), 2/- brown SG 121 with very heavy cancel, 2/6d-10/- but some faults, 6d, 9d,
		SG 194-5 unused, EVII 5/- FU, 10/- (cleaned), £1 GU but 2 tiny tears.		Variable cond.		Some early items
misidentified.		High CV.

$2,750

89
/ GB 1840-c2012 extensive colln in 5 L/L albums & 1 binder.		Pre-decimal issues are mostly used.		QEII
		commems & special issues appear largely complete used (mostly FU, with CTO from c2000).		Some
		mint/MUH as well, especially later MUH setenant blocks (1990s on).		Noted among earlies: 1840 1d
		Black 4 margins with black Maltese Cross cancel (& another defective), 1841 blue (strongly blued
paper) 3 margins.		Amongst FU QV are SG 17, 20, 24, 36, 66a, 90, 92, 101, 109, 117 & many others.		
High values: 1882 5/- SG 127 GU/FU but single mark, 1884 5/- FU, 10/- GU only, EVII 10/- SG 265 nice
		FU.		Useful lot, high CV.

$2,000

90
/ GB 1840-2005 extensive mint & used colln in 3 large L/H s/bs from 1d Black (close to good margins),
		1d red plate nos to 224, QV surface printed with 5/-		plate 2 wmk Maltese Cross SG 127 (cat £1500),
		(a couple of stamps noted used overseas), EVII to 5/- (2), 10/-, GV 10/- & 1924-25 Empire Exbn sets.		
		Later issues good phosphors & graphites incl SG 564a FU, (cat £250), 589 mint (£90), 592a mint
(£550) & Machins & Regionals.		Also incl Decimals mint with substantial FV.

$1,350

91
/ GB 1840-1990 useful colln: 1d Black x 2, 4 margins & 3 margins (1 close) VFU; c30 line engraved,
		mostly better used; 1883 2/6d, 5/- & 10/-; strong officials incl QV Govt Parcels 4½d, 9d, 1/- green x 2,
		1/- bicolour & EVII Govt Parcels 9d, both Royal households; Admiralty set of 6 etc; EVII 2/6d & 5/-, 1st
Seahorses 2/6d x 3 FU/VFU; GVI Arms 10/- dark blue & £1 MUH etc.

$1,000

92
/ GB 1840-1900 QV specialised colln in album, noted: (used unless otherwise stated) 7 x 1d Blacks
		(plates 1a, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7); 1840 2d blue x 2 plates 1 & 2; 1d red imperf x 12 MC number pmks (10
diff nos); 2d blue horiz imperf pair, white lines MC No 12; 1d red (plate No's mostly complete, no 225);
		½d plate No's (no 9), 2d blue (good range plate No's); 2d red (plate No's x 15) mint; 1½d engraved
		mint; 6d x 2, 10d & 1/- embossed; surface prints 2½d x 25, 3d x 23, 4d x 26, 6d x 36, 8d x 4, 9d x 4,
		10d x 2, 1/- x 18, 2/- x 4 (no 2/- brown), 2/6d x 5 (1 mint), 5/- x 9 (1 mint), 10/- & £1 brown (1878 		very poor condition).		Later issues incl Jubilee sets m&u; 6d, 1/- x 2, 5/- Telegraph stamps, about 25
		revenues.		Massive CV but very untidy condition mixed throughout.		Also SG Specialised QV Catalogue
(16th edition 2013).

$7,500

93
U GB 1841-1900 used colln in s/b with specialisation, plate No's etc.		Condition varies but huge cat
		value.		About 1000 stamps.
94
U GB 1870-1900 used range of 237 mostly FU on 11 pgs from (23) ½d plate nos to 1/- Jubilee, numerous
		examples of plate nos, wmks etc.		High vals to 10/-.		Variable cond.		Cat £18,000+.

$500
$1,000

95

M* GB c1880s-1951 mint/MUH seln on 4 stockcards.		Noted: QV Jubilee set, no 4d plus extra 2½d, 3d,
4½d, 5d, 1/- x 2, some faults but incl 9d & 1/- MUH; EVII incl 2d, 4d, both colours & 7d MUH; 2/6d
Seahorses re-engraved x 2 mint (1 minor tone); 2/6d brown, £1 GVI MUH & 1951 high vals set + 4
		c1870s-80s QV, faults.

$1,000

96
* GB 1887-2006 colln in 2 SG (Davo) standard albums with (Luxury) binders - pgs complete from 1840 		every stamp in clear mount (as per luxury album).		Noted: 1911-12 Downey heads, 1924 GV block
cypher wmk set, 1924-5 Exbns, GVI complete (no 10/- dark blue).		Then appears complete to end pre
		decimals (no St Edward crown wmk castles) incl Wilding graphite/phosphors etc & all commem
phosphors.		Decimals virtually complete, appear missing only a few 2000s m/s.		Dues complete from
		1968.		Regionals mostly complete only to early 1990s, no Officials.		Plus small bundle booklets etc.

$1,500

97
/ GB 1902-51 EVII-GVI specialised colln in springback album.		Noted used: various printing/shades EVII
		x about 100 to 10/- (2/6d x 6, 5/- x 2, 10/-); Downey heads x 60+, MacKennal Heads recess about
		200; Seahorses 2/6d x 23, 5/- x 10, 10/- x 2 & E (GU minor faults); GV photogravure; GVI defins,
		1924-5 Exbns etc.		Mint: EVII x 25 all values to 1/-; GV recess x 30 to 1/-, 2/6d & 10/- Seahorses;
		1924-5 Exbns; 1938 GVI to £1 (no 2/6d brown or 10/- dark blue); 1948 £1 Wedding x 3; 1951 high
		values etc.		High CV, untidy & some faults throughout.

$1,850

/ GB 1902-52 EVII to GVI colln in large s/b, mostly used, well presented with specialisation, much dupn.		
98
		Mint & used.
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$250

99

/

GB 1924-2015 commems in 3 s/b, huge range, much dupn.		Mint/MUH/used.

$300

100
/ GB 1953-2002 QEII defins colln mostly used, in large s/b.		Well arranged with specialisation, much
		dupn.		Noted nothing scarce.		Mint/MUH/used.

$250

101 * GB 1991-7 colln in Windsor album incl strips, booklets & greeting panes, few NVI & Y series panes
		missing, Prestige panes complete.		SG cat £1400.		MUH.

$675

102 M* Germany c1849-1959 s/b with German States etc, usual mixed condition c350 stamps.		Saar colln in
		Lindner incl both 1957 Heuss sets mint/MUH & used; 1950 Admission to Council of Europe FU/VFU,
		s/b of Germany to 1945.		Noted 1871 Shield 1/4g used; 7k mint; 1922 Charities VFU pair; 1923 400T
		on 15pf postally used x 2; 1937 Brown Ribbon m/s MUH, expertised.

$750

103
/ Germany & Colonies 1850s-1950s. 2 vol wide ranging colln mint & used.		Useful coverage incl 1914
		Bavaria defin set to 20M cto, strength in 3rd Reich.		Allies & early E & W Germany & Berlin incl black
		& red Berlin ovpts & West German Posthorns sets mint.		Few colonies, occup, local 1945-48 issues &
		Slovakia.

$875

104
/ Germany c1860s-1980s collns/accum in 3 s/bs incl German States, 3rd Reich, East, West, Occupation
		issues, colonies etc.		About 2000 stamps, interesting lot.		Mint/used.

$500

105
/ Germany c1860s-1970s mostly used accum crammed into bulging 48 page (24 leaves) Davo s/b - incl
		German states, West Berlin & Occupations etc.		1949-50 page alone STC £2300+.		Probably in excess
		of 10,000 stamps.

$1,750

106

/

Germany c1872-1980s colln, mostly used, incl Germany E & W, Berlin etc, in Lighthouse s/b. Noted 2
diff shades 50 pf (grey & olive green) GU/FU & various German States/WWI occupation issues etc on
		old Schaubek pages.		Latter comprise various stamps in very mixed cond & mostly used.		SG cat approx
		£4000.
107
/ Germany 1875-1942 large accum of defins & setenant pairs, strips, blocks etc in volumes.		1872
		PFENNIGE x c250 nearly all used, incl 20pf on cobalt blue (fluorescent grey) mint no gum (Michel 48c
		cat €3000 mint), 1880 PFENNIG x 250 used; 1889 Empire x 500 used; 1899-1920s Germania x c1400
		mostly used incl 1902 20pf lilac ultramarine shade; 1912 Rhine & Main airmail mint & used & 10pf
		ovpt GELBERHAND used (Michel cat these €700).		Hindenberg setenant pairs, strips, blocks etc (600
		pieces), mainly mint, much dupn but better noted, eg Michel KZ19 MUH x 1, used x 2 (cat €240).		
		Hitler ditto c190 pieces.

$750

$1,500

108 M* Germany mostly c1945, extensive colln in 3 folders & 12 envelopes + 1 reference book.		Most items
		mint/MUH.		Some dupn, but much specialisation.		Noted: British & American Zone: 40pf Cologne
		Cathedral, Michel 90I AWB (€250) MUH; 60pf imperf vert strip of 3, Michel 93IV WU (€500) MUH etc;
		5MK Lubeck Tower, Michel 100I YP (€500) MUH etc. Much laid out on stock cards & vendor STC €8000+. $1,100
/ Germany-Allied Occupation 1945-8 collns/accums in album, s/b, pages & envelope. Noted good range
109
		Posthorn ovpts, a few covers & interesting local ovpts.		Several hundreds.

$950

110
/ Germany-Occupation, West & West Berlin 1945-80s extensive colln.		Useful occupation issues incl
		1945 6pf p14½ & 8pf p14¾ x 14½ & p11, all FU/VFU with correct dated pmks (Michel cat €375), 1946
		m/s perf & imperf MUH, 1949 Hanover Fair m/s MUH, 82pf multi line Posthorn ovpt, pair ovpt double
		used.		Good group of 1948 Buildings incl 80pf & 90pf p14 mint & 1m to 5m mint.		Berlin 1949 UPU,
		12pf, 16pf, 24pf & 50pf & 1DM used, 1954 70pf defin x 19 used.		Also album of 1948-60s W Germany.

$1,250

111
/ Germany Occupation Zones c1945-9 mint/used colln on Davo standard pages, mostly complete.		Also
		earlier issues Wurtemburg, some earlier Bavaria, post WWI plebiscite issues, old Hamburg etc.		
Interesting lot, good CV.

$650

112
/ Germany-Allied Occupation & West 1946-65 mint & used colln in printed Lindner. Mint, noted: Bodea
		1948 no value indicated sets; Allied 1948 single & multi Posthorn ovpts sets of 17 (no 20pf).		MUH:
		20pf grey single line ovpt, slight gum fold.		Expertisation marks on key stamp.		1952 80pf Posthorn
		mint.		MUH from 1956 on.		Used, noted: both 1946 Numerals m/s, "M" issue 80pf postally used;
		1948 Cathedral p14; West appears complete FU/VFU.

$2,000

113 * Germany 1948-1990s accum in s/b, apparently all MUH.		Mainly West Germany incl 1947 Parliament,
		1949 30pf Stamp Centenary & UPU, 1951 & 1952 Humanitarian, 1954 Hess to 3DM incl 50pf.		Some
		early West Berlin incl 1951 Stamp Day & Beethoven.		Few oddments East Germany etc. 1000+ stamps.

$650

114
/ Germany-West 1949-94 MUH/FU colln in 32 page s/b.		Little or no dupn seen & most sets present
		both MUH & used.		Vendor STC approx €3000.

$450

115
/ Germany-West 1949-69 useful colln on various sets of printed pages with overlaps.		Better noted incl
		1949 Parliament & Stamp Centenary mint, UPU MUH, Posthorns 50pf & 60pf mint etc.		Few FDCs,
		m/s etc.		Thousands of stamps mint/MUH/used.		Weighs 4.2kg.

$850

116

/

Germany-West 1966-2001 MUH & used in 6 Lindner albums, appears complete. Few extras.
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$1,200

117 M* Germany-West Berlin 1948-90 mint colln in printed Lindner.		2 x 1948 black ovpts, 1948 UPU &
		Goethe mint, thereafter appears complete from 1950 Berlin Philharmonic 30pf. MUH mid 1960s on.

$600

118
/ Germany-West Berlin 1948-90 colln in Davo standard album, no apparent gaps.		Noted 1948-9 red
		ovpt set (1M mint, 1M used repair, 2M heavy cancel), 1949 UPU set mint.		Good CV.		Mint/MUH/FU.

$1,250

119 U Germany-West Berlin 1948-90 used colln in printed Lindner album.		After scattered 1948 ovpts,
		appears complete excl 1949 m/s, 1953 Wilhelm Church, 1977 booklet panes. The 1949 UPU 1m &
		2m have shortened corner perf.		High standard.

$1,250

120
/ Germany-East 1949-90 colln in 3 Davo standard albums with slipcases, no apparent gaps.		Noted
		1953 Marx m/s perf & imperf MUH.		Nearly all m/s are MUH.		High CV.		Mint/MUH/FU.

$1,000

/ Hong Kong c1862-2015 colln on pages, mix mint & used, good coverage especially modern era with
121
		many sets.		About 2000 stamps, minor dupn.		Clean but rather untidy.

$400

122 U Hong Kong 1862-1997 extensive used colln.		Noted: 18c QV wmk crown CC, GV crown CA to $3 plus
		$10, multi script to $5; GVI $2 both colours, $5 both colours & 1 listed shade, $10 both colours &
		listed shade, $10 Silver Wedding, China ovpts wmk CA set to $5 & multi script set to $1, $5 on $10
		Fiscal, postally used.		STC SG £6200 excl obviously damaged stamps.

$3,000

123
/ Hong Kong 1863-1987 large stockbook with early used, modern MUH.		Cond varies, huge CV.		Over
		1000 stamps.
124 M* Hong Kong 1863-1997 extensive mint colln with numerous m/s.		Noted: 1882 2c rose pink wmk CA
		(SG 32a, cat £225), EVII, single crown, $1, GV script wmk to $1, Silver Wedding, GVI defins good
		coverage to $2.		Mainly mint to 1976, mainly MUH thereafter.		STC £5000 though some earlies show
		gum faults & tone spots.

$500

$1,500

125
/ Hong Kong to Ireland, also IOM to Jersey c1880-2000, useful range mint & used in 2 albums, with
		Hong Kong continuing past 1997 hand-over to China, maybe about 3000 stamps.

$500

126 M* Hong Kong & Macau 1891-1990s clean colln.		1935 Jubilee (on mainly commems), c200 stamps.		Also
		1891 Jubilee, first day cancel, 1912 p/c addressed to wreck of SS Peel (off NSW coast), 3 FFCs, 3
		Macau stamps, 1 Macau FFC, 1 other.		Mint/MUH.

$400

127
/ Hong Kong 1988-2014 extensive mint (nearly all MUH) used FDCs colln in 7 albums.		Virtually com		plete MUH with dupn, many used, incl m/s plus FDCs from 1979.		The stamps arranged in 3 s/bs to
		2005 then in bundles arranged by year, also s/b for Framas.		Many thousands of stamps & hundreds
		FDCs, high CV.

$2,500

128

*

Hong Kong 1997-2014 virtually complete MUH colln in 2 L/H s/b incl many m/s.		STC £3000.

$2,000

129

U

Hong Kong 1997-2013 virtually complete used colln, incl several m/s in L/H s/b.		STC £1230.

$750

/ Hungary 1868-1954 neat colln, incl pre WWI issues arranged by wmk & perf types.		Incl 1914 War Aid
130
		set mint, 1931 Zeppelin pair mint, & 1933 Airs & 1949 Chain Bridge m/s (crease).		Over 1000 stamps.

$750

131
/ Iceland 1883-1991 seln on 3 Hagners.		Noted: 1883 3S yellow-ochre FU; 1907 6a Kings mint; 1925
		15a King Christian X mint; 1947 Pictorials set mint; etc.		About 60+ stamps & 2 booklets.		STC £966.

$350

132
/ Indian States 1860s-1940s quality colln with scarcer & unusual items from Feudal states in album
		plus accum on pages, incl CEF & IEF.		Over 1000 stamps.		Repay examination.		Mint/Used.

$1,000

133 * IOM 1973-92 colln in Lindner album with slipcase, appears complete.		Also pages 1993-2001 with
		some stamps.		Plus bundle packs, booklets, p/cs etc.		Good CV.		MUH.

$400

/ Ireland 1922-23 ovpts colln.		Slightly disorganised but extensive, incls middle values used 2d long '1"
134
		variety on strip of 3, ½d Thom ovpt in black x 2 MUH (SG 47a cat £100 each); 2/6d mint x 3 & 2/6d
		used, 5/- used.		Also part covers with mixed franking 5 x ½d, SG 1, 2 x 2d T2.		SG cat £2000+.

$1,000

135
/ Ireland 1922-2015 extensive colln in 4 Davo standard albums with slipcases, very few gaps.		Noted:
		1922 2/6d & 5/- mint, 10/- FU, provisional Govt ovpts (SG 18-20); 2/6d & 5/- Free State ovpts wide
		dates (SG 64-5); c1853 Telegraph stamps x 4 (proofs), all the key early commems.		Nearly all mint
		from about 1980, well over 3000 stamps, good CV.		Mint/MUH/FU.

$1,750

136
/ Italy incl States & Colonies 1850s-1950s.		Strong states, useful colonies, Trieste AMG Airs noted.		
		About 400 stamps.		Mint/Used.
137
/ Italy c1860s-1950s extensive old time colln in 4 folio type albums & bundle glassines etc.		Good range
		from earlies but most value in circa late 1940s-early 1950s sets - eg 1948 Centenary mint; 1949 100l
		Roman Rep x 2 FU; 1950 Radio mint; 1951 Milan Fair mint; 1951 Gymnasts mint; 1951 Montecassino
		mint; 1951 Art mint; 1951 Verdi mint etc.		Also good range "Back of Book" Social Rep, Military Post,
		Fiume & other territories.		Several thousands.		(Also Brit Comm 1953 Omnibus in album).		Good CV.
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$500

$1,250

138

/

Italy & Dodecanese Isl 1880s-1940s FU/used seln on 9 stockcards - 1923 Fascist Fund set; 1926
National Defence set; 1929 10l Monte Cassino; 1932 10l, 100l Dante Airs; 1933 Holy Year postage set;
		1936 1l, 5l Horace Airs; 1884 Parcel Post set; 1924 40c on 30c Pneumatic Post.		Dodecanese: 1933
		15l Zeppelin, 1934 50c, 75c Military Medals, 1932 Lero & Scarpanta Garibaldi sets; Fiome 1918
		Postage Dues (mint).		Cat £5255.

$1,000

139
/ Liechtenstein 1912-2014 colln in Davo album (to 1995) & s/b from 1996.		Mix mint & used to 1995
		then all appear MUH.		Noted: 1928 Flood Relief set FU; 1932 Charities set mint; 1933 defins set FU
		(excl 2f, 5f light crease); 1938 50r Philatelic Exbn & 3f Francis I death FU; 1937 defins set FU; late
		1930s to c1960 virtually complete but the sets normally the cheaper mint or used.		Virtually com		plete from 1960.		Very tidy, STC £11,760+ (SG simpl 2013).

$2,500

140
/ Malta 1860-1960 colln of 330+ mint & used on 40+ pages, incl many better items.		Noted mint SG 3a
		(cat £850), 12, 13, 18, 21, 24, 25, 29, 33b (error) x 2, 52, 204-7 (1/6d-3/-), 247-8 (5/-, 10/-), 279-281
		(2/6d-10/-), unused SG 8, 11, 13 (x 2), 14, 15, FU SG 63 (EVII 5/-), 86 (GV 2/-), 88 (GV 5/-).		Nice cond
		overall.		SG cat £4500+, excl some faulty earlies.

$1,200

141
/ Monaco 1885-c1977 extensive mostly complete mint & used colln on pages.		Noted used: 1885
		Charles to 15c + 40c; 1891 Albert set; 1919 5c, 15c, 25c Orphans; 1933 Picts short set to 10f; 1949
		Red Cross m/ss (perf & imperf); 1951 surcharged Red Cross m/ss (perf & imperf) (minor toning); 1955
		Airs set.		Mint: 1891-1921 5f Albert, rose, mauve (MU14) & green x 4; 1919 War Orphans to 25c (incl
		interpanneau blk of 4); 1920 1f + 1f Princess Charlotte marriage; 1924 Dues; 1933 10f, 20f Picts; 1939
National Relief Set; 1940 Red Cross set; 1939 10f Stadium x 2; 1948 Olympics set; 1949 Bosio set;
		1949 300f, 500f (both MUH); 1955 100f Car Rally etc.		Plus many more useful items/sets vendor
		states cat £20,000+.		Clean but untidy in places.

$4,000

142
/ Morocco Private Post Offices 1891-1911 mostly mint.		Annotated re routes & origins on 26 Hagners;
		approx 375v, mostly singles & some dupn with a few forgeries noted, on 28 additional Hagners.		Also
		includes "The Local & Private Posts of Morocco" by Jean Haik pub 1997. Catalogue prices in French
		Francs [then US $1 = FF 5.25]. Colln incl (priced!) forgeries is catalogued at FF 51,600+ or, (US $9,800+
		then).		Recent internet prices make this valuation appear conservative.

$5,000

143
/ Morocco c1895-1950s.		Noted: range of pre Spanish Protectorate cancels (c1895) on Spanish stamps;
		Gibraltar QV range m/u (cat £869); French POs in Morocco (cat £910); German POs in Morocco (cat
		US$510); Spanish POs in Morocco (cat £1,659);		misc odds cat (cat £150+); 19 misc Spanish covers incl
		1910 repaired cover to England with ¼c x 93!		Total cat approx NZ $12,000, on 36 Hagners in binder &
		27 pages in album.

$2,000

144

/

Morocco Agencies 1898-1957 mint/used seln on 24 pages (356v), odd tone.		SG cat approx £2000.

145

/

Morocco Agencies 1907-57 mainly mint colln (mostly complete sets) on 29 pages.		Cat £2600.

$575
$1,500

146 C/ Netherlands East Indies to Indonesia 1868-1980s interesting & varied colln.		c350 Dutch East Indies
		stamps, incl good coverage of 1870, 1883, 1892 & 1900 issues, 1915 Red Cross set mint, 1921 Marine
		Insurance set mint, 1923 Jubilee set used (5g 1 perf fractionally short), 1948 25g VFU, 80 Japanese
occupation stamps incl BAND JERMASIN 5c & 10c Emergency issue, 80+ Vienna etc Indonesia issues
		& 40 Indonesia ovpts pre 1949, 80+ Indonesia & c100 Dutch New Guinea.		Also over 25 FFCs + 2 crash
		mail covers 1920s-40s, 5 postcards, 3 Japanese occupation covers, 10+ postcards etc.

$3,000

147
/ Newfoundland, St Pierre et Miquelon etc 1857-1980s varied colln.		Few Canada, New Brunswick 1860
		set mint, Newfoundland 1857 1d mint, 1897 set mint (60c thin), 1910 set to 10c mint, 1923 & 1928
		sets mint etc, useful Airs (1919 Hawkes ovpt crude fake), good St Pierre incl 1947 & 1951 Airs mint &
		1962, 1969 & 1973 Airs MUH.		2 x 1931 France to Canada flight covers, assorted Canada strike &
		courier labels.

$1,200

148 M Newfoundland 1857-1941 extensive colln, mostly mint complete sets (some earlies unused) in Light		house s/b.		Earlies with some dupn.		Imperf mostly 4 margins.		Noted SG1 x 3, 8 (3 margins), 11 x 2,
		13 x 2, 14 (FU but thinned), 18, 19 x 4, 19a, 20-23, 25-30 (5c creased), 31-47, 49-54, 56, 59-65a, 66-79
		(1897 400th Anniv set), 83-90, 95-105, 111-127, 130-141, 149-162, 164-178, 198-208, 209-220, 230-4,
		236-249 & other sets.		Mostly fine condition.		SG cat £14750.

$4,500

149
/ New Guinea 1915-22 "N.W. PACIFIC ISLANDS." ovpts on Australia, useful colln of 65 mint/MUH & 61
		used (almost all FU) on 6 s/b pages.		Noted various ovpt settings, GV Heads to 5d mint FU (incl 5d
		block of 4), Roos to £1 mint (this with gum tone spot), FU to 10/- (SG 84), £1 SG 99 with m/s cancel
(fiscal?) & attractive blocks of 4 1d-2/- (mint/MUH or FU).		Also noted 1918 1d ovpt set SG 100-101
		both mint & FU (cat £350), 2½d perf OS SG O7 FU (cat £425).		Some dupn, nice lot mostly fine cond.		
		SG cat £4250+. Two other used £1 SG 99, not incl in CV, have small faults (1 FU with short corner).

$2,000
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150
/ New Guinea 1925-32 Huts/Birds of Paradise, extensive near complete mint & FU colln of 235 diff on
		15 s/b pages.		Incl all 3 basic sets ½d or 1d to £1, Air ovpt sets ditto & all 3 "OS" ovpt sets (1d to 2/		or 5/-), all both mint & FU, except for 3 items:		10/- SG 161 FU, £1 SG 176 FU, 5/- SG 187 mint.		(The
		following, have small faults & are not incl in CV: 10/-, £1 SG 135-6 mint, £1 SG 136 used, 1/- SG 172
		mint, 9d SG 198 used, 4d, 5d SG 048-49 mint, 2/- SG O53 used.		A few extra shades, gum tone on a
		few earlier mint, otherwise good condition).		SG cat £4750 excl the 8 faulty items		(cat £730).
151
/ NZ, GB, Australia & Federated Malay States 1841-1980s mint/MUH/used collns.		Noted NZ 2d imperf,
		1d & 6d perf FFQs, Australian Roos to 2/-, FMS, with misc Singapore & USA at end. Key items generally
		absent but good range, in 4 quality 24/32 pg s/bs.

$2,000

$750

152
/ NZ 1850s-1960s FFQ 1d & 2d imperf no wmk, near 4 margins, 3 margin 2d on cover, 4d yellow & 4d
		rose p12½; FSF 3d used; SSF 3d mint, 1898 Picts no wmk, 2d-5d mint, 8d mint x 3, 9d, 1/- & 2/- mint,
		5/- used.		Christchurch Exbn set mint, EVII 3d p14 x 13½ mint; Victory 1/- mint, 1931 Airs FU, 2d QEII
		stars error used etc.		Also specialised Health colln incl Red & Blue Boys mint & used.

$1,000

153 U NZ 1855-2000 mostly used colln in 4 Premier albums, with some mint later.		Key items generally
		absent though incl Red & Blue Boys.		A good colln for continuation.

$1,350

154 U NZ 1855-1970s used colln (all simpl) FFQs present (4d rose, 3 sides cut); 2/- & 5/- FSF = fiscals; ½d-3d
		Christchurch Exbn cto; Healths from 1929, VR Life Insurance 6d, 10 Postage Dues.

$1,500

155
/ NZ 1855-1898 colln in well written up album.		Noted: handy FFQs incl 34 imperf, 60 perf, 1874 FSF set
		mint to 5/-, 1898 Pictorials to 5/- (x 8) incl 3 mint.		Worth inspection.

$5,000

/ NZ 1855-1945 colln in Simplex album. H/H. Noted: good range of imperf FFQs (50) incl SG 6 2½ mar156
		gins FU, perf (64).		1874 FSF to 1/- mint & used, 1878 5/- FSF GU & mint, 1898 Pictorials to 5/- mint,
		1913 Auckland Exbn set mint.		Also remnant pages at rear, many handy.		Cond mixed but a useful lot.

$4,000

157
/ NZ FFQs to 1970s accum in mounts on 39 pages.		Noted 7 imperf & 23 perf FFQs incl 4d rose; 1898
		Pictorials set mint; both Christchurch & Auckland Exbn sets; 2d QEII stars ovpt error FU, Red & Blue
		Boys mint & used etc.		Jury cat $16000+.		Mixed condition.

$3,000

158
/ NZ 1855-1978: noted 6 imperf & 10 perf FFQs GU/FU; SSF set mint; 1898 Picts to 2/- mint; Christ		church Exbn mint; 1907 reduced Picts mint; 6d Auckland Exbn mint; GV Recess set mint; 2/- & 3/		GV mint; 1935 Picts & Officials mint, etc.		No Healths, Life Ins etc, some mixed cond.

$1,500

/ NZ FFQs to 1970s, very untidy accum of pages (various collections), mostly used.		Dupn but noted
159
		many handy.		Weighs 1.5kg.		Inspection essential (scans not available).

$2,000

160
/ NZ 1855-1989 mostly used colln in Seven seas pre-printed album. Noted 7 imperf & 11 perf FFQs, 5/		Mt Cook fiscal, 6d Christchurch & Auckland Exbns cto; 2d stars error ovpt MUH; useful range of Arms
		to £5 postal/fiscal use; Health m/s 1957 used, & from 1958 mint/MUH; ½d Victoria Land mint, creased.
		Almost complete as virtually all spaces filled though some used appear to be CTO/Fiscal. Cond varies.

$2,250

161
/ NZ 1855-1981 untidy coll incl better earlies - FFQ & 5 imperfs. 34 perfs. FSF inc 2/- mint & 5/- used.		
		1906 & 1913 Exbn mint & some useful items thereafter.		Condition very mixed.

$1,125

162
/ NZ 1855-2003 colln in 4 Premier albums often with duplicated pages (1 for mint, 1 for used). A general
		colln with 4 imperf & 9 perf FFQs (incl 4d yellow & 1/- used), Christchurch Exbn set fu/cto, 8d GV
official used, 2d stars error mint, 1931 healths m & u.		Some mixed cond.

$1,000

163
/ NZ c1855-1930s (FFQs - 8 imperf, 18 perf - vendor STC $4750 approx) - GV defins & commems mint/
		MUH/FU, sets, singles, multiples, dupn, shades, papers, perfs, wmks etc.		No FSF, SSF, Officials,
		Postage Dues or Life Ins issues.		Noted: 1898-1903 Picts (STC $25,000 approx) - incl 5/- x 2 mint, 2
		used & 1 fiscal; Christchurch & Auckland Exbn sets mint & used; EVII 5d & 8d 2 perf pairs mint also
		similar from GV; Victory mint & used.		Mixed cond.		Vendor STC $60,000 approx.

$12,500

164
/ NZ 1855-1935 mostly used colln in album.		Noted: FFQ imperf 5 to 1/-, perf 7 x unused to 4d yellow,
		10 used to 1/-, Christchurch Exbn, Auckland Exbn sets mint, 1931 Healths FU, 2d mint, good range,
		1935 Picts.		Presentation a bit untidy but worth inspection.

$2,500

165 U NZ c1855-1988 mostly used colln in springback album.		Noted: FFQ x 28 (incl 5 imperf) values to 2d
		only; Victory set; 1907 2/-, 5/- Picts Officials; 1915 GV Officials recess & surface sets; 1867 £45 QVLT
		Die I (perfs trimmed); etc.		Plus many other key items but minor toning (eg: 1929-34 Healths).

$750

166
/ NZ 1858-1931.		Existing range in 3 L/H albums.		Noted nothing scarce but many items of postal
		history etc.		Worth inspection.

$3,000

167
/ NZ 1858-1994 mint & used colln in 2 volumes.		FFQs have been picked over but 19 imperf & 45 perf
		remain.		Handy seln of SSF adverts to 1/- (incl 4d x 53).		Many useful but missing key values.		Noted
		35/- Arms ovpt GU.		High cat val.

$3,000
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168

169

U

/

NZ 1860s-1950s simplified used colln in Premier L/L album.		Noted 6 sound perf FFQs (2d, 3d, both
6d, 1/- x 2), FSF 4d, 1/-, 1898s Picts set (2/- "FU" but bogus "Waiteni" cancel, 5/- VFU), Chch Exbn
½d-3d FU (1d, 3d CTO), 3/- GU/FU, 2/- Official FU, 1929-35 Health FU (1931 2d light tone).

$375

NZ 1860s-1990s mainly mint colln in large L/H s/b, 1930-34 Healths mint, pre-decimal Health m/s
MUH, 1898 2d-5d mint, 6d red x 2 mint, 1900 1d, 1½d, 2d mint, 3d & 6d reduced mint, EVII defins &
officials mint, ditto GV excl 8d official, 3/- Admiral & 2/- x 3 Admirals.		Useful coverage thereafter.

$1,000

M* NZ c1862-1974 seln on 5 stockcards incl: FFQ perf x 4 all appear unused, 1d red, 3d & 4d yellow, 1/(some faults except 4d); 1900 ½d SSF top L/H corner horiz block of 10, Pirie paper unused no gum;
		1915 GV recess Officials 3d pair, 4d x 4 (incl pair), 6d x 3 (incl pair) mint/MUH; 5/-, 7/6d, 8/-, 12/6d,
5/6d, 35/- ovpt, $6 Arms (7/6d mint, 35/- no gum, rest MUH, 12/6d creases); 1½d Boer War p11
MUH; Red Boy MUH horiz pair (perf seps, 1 minor corner gum disturbance) & 1974 Offshore Isl
imperf (plate proof?) single.

$1,750

170

171

/

NZ c1862-1930s predominantly FFQ-GV.		Untidy remnant range on pages.		Handy GV mint but rest
picked over.		Mint & Used.

172

/

NZ 1862-1898 old time mint & used colln.		FFQs have been picked over but many handy incl about 50
mint/unused.		Noted 4d Rose x 5 GU, 1874 FSF to 5/- mint, 1898 5/- Mt Cook x 5 mint, 1898 Postage
Dues set (no 6d) mint, Railways Newspaper set mint (except 2d used).		Condition varies.

173

NZ c1862-1966 colln on pages in mounts.		Many key items but much of colln in poor condition
especially earlies.		However noted in good condition mint: 1898 5/- Mt Cook H/H; 1d Auckland Exbn
		block of 4 MUH; 6d Auckland Exbn; 2/- Admiral Official; 2d QEII Stars error MUH; Arms range to £5;
		QVLT range to £3 mint/used & 5/- Arms Official vert ovpt FU.		High CV, well over 1000 stamps (also
		2001 QEII set as imperf sheets of 50).		Mint & used.
174

$750

$10,000

/

/

$2,500

NZ 1862-2007 mostly used colln in 4 Premier albums, all in mounts.		Noted used: 8 FFQs mixed cond,
4d, 6d, 1/- FSF; 1898-1907 Picts (2/-, 5/- fiscals); EVII sets (incl Officials, 8d mint); GV set; Dunedin set
(mint); 1931-4 Airs; then defins & commems virtually complete (no 2d stars, early QEII mostly mint);
Health complete mint (no 1930-1 or early m/s).		Good CV.

$750

/ NZ 1862-1940 colln in Warwick multi-ring album, nearly all used.		Noted: FFQs x 13; SSF to 6d (mint);
175
		about 200 1d & 2d SSF nice range of shades, dies etc; 5/- Mt Cook x 7 (all fiscal), Christchurch Exbn
set (mint); GV about 250 incl shades etc; Dunedin Exbn set (mint); 1931-4 Airs (mint); 1935 Picts x
		300+ incl 3/- single wmk (mint) etc.

$1,000

176

NZ 1862-c1968 colln in 2 albums mint & used.		Good range with some specialisation but rather untidy.		
Noted used: FFQs x 12 perf, 1898 Picts set, GV recess Officials set; 2/- Admiral Official, 1931-4 Airs,
2d QEII Stars error, 1929-34 Healths, Arms to 10/- + 30/-, £2 & £3 (all PU), Life Ins to 6d, no VR set.		
		Mint: SSF set, 1898-1907 Picts VR sets, Christchurch Exbn to 3d (+3d invt wmk), EVII sets incl Officials,
		GV recess sets incl Officials, Victory & Dunedin sets, Admirals incl 2/- Official, 1931-4 Airs, 2d QEII
		Stars error, 1929-7 Health (incl all m/s), range Arms incl 1/3d lemon & 15/-, Dues to 5d.		Plus many
other better items but mixed condition.

$3,750

177
/ NZ c1862-1979 mint/MUH/FU, sets, singles, multiples, dupn, shades, papers, perfs, wmks & plate
		blocks etc.		Noted: 5 x FFQs; FSF 2/- & 5/- u; 5/- Mt Cook x 3m, x 1u; No: 6 Chch Exbn cinderella; 2/Admiral x 4 m/MUH, 3/- x 2 FU; 2/- COQK flaws; QE II x 2 m sets; 1960		£1 x 3m, x 1u & misc 1970s
errors MUH, in s/b.		No Life Ins, Postage Dues nor Officials.		Variable cond especially earlies.		Vendor
		STC $26,000 approx.

$4,500

/

NZ 1862-2007 mint & used colln in 5 albums + packet c1990s-2000s MUH m/s etc.		Noted mint: 1900
Picts, EVII to 8d, GV recess & surface sets, Dunedin Exbn, 3/- Admiral (Jones), 2/- Admiral Official,
		1935 Picts, 1940 Centennial incl Officials sets, QEII defins, 1929-98 Health etc.		Used: 1898 Picts to
2/-, 1907 Picts, EVII incl Officials sets, GV recess & surface sets, 1931-4 Airs, 1929-98 Health etc plus
		many other key items with blemishes.		Virtually complete from 1935 (FV decimals well over $1000).		
		STC nearly $20,000.
178

179

/

NZ 1862-1995 used colln in 2 Premier albums, all stamps in mounts.		Noted 2 FFQs (mixed cond); SSF
set, 1898-1907 Picts (2/-, 5/- fiscals); EVII incl Officials sets, Victory set; 1931-5 Airs & 1931 Blue Boy
		GU.
180

$2,000

U

U

NZ 1862-2000 used colln on Premier pages in 3 binders.		Noted: reasonable range from SSFs; EVII incl
Officials sets; GV sets; 1931-5 Airs; then defins & commems almost complete.

$500
$500

181 U NZ 1862-1995 used colln in 2 Premier albums, all stamps in mounts.		Noted 7 FFQs (mixed cond);
		Victory & Dunedin sets; 1931-5 Airs; then defins & commems almost complete.

$500

182 U NZ 1862-1994 colln in 3 Seven Seas albums, all stamps in mounts.		Noted: 5 FFQs (mixed cond); 1898
		Picts (2/- fiscal, 5/- dubious cancel), EVII incl Officials sets; Victory set; 1931-5 Airs, then defins &
commems almost complete, some m/s only.		Used.

$425
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183 M* NZ 1873-1967 mint/MUH colln in hingeless Davo album (& dustbox, pages complete from 1855).		
		Sparse pre 1892, 1898 range to 5/-, Chch Exbn set, Healths (incl m/s) from 1929 complete, Arms (11v)
		range to £1; GV officials to 2/- Admiral etc but mixed cond.

$600

184
/ NZ c1873-c1970 mint & used colln in album.		Mostly complete (no "back of book").		Noted mint:
		Christchurch Exbn set, Auckland Exbn set, 1915 GV recess set, Victory set, 1931-4 Airs, 2d QEII stars
		error.		Used: Red & Blue Boys.		Many other key items but minor blemishes.

$1,250

NZ 1873-1994 used colln in 2 Seven Seas albums, all stamps in mounts.		Noted: 1898-1907 Picts (5/fiscal); EVII incl Officials sets; Victory set; 1931-4 Airs;		then defins & commems virtually complete.

$500

186 U NZ 1873-2000 used colln in Seven Seas album, all stamps in mounts.		Noted: SSF set (8d advert);
		1898-1907 Picts (5/- fiscal); EVII incl Officials sets; GV set; Victory & Dunedin sets; 1931-5 Airs, then
defins & commems almost complete.

$500

187 U NZ 1873-2007 used colln in 4 Premier albums, incl 1931-5 Airs, then defins & commems nearly
		complete (no 3/- QEII Official or 2d QEII Stars).

$400

185

U

188
/ NZ 1874-1979 colln.		Noted: Christchurch Exbn to 3d mint, Auckland Exbn set mint, Healths from 1929
		& m/s from 1957, GV 8d Official MUH, in L/H hingeless album & dustbox.		Key items generally absent,
		some mixed cond, mint/MUH/used. Cat $5350+ to QEII.
189
/ NZ 1874-1986 colln in Davo hingeless album & dustbox. Noted: FSF 2/- GU, Health 1931 1d red MUH
		but no m/s.		Key items generally absent.		No m/s or back of book present.		Colln appears mostly used
		to QEII, some mixed cond.		Cat $3,750+.		Mint/MUH/used/CTO.

$1,500

$750

/ NZ 1874-1970s.		Used: 1982 Len Jury Investment seln on 4 stockcards - Noted: FSF 3d x 3, 1d & 2d
190
		large star wmks: 6d p10 top, rest p12½; SSF set; 1898 Picts set, 2/- Milford Official; 1907 reduced Picts
		set.		Mint: 2/- Milford; 1d Universal horiz pair imperf vert Basted Mills paper; 8d EVII mint/MUH block
		of 4; 4d GV violet x 10 (range shades); 3/- Admiral Jones MUH; 1973 4c Moth missing blue MUH etc.

$1,500

191 P NZ c1880s-1920s FFQ-GV colln of plate proofs/reprints.		Noted FFQ ex Vol 2, Hausburgs, Joliffes, 1882
		SSF 5d QV x 11 colours, 1874 FSF 1d-1/- ovpt Specimen (not in issued colours), 1898 Pictorials EVII,
		GV, QVLT x 5 (defaced dies), QVLT x 26 to £20.		Interesting lot.

$7,500

192 M* NZ c1882-1967 predecimal mint (virtually all MUH) colln in 2 L/H hingeless albums with slipcases, all
		pages from 1855 & also many blank pocket pages with duplicates.		Key items noted all MUH: 2½d
Wakatipu, 1d Dom various printings incl WT; 6d, 1/- Picts reduced; ½d Christchurch; 1d Auckland; EVII
		set (no 4d yellow but also 3d p14 x 13½); Victory set; 1929 x 3, 1931, 1932, 1934 x 5 Health; 1931 3d
		Air; 1935 Picts specialised range all vals, incl Officials; 1902 Dues x 2 sets plus; 1907 3d Huias Official;
		3d x 2, 6d, 8d EVII Officials; 2/- Admiral Official; 2d, 3d, Centennial joined "ff" vert pairs (2d no sel		vedge, 3d hinged on selv); 3/6d Arms sans serif; 1958 1/- QEII Die 1b; 1954 QEII set x 2 sets plus etc.

$3,500

193 U NZ 1882-1947 seln of 15 items on stockcards - SSF set as horiz used pairs; 1886 cover with ½d News		paper & 1867 1d QVLT; 1d SSF screwdriver flaw (in pair) on cover; 1d SSF advert reverse wmk used;
		5d Otira p11 double perfs; 9d Terraces mint/MUH blk of 4 p14 upright wmk; 5/- Mt Cook p11 FU; 6d
		Kiwi original officials blk of 4 FU; 1902 1d Universal Cowan 2 horiz sheet no blks of 6 mint (stamps
		MUH); 2/-, 3/- Admirals FU; 7d TT Airs blk of 4 FU; 1936 "Scipio" crash cover; 1938 GVI officials FU
		set as horiz pairs; 1905 1d blue Life Insurance no VR horiz pair FU; 1947 6d pink FU blk of 9.		Stamps
		alone cat $4400+.

$1,500

194 * NZ & Ross Dep c 1882-1967 page of better MUH items: SSF to 1/-, 1d Universal "Official" booklet
		pane, EVII set, EVII officials (2 x 3d & 8d), 1925 Dunedin Exbn, 1929 Health, 5/- Arms multi wmk blk
		of 4, Victoria Land 1d, Ross Dep 1967 3c wmk invt.		Generally clean, odd minor toning on reverse.		
		CP cat c $5200+.

$1,000

195
/ NZ 1882-1977 simplified mint & used colln in peg album.		Noted mint: 1d Victoria Land; 1898 5/- Mt
		Cook; Christchurch Exbn set (6d toned perf); Auckland Exbn set; Dunedin Exbn set (MUH); 1931-4
		Airs.		Plus many other useful items & other good items with minor toning.

$1,000

196 M NZ 1890s-1968 mint colln in Empire peg album - noted: 2/-, 5/- (H/H); 1907 Picts officials to 5/- incl
		both 6d; 1907 reduced Picts; 1909 EVII set incl officials, Auckland Exbn set; 1915 GV recess & surface
		sets; Victory set; Dunedin Exbn set; 1926 Admirals (Jones); 2/- Admiral official; 2d QEII Stars error;
		1960 & 1967-8 Picts sets; 1902 Dues; 1930 Nurse.		Plus many other key items but minor toning.

$2,000

197
/ NZ 1890s-2000 "back of book" s/b filled with mint & used.		Noted: 2 x 1d Edward VII Land mint (a bit
		rough), 1967 Ross sets x 4 mint, 1 FU, 22/- Arms ovpt mint & GU, good range Pigeongrams (mixed
condition), mostly common but worth inspection.

$2,000

198 U NZ 1890s-1980s seln on piece items, all postally used - Noted:		SSF: 1d & 8d; 6d x 2 (+ 1d Taupo x 2);
		4d x 2, 3d: 4d GV yellow recess x 2 pairs: 1930 Nurse x 4: Crusader x 3 (+ Keyhole) 1902 3d Postage
		Dues vert blk of 6 (1934 cdss): ½d x 6, 1d x 6 1939 Postage Due: Ross Dep 1967 3c, 7c, 15c x 6: 5d GV
		pair on label: 1/- GV (+ 1d FM x 2) on label: 3/- QVLT x 3 pieces etc.

$500
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199
/ NZ miscellany on 2 Hagner pages, incl 1898 Pictorials, London prints, FU range with complete set to
		5/- & shade dups.		Also 1899 2/- Postage Due x 2 unused no gum, ½d EVII booklet pairs x 2 diff.		CP
		cat approx $4250.

$900

200

$500

U

NZ 1898-1995 defins appears complete, simplified but with some specialisation.		Jury cat $2000+.		FU.

201 M* NZ 1898-1960 Pictorials, all defin sets mint.		Incl £1 Geyser, $2 pink, $2 multi Geysers MUH blocks of
		4.		Noted 2d QEII Stars mint horiz pair.		A few faults but mostly fine mint.		Jury cat $5500.

$1,500

202 M* NZ 1898-1967 noted: 1898 range to 2/-, Christchurch Exbn set & Auckland Exbn to 3d, Healths include
		m/s (1931 Red Boy MNG), Arms range to £1.		Earlies are mostly mint, key items generally absent &
		some mixed cond. Some transparent mounts need replacing.		Cat $7100+.		Mint/MUH.

$1,500

203 M NZ 1899-1926 mint group: 1899 4d Taupo, p11, no wmk x 5; 1906 Christchurch Exbn set; 1909 EVII
		set (no 1d); 1920 1/- Victory; 1926 2/- & 3/- Admirals; 1925 Dunedin Exbn.		The 1906 & 1909 sets are
		heavily mounted.		ACS cat $2020.

$600

/ NZ 1900-1972 mint/used accum, dupn on approx 70 pages.		Noted 1d Universal Waterlow p14 mint;
204
		½d Mt Cook p11 x 14 (CP F2dl used); Christchurch Exbn 6d mint & then a mostly used accum, some		what remaindered & mixed cond.

$350

/ NZ c1900-2012 misc.		Noted: Arms 7/6d, 9/- (x 2), 12/6d, 15/- & £1 MUH; range of used Officials,
205
		Postage Dues, Govt Life (incl 2d 1905 Chestnut) & Arms range to £2 used + misc gutter pairs etc,
		MUH in L/H hingeless album & dustbox. Cat $4750+.

$1,200

206 C NZ 1901-1978 3 albums of FDCs.		Many better incl 1d Universal 01.01 (unaddressed), 1935 Pictorials
		set on 8 diff illustrated FDCs 1936 Commerce c47, Centennial (incl 8d & 10d), various GVI & QEII
defins etc, 3/- QEII official.		Covers signed by designer incl 1935 Airs (1 set & 1 single), 1935 1d Kiwi,
		1936 Health (2), 1936 2d Commerce, 1946 3d, 4d, 5d Peace & 19 covers from 1970s.

$1,000

207 M* NZ 1901-1967 colln in Kabe hingeless album.		Noted: Christchurch Exbn & Auckland Exbn sets, Healths
		incl 1931 MUH set & also m/s (several have tones, none have been counted in cat value), QEII 2d
		Stars error MUH.		Arms are absent.		Earlies are mostly mint, mixed cond, mint/MUH.		Cat $8600+.

$2,000

208 M* NZ 1906-89 virtually complete mint colln defins & commems (no Health) incl Xmas in large Hagner
		binder with slipcase.		Noted: Christchurch Exbn set MUH; EVII set incl Officials mint (6d, 1/- Officials
		MUH); Auckland Exbn 3d, 6d MUH; GV Recess incl Officials some MUH (8d Official mint); Victory set
		MUH; 2/- Admiral Official; 2d QEII stars x 3 (2 mint, 1 MUH), appears nearly all MUH from c1935.		
		1985 15c, 50c "Cristmas" errors MUH.

$2,500

209
/ NZ 1906-77 commems mint & used in large s/b.		Much dupn, noted 3d Christchurch Exbn x 4 mint,
		Auckland Exbn x 2 sets mint, 2 x 3d FU.

$1,000

210
/ NZ 1906-2012 back of book colln in L/H hingeless album & dustbox.		Noted range of Officials EVII 1954,
		Express Delivery, Govt Life 1906+, QVLT 2/- mint, Arms range to £2 (9/- & £2 MUH) & to $10, Ross Dep
		to 2012 & Victoria Land 1d.		Cat $3200+.		Mostly mint/MUH.

$500

211
/ NZ 1907-63 Officials mint/MUH/FU, sets, singles, multiples, dupn, shades, papers, perfs, wmks & plate
		blocks etc in Exeter album.		Noted: QVLT 5/- "screw head" & "no stop" varieties m, £1 u; 6d Kiwi (SG
		O64) MUH + Knopke cert (1999); 6d reduced single with selvedge "W" letter wmk (SG O72) MUH; 5/		Mt Cook m & fu; EVII 6d & 8d upper right sheet corner singles MUH with sheet No's (SG O75 & O76b),
		also 8d 2-perf pairs x 2 (2 diff shades) MUH; 2/- Admiral x 3 MUH, x 3 GU/FU; 5/- Arms vertical ovpt
		lower RH cnr single, & single FU; 1940 Picts set of joined ffs, 1/- plate/imprint strip of 4 MUH, also
		similar but FU; QEII 3/- MUH & 2 FU.		Vendor STC approx $79,000.
$15,000
212 M* NZ c1916-20 Pacific Isl Dep GV in depth colln incl plate blks of 4: 3d #18 (Aitutaki & Rarotonga), #19
		(Samoa); 6d #38 (Niue) & #22 (Samoa); 7½d #24 (Rarotonga).		These alone CP cat $8400 as their NZ
		equivalents & not counted in CV.		Also various (eg: Penrhyn) ovpt settings & varieties incl Aitutaki 1/		Tai Tiringi (no dot above 2nd i of Tiringi), alone cat £300 & a Fanning Isl (1930) cancelled 1/-, on 27
		pages.		Cat £2000+.

$2,250

213
/ NZ 1925-1958 Commems, Defins & Healths mint/MUH/FU sets, singles, multiples & dupn in Exeter
		album.		Noted: Dunedin Exbn, 4d x 3m/MUH & 1u; 2/- & 3/- Admirals Jones & Cowan m also 2/- x 5
		u, 3/- x 3 u; 1931 Health set m & u + Blue Boy used; 1935 Picts very good range of perfs, wmks,
		shades etc; QEII 10/- MUH & 3u; 2d QEII Stars error x 2m, a single FU & also upper selvedge pair MUH
		with faint vertical black squiggly line at left from surcharge to selvedge.		Vendor STC $13,200.

$3,000

214
/ NZ 1929-1947 Health colln comprising usually at least a single & a blk of 4 mint, & used single of each
		stamp, some with more.		Some with some gum toning.		All stamps whether mint or MUH have been
		counted as being mint in CV of $4400+. Noted 1929 x 6 m & 1931-34 each x 5 m, 1931-4 used (280v).

$1,100

215 * NZ 1935-67 accum of sheets & part sheets, blocks in 10 sheet files plus 7 stock pages.		Noted 1967
		$2 x 62.		Huge cat value.		Ex deceased well known dealer.		MUH.

$2,000
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216

U

NZ 1937-2000 in 5 albums, condition varies but huge range.		Used.

$500

217
/ NZ 1945-65 defins & commems mint/MUH/FU in 2 volumes, noted all issues MUH blocks of 4 incl 2d
		QEII stars error, 2/6d-10/- QEII (plus extra 10/- x 14 MUH in plate blocks), 1954 Officials to 3/-, 1960
		Westland in full sheets.		1960 Picts 3/- sepia x 56.		Huge CV.

$2,000

218 * NZ 1976-2005 complete MUH colln in 3 Lighthouse hingeless albums incl all m/s & Ross Dependency
		(face value approx $1750).

$1,500

219 * NZ 1994-2003 Limited Edition Albums Nos 1-27 (1994 Cricket to 2003 Coronation Anniversary).		Also
		1898 Pictorials Centenary album.		Note: no. XXIV Art Meets Craft incorrectly numbered "XXIII" on
		spine - an error not seen by us before).		ACS cat $7000+.		MUH.

$1,500

/ NZ 1998-c2007 Alternative Postal Service Provider's issues colln & some booklets on 50+ Hagners
220
		(some double sided).		Useful range, well over 1500 stamps.		MUH/used .

$400

221
/ Niue, Norfolk & PNG, mostly c1960-2000 incl Niue high vals to $15 & many others, in 3 albums. About
		4000 stamps.		Mint/MUH/Used.

$500

222
/ Palestine 1918-24 highly specialised colln of EEF issues mint & used with many blocks, few multiples
		on piece etc.		Noted: SG 1 m & u, SG 2 m & u (latter canc 2 MAR 18); Arab 40 for 4 5 examples; various
printings.		Jerusalem 1 ovpt 3m perf 14 mint & 2 x used; Jerusalem 2, 2p mint x 2; 4m (SG 40) m & u,
		5p (SG 43) mint; Jerusalem 3 9p mint x 2 & used; 10p mint x 2; 20p m & u.		London 1, 2 sets mint;
		London 2 p14 10p & 20p m & u.		Also 1923 & 1924 Postage Due sets.		STC SG £7500+ which ignores
		Bale varieties.

$2,500

223
/ Palestine 1927-45 specialised colln of Pictorials per Bale incl 5 diff papers, plate blocks etc.		Noted
		90m x 3 mint & 2 used, 19 x various horiz rubbed paper, 7 x vert rubbed paper incl scarce 3c & 8c FU.		
		1928 Dues incl 1m & 4m p15 x 14 used.		Also 7 x PLO propaganda labels using 1927 designs.		STC SG
		c£2500 which ignores diff papers.		Mint/MUH/used.

$1,000

224
/ Poland c1915-2008 extensive mint/MUH/FU colln in 5 Schaubek albums (+ 2008 pages loose). Remar		kable range with very few gaps (no 1860 issue) incl German Occupation issues, Polish Occupation issue,
		Danzig etc.		Noted: apparently all key 1928-48 m/s incl 1928 Stamp Exbn MUH, 1937 King (3) FU; 1938
		Exbn perf & imperf mint; 1938 Stratosphere mint; 1948 Roosevelt MUH; 1948 Culture m/s FU etc etc.		
		Mostly mint from c1980 & incl some covers.		Well over 5000 stamps, high CV.

$3,000

225 * Russia 1970-95 appears complete, in 5 Lighthouse hingeless albums, with dust boxes.		Very nice.		SG
		cat £2800+.		MUH.

$1,400

226 M* Singapore 1948-55 LH mint/MUH range on pages, incl 1948 GVI p14 1c-50c blks of 6 (5 MUH in each),
		$1 x 2, $2 x 2, $5, 1949-52 p17½ x 18 1c-$2 43 various 1c-$2 incl 15c x 3 (2 MUH), 40c x 6 (4 MUH)
		incl plate blks, 50c x 6 (3 MUH), $1 x 3, $2 x 2, 1955 QEII 1c-50c blks of 4 (3 MUH in each), $1 x 2, $2
		x 2, $5.		Range SG 1-52.		Cat c£1650.

$525

227
/ Solomon Isl to Zimbabwe c1920s-c2000 but mostly QEII 1970s+, collns (no foreign) in 4 albums.
		Probably about 5000 stamps.		Mint & used.

$500

228
/ South Africa-Cape of Good Hope 1853-1904 nearly all used colln on 21 pages.		Incls 3 margin trian		gulars with 1853 1d single + pairs (2), 4d; 1855-62 1d, 1863-65 1d pairs (2) all used cond. (Hundreds).
229
/ South Africa 1900-1902 Boer War collection of 20 censored covers, 1 mint 1½d NZ stamp, 1 part letter
		ex POW Camp Ceylon & 1 letter (sent to NZ). 7 covers to various POW camps (in Ceylon & St. Helena).

$1,500

/ South Africa 1910-c2004 colln in Davo standard album (pages appear complete).		Over 2000 stamps
230
		incl about 50 bilingual pairs & 50 m/s.		Earlies patchy but good coverage from 1970s to 2000s.		Mint &
		used (on facing page).

$700

$1,000

231
/ South America c1860s-1980s: Chile (cat £920+); Ecuador (cat £900+); Paraguay (cat £1100+); Peru
		(cat £1250+) incl SG 234u (£150), SG 236m (£275) & SG 304 mint (£170), & various Departmentals.		
		Some forgeries noted, some perf varieties, very few m/s seen.		Cat £4150+.		Mint/MUH/used/CTO.

$1,750

232 C Spain 1638-1911 postal history.		Commencing with King Philip IV 1638 handwritten entire to Don Luis
		Bravo de Acuña in Cadiz, with		Philip's seal on rear.		[In 1627 Luis Bravo de Acuña prepared an audit
		of all the buildings & defenses of Gibraltar for the Spanish Crown, which incl the oldest surviving
		accurate map of Gibraltar.		Bravo de Acuña played a key role in defining improvements to the defenses
		of Gibraltar that would be undertaken by Gaspar de Guzmán, Count-Duke of Olivares during the reign
		of Philip IV of Spain.		He concentrated on rebuilding the northern defenses, which were most vulne		rable to a land attack.		He also prepared works on the defenses of Cádiz, Tarifa and other places.]		
		Total 126 items in 2 albums: 2 x 17th Century (1638 & 1677); 8 x 18th; & 73 x 19th (& 11 dateless)
		pre stamp entires/part entires/fronts; 20 x 19th & 2 x 20th Cent stamped covers with various
cancellations annotated.

$2,500

BIDS BELOW 70% OF ESTIMATE WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED
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233
/ Spain 1850-1870s m/u on 141 Hagners (mostly single sided) in 4 albums.		Noted: 1850		(4 mgns) 6
		reales mint horiz pair, 10 reales used, 6 Cuartos with blue "0" (Zaragoza) cancel (Comex 2007 cert);
		various other annotated cancels incl 1850 6 Cuartos with "crown/C/Africa" red cancel [vendor states
		1 of only 3 such known]; 1850-56 - 4 diff APS certs for Scott No's 4, 23, 40 & 42, & with appropriate
		stamps; 1865-74 range of shades/cancels & incl several scarce 19 Cuartos eg: 1861 4 mgns (Cat
		€2,065) & 2 x 1865 brown & rose imperf (Cat €1,100 each) issues; printing varieties especially 4
		Cuartos (e.g. CORRFOS, CORRECS); 1874 10 Ptas x 4 (punched); various HPNs, imperf varieties & other
		errors, telegraph cancels & remaindered stamps. Obvious dupn & mixed cond, but a fantastic oppor		tunity to delve in to early Spain in depth.		Cat €116,100+ (approx NZ $195,000).
234

$12,500

/

Spain 1850-1930s. Noted: Q. Isabella 6c thick & thin papers study on pages (£1750+); numerous
singles/multiples (eg: 1856 2 R blk of 6, €400); 2 x 2R on cover to Buenos Aires - endorsed via Londres
		(London); 1903 p/c to London with		¼R blk of 4 x 5; various high value earlies (eg: 1875 4 Ptas used),
		& 50 + Melilla perf/imperf.		Dupn & mixed cond, in 2 large folders + study & 69 misc on 10 pages.
		Cat €12,000+.

$3,000

235
/ Spain 1851-1876 colln of 905v on 36 pages, dupn but annotated as per wmk, papers, cancels etc.		
		Also 1875 Alfonso XII 10c replated sheet (numbered 1- 100); various Asturias y Leon; Moheli; & misc
		oddments.		Mixed cond.		Cat €5250+.

$500

236
/ Spain 1882-c1940 mint/MUH/used.		Noted 10c Homage to Army double print, Civil War issues, misc
		postal stationery, censored mail & misc FDCs in 3 albums.		Variable condition.		Cat €7000+.

$1,500

237
/ Spain 1936-1977 mint/MUH/used. Noted 1950 Stamp Centenary set, MUH (€625); 1950 Canary Isl
		Visit set, mint (€625); in 3 L/H hingeless albums & dust cases [Vols 2		& 3 (1948+) reasonably com		plete].		Cat €4300+.

$1,500

238
/ Switzerland 1854-62 strong colln of 1st Helvetias.		Noted 1st printing 5R mint & used, 3 x 40R used;
		15R blue thread mint (3 margins); 1857 1Fs are yellow thread on thin paper, grey 3 margin example &
		grey -lilac 2 margin example (both with correct dated pmks); 1850 bright green silk thread issue mint!		
		2 x 2R (3 margins, 5R/ 3margins); 10R (cut close to touching); 20R (4margins); 40R (4 margins, 1
		touching) c50 others incl 3 covers.		Huge CV.

$2,250

239
/ Uruguay 1856-1980s noted 1856 80c green imperf, 4 margins, 1858 180c & 240c used.		Album (16
		pgs) to 1958 m&u cat £1400+ & s/b 1921-1980s incl officials & parcel posts cat £930+.		Some dupn.		
		Mint/MUH/used.

$900

240
/ USA 1850s-c1950s mint/used colln.		Noted 1869 2c Pictorials x 3 shades used; specialised colln 1922
		2c Washingtons mint & used (about 75); c60 Revenue stamps; good range Back of Book Dues etc.		
		Over 500 stamps.

$375

241
/ USA 1851-1998 extensive colln in 2 Liberty albums.		Noted used: 1851 10c Scott T3 pg 12; 1861-62
		12c & 14c; 1867 15c grill; 1869 1c, 6c & 10c; 1870-71 15c; 1987 12c x 2; 1879 90c, Trans-Mississippi
		50c; 1902 $1.		Mainly used to 1920s, mainly mint 1930s on.		Also useful envelope stamps section.		
		Several thousand, substantial mint face value in later.

$1,200

242
/ USA 1861-1960s colln in 3 s/bs, + s/b & album of spares, incl 1861 10c 1869 Pictorial, 1870 1c with
		grill, 1870 2c no grill unused, 1873 12c, 30c, 1888 30c, 1890 30c 1893 Columbus 30c, 1908 $1.		The
		1908-21 defins sorted by wmk.		Officials, 1c War 1873 on thin hard paper etc.		Cond of earlies mixed.

$375

243
/ Vatican 1929-2008 colln, appears complete on 245 pages mostly mint/MUH though some earlies (eg
		1934 surcharges) are used.		Some covers also present.		Cat £5500 to circa 1967.

$1,500

/ Venezuela 1859-c1980 good range with some specialisation re perfs/papers, a few early forgeries, 6
244
		x 1903 Guyana/Maturin provincials, dupn & variable cond.		1 album 1859-1953 (cat £2850+) & 1 s/b
		1896 Miranda set mint to c1980 (cat £780+).		Mint/MUH/used.

$1,500

245
/ World 1840s-1960s wide ranging untidy colln in 8 s/b albums, minimal repetition.		Better & unusual
		noted incl earlies.		Eg: Australia 23 x Roos to 5/-, £1 Arms mint, OS G.R.I. ovpt on New Guinea x 2;
		Cape of Good Hope 2 x 1d & 3 x 6d Triangulars; GB 1d Black 4 margins, 2d blue 3 margins, 1st Sea		horses FU 2/6d x 4, 5/-; India 4a SG 71 mint; Kenya 1912 2R used; NZ GV 8d blue, 3 x 7d Air, 1954 10/		used; Norway 3sk & 4sk Posthorns used, Nyasaland SG 56a used; Sweden 1858 9ö mint (2 straight
		edges) cat £600; Switzerland 1st Helvetia 20c, thin paper, 2nd Helvetia 3c black SG 53 (cat £170) x 2
		used.		Many thousands.		Repay inspection.

$1,500

246
/ World c1850s-1930s seln 77 stamps on 3 Hagners.		Better items NZ: 1/- Postage Due used, 3d Huias
		blk of 4 with S & s/w" perfins used, 6d Express Fernleaves vert pair; 2/6d, 5/-, £1 x 2 QVLT Rarotonga
		ovpts mint; Germany 1872 9k chestnut embossed Eagle, o/c paper, hinge mint (SG 27 cat £750): Cape
		of Good Hope x 2 triangulars; Barbados 4d Britannia specimen etc etc. Cuba Express Delivery (SG E252
		cat £225).		Mixed cond but huge CV.		Photocopy/scan of lot available.		Offered 'as is'.		Also c1890s
		Lincoln world album (with brass clasp) containing many hundreds stamps & partially catalogued at
		£20,000+ by vendor but very mixed cond. Also tin of several thousand mainly older clean off paper stps. $1,500
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247
/ World c1960s-1980s colln/accum in 5 albums & bundle pages.		Neatly laid out & mostly in nice cond.		
		Noted better selns Germany, Italy, Saar (noted 1949 Relief Fund set mint cat SG £150), Switzerland,
		Russia, Israel, France, India & States & GB QV (very mixed cond).		Probably about 12500 stamps, very
little dupn except GB & some Russian sheets.		No NZ or Australia.

$1,100

248
/ World colln 1860 to mid 1936 of many thousands in 2 New Ideal (Foreign Countries) albums.		Noted:
		China 1897 CIP 20c & 30c mint (cat £640); Finland 1860 5k, 10k, 1867 5p-20p used (cat £1490);
		France 1922 War Orphans set mint (cat £300), 1936 Airs to 3.50 Fr mint (cat £180); Germany Zeppelins
		1928 2M & 4M FU & 1933 2M Chicago ovpt (GU/FU) cat £400+; New Caledonia Flight ovpt set mint;
		USA 1869 24c 30c sound, used; Vatican 1935 Congress set FU etc.		Some countries (eg Japan) in
		variable cond/ forgeries/reprints etc. STC £50,000+.
$10,000
249 C World 1911-c1990 seln of approx 350 covers + 37 Concorde stamps.		Noted 1911 London-Windsor
		1st flight, 1924 North Pole flight cover, crash mail, Concorde & Hovercraft covers + many cacheted/
		printed FFCs.
250 M* Yugoslavia 1918-1974 strong 2 Vol colln, nearly complete post WWII.		Noted 1919 imperfs 1949 Rail
		both MS, 51 Philex, Mountaineering & Parachuting, 53 Esperanto etc M & U.		Some later MUH.

$750
$1,300

COLLECTABLES
251		Neil Armstrong signed NASA colour photo, 8" x 10", "To Graham - Best Wishes, Neil Armstrong,
		Apollo 11".

$2,500

252		Neil Armstrong signed personal letter on undated NASA letterhead, 5.25" x 8", to Wellington boy
		scout Graham Fox: "Dear Graham, I don't have a tenderfoot badge, but if a (sic) can get one I will
		send it.		Best wishes for your continued success in scouting,		Sincerely Neil Armstrong" along with
		three books, Footprints on the Moon, Log of Apollo 11 & Our Awesome Universe, all in Nasa envelope
		addressed to Graham Fox.		Foxing on letter, envelope worn.

$3,000

253 C Donald McGill comic postcards 1900s-1950s. Some 1000 comic p/c in 5 albums, covering all periods.		
		Appear to be all different.		Few may be non-McGill.		Sound condition throughout.

$1,500

254		GB Vellum Indenture in the reign of William III & Mary, dated 21st October 1694, Sale of Land from
		William Cawne, Shoemaker, to Mary Beech, widow, in the town of Wilshamstead (now Wilstead)
		Bedford, signed by William Cawne & two witnesses, approx 67 x 39 cm, folded, general toning &
		wrinkling, traces of wax seal.

$100

255		GB Vellum Indenture in the reign of William III & Mary, dated 26th January 1690, Land Deed signed
		by Humphrey Buckler counter part for the Chapple Land & three witnesses, approx 63 x 36 cm, folded,
		general toning & wrinkling, with wax seal.

$140

256 C NZ colln of 161 different p/cs, mostly c1905-WWI; incl B/W RPs, printed B/W & also coloured cards
		from Muir & Moodie, & FT etc.		Some seen with stamps on front as well as others with messages on
		front.		Views incl rural NZ as well as a few city scenes & a couple of "Ottmar Zieher" embossed stamp
		type cards at end, in large album of 8 cards/page.

$500

257 C NZ 1940-64 Bernard Freyberg memorabilia: (1) cover from Egypt to Bishop of Wellington.		Hand
		addressed by & signature of "B.C. Freyberg Major Gen". Cancel NZ FPO 13 MY 40; (2) Xmas card with
		best wishes from Royal household, signed Bernard Freyberg, (a little scruffy) in envelope cancelled 5
		NOV 1962 addressed to C Hegglun; (3) + 2 others.

$400

258		Photography: 3 early daguerrotype portraits, all of British origin: 2 in decorative metal protective
		frames (man, identified as "Alfred Tozer, Feb 1856" & small girl, very attractive, both tinted; the third,
		a seated male, has considerable fading of the image & is in a small hinged box with clasps. The earliest
		successful photographic method.		Rare.

$575

259 C Pictorial p/c (NZ) colln of 300+ diff, mostly Edwardian period (+ a few later), in 2 modern albums.		
		Many are of Dunedin area (especially Roslyn & Mornington suburbs & Botanical Gardens) but also
		many North Isl & others.		Numerous better cards noted: incl "real photo" street scenes, Transport,
fine WWI Otago Wounded Soldiers Fund (Gallipoli map), fine Chinese currency (embossed) c1900 etc.		
		Nice lot.

$1,000

260		Share certificates 1895-1915 colln of 37 mining shares - nearly all South Africa but some other African
		countries - gold, Tin, Copper etc.		Incl many attractive designs.		Full list available.

$500

THEMATICS
261

/

Fire - useful colln & misc material, incl display pages from Stampex.

$300

262

/

Ships, 2 volume colln mint & used.		Noted nothing scarce, many hundreds.

$200
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263

/

Trams, substantial group of material: display pages from Stampex incl p/cs, stamps, tram tickets, timetables etc.		Large box of 600+ tram p/cs, mostly period NZ, some dupn.		Huge potential.

$2,000

LITERATURE
264
Album: Fragile antique Postage Stamp Album, 8th edition, pub c1888 by H Schwanberger, Germany,
		735 printed illustrated pages in English, but no stamps remain.		Reasonable cond overall but needs
		to be rebound.

$100

265		New Zealand Routes & Rates pre 1874 (vol I to III), by Gerald Ellott, pub by PHSNZ.

$250

266		The Postage Stamps of New Zealand (vol I to VIII), plus The Penny Universal (by Lee), pub by RPSNZ.		
		Dust jackets with volume VIII & Lee.

$1,000

267		The Postage Stamps of New Zealand (vol I to VI) plus The Penny Universal (by Lee), pub RPSNZ.		All
		with dustjackets.		Some minor foxing/ageing.

$1,000

268		The Postage Stamps of New Zealand (vol I to VIII), and The Penny Universal (by Lee) all pub by RPSNZ
(vols I to IV no dustjackets).

$1,000

269		The Postage Stamps of New Zealand (vol I to V, VII) plus The Penny Universal (by Lee).		All with dust
jackets, good condition.

$850

270		The Postage Stamps of New Zealand (vols I to IV, VI), dustjackets (scrappy on vols I & II).

$850

271		The 1898 Pictorials Issue of New Zealand by Derek Diamond.		NZ Soc of GB pub (2014), 306pp, as new.

$250

272		The Philatelic & Postal History of Hong Kong & the Treaty Ports of China & Japan by Colonel FW Webb
		rare in VF cond.		HK Airmails 1924-41, also 1945-95; contemporary Hong Kong Post Office cancs 93 +
		misc pamphlets. (6 items).

$425

273
Stanley Gibbons Monthly 1901 x 4 featuring stamps of Cook Isl (AF Bassett), 1902 x 7 The Stamps of
		Tonga (Bassett), 1928 x 5 The Later Issues of NZ (RJG Collins), plus 1954 Life Magazine 8 pages World's
		Rarest Stamps.

$250

NEW ZEALAND - POSTAL HISTORY
274 CU NZ pmks, long-time collector's accum, wide range in carton incl (a) 400+ covers or p/cs 1869-1980s in
		shoebox with almost all diff pmks from PO's long closed, noted many scarce or rare incl: Orwell Creek,
		Ngapaeruru, Loburn, Umutuoroa, Robin Hood Bay, Woodcock's, Mangarawa, Hairini (1909), Puke		hinau, Paradise, Aokautere, Mokihinui Mine (faint but complete), Evans Creek, Hinerua, Umukuri,
		Matemateaonga (on damaged p/c), Woodgrove.		(b) colln of 600+ Manawatu & Wairarapa pmks on
		stamp or piece to 1980s in L/H s/b, much dupn, partial to full strikes; some scarcer noted incl: Konini
		(25+), Kaitawa, Makomako, Mangahao, Mangamutu, Mauriceville West, Newman, Puketoi, Whareama.		
		(c) Manawatu Railway PPCs c1905-10 x 10; (d) relief d/s c1950s-70s, c40 on piece or cover; (e) misc
loose pmks (c250+?) in cigar box; (f) 30+ photos of PO's; (g) FDC cover album incl Red & Blue Boys on
		FFC, Red Boy ditto (heavy cancel), Waitarere Telephone Office postal use.
$3,250
275 U NZ pmks c1880s-1980s, extensive & varied colln of 3000+ on stamp or piece from approx 1950 diff
		Post Offices, arranged alphabetically by office on old 5" x 3" file cards, in 2 cartons.		Excellent range
incl everything from the common to the scarce or rare.		Many better items (often good to fine strikes)
		throughout.		Just a few very scarce items noted at random (nice strikes): Bealey Flat, Birdling's Flat,
Boatman's, Conway Camp, Dillmanstown, Evesham-Delta Air Force, Featherston POW Camp, Gillespie's
		Beach, Glenary, Granity Creek, Glendermid, Greenstreet, Hollyford, Hopuruahine, Horrelville, Howard
		Point, Humphrey's, Jordan, Judgeford plus many more.		Good basis for expansion.
276

C

277

U

$4,000

North Island Railway Travelling Post Offices, the outstanding colln formed by the late Dr Ken McNaught.		
Total 395 pieces & 54 covers on 59 pages, good to fine strikes.		Noted: Taranaki 63 pieces & 6 covers,
1889-1931; Wellington/Manawatu/Wanganui 92 pieces & 18 covers, 1887-1930; Hawkes Bay 112
		pieces & 10 covers, 1891-1931; Auckland/Hamilton 28 pieces & 8 covers, 1902-1930; Auckland/
		Thames 25 pieces & 6 covers, 1903-1930 incl rare 1909 AUCK-THAMES TPO machine d/s on cover &
only known strike of 33mm "OHINEMURI" cds (on piece); Main Trunk 72 pieces & 6 covers, 1909-1959
incl 2 covers & 1 piece with rare 1909 MAIN TRUNK TPO machine d/s.
$3,000
South Island Railway Travelling Post Offices, the outstanding colln formed by the late Dr Ken McNaught.		
Total 327 pieces & 32 covers on 41 pages, good to fine strikes.		Noted: Christchurch North, 17 pieces
		& 3 covers, 1900-1914; Christchurch South 114 pieces (incl 3 early oblits) & 6 covers, c1878-1941;
		Dunedin North 103 pieces (incl 8 early oblits) & 13 covers, c1878-1940; Dunedin South 54 pieces (incl
		3 early oblits) & 6 covers, c1879-1930; Southland 39 pieces (incl 3 early oblits) & 5 covers (incl rare
		1909 DUN-INGLL TPO machine d/s), c1879-1908.
$3,000
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278 U South Otago Railway Travelling PO (DN 1908-1931) part strike ("AGO" only, with date & NZ) of "RPO
		STH OTAGO" skeleton relief d/s 9 AP 30 / 1 on 1d Universal Official booklet stamp. Rare. Ex KJ McNaught.

$250

The following nine lots (excluding lot 284) are collections of North Island postmarks on 1920 Victory stamps
(½d to 1/- values) arranged by postal district and extensively written up on pages with many added photos etc.
Ex Ross Dean.
279 CU Auckland district, 600+ pmks on stamp or piece + 19 covers (& many hundreds loose in small box).		
		Noted many higher values (3d - 1/-).		Numerous scarcer items incl: Woodcocks', Kohekohe, Mahurangi,
		Glenbrook (2), Awhitu (2), Kawau, Te Arai, Wiri, Wayby, Pakatoa (2), Pukekawa (2), Opaheke (2),
		Mangatawhiri Valley (2), Makarau, Upper Waiwera (3), Miranda, Ararimu (2), Karekare, Mangatangi (2),
		Streamlands, Hotea, Ponga, Chelsea, Glorit, Opuatia, Pollok Settlement, Reweti, also Fanning Isl (3),
		Washington Isl 17 OC 24 (rare).

$1,000

280 CU Hamilton district, 435 pmks on stamp or piece + 12 covers (& 300 loose in 2 envelopes).		Noted many
		higher values (3d - 1/-), many scarce items incl: Karamu (2), Tangitu (3), Kiwitahi Railway (4), Kirikau
		(2), Rotongaro, Puketurua, Matapara, Te Mawhai, Matahuru, Kaitangiweka, Kaihere, Otewa (2), Kauroa,
		Wairere Falls (2), Churchill (3), Aniwaniwa, Ngarua, Ngapuke, Moeatoa, Harapepe, Ngapaenga,
		Mangatapu (3), Otangiwai, Kaawa, Maihiihi (1910-25, rare), Piako, Waimarino, Waiterimu, Te Akatea.		
		Also Thames district, 150 pmks on stamp or piece + 3 covers (& c100 loose in envelope).		Noted:
Kennedy's Bay, Athenree, Wharepoa, Whangapoua, Tererenga (2), Kauaeranga, Driving Creek J,
		Amodeo Bay, Kopuarahi (1913-21, rare), Te Aroha West, Omahu, Gordon (2), Whenuakite (2), Waiomio.

$1,500

281 CU New Plymouth district, 290 pmks on stamp or piece + 8 covers (& c300 loose in envelope).		Noted
		many higher values (3d - 1/-).		Many scarce items incl Ngatoro, Brixton, Kaimiro, Ohangai, Makahu,
		Piakau (2), Pukearuhe, Korito, Huiakama, Puniwhakau, Motunui (2), Tututawa (3), Matau (4), Mangorei
		(2), Meremere, Te Tawa, Miro, Onaero, Oeo, Kent Road, Omoana (3).

$750

282 CU Palmerston North district, 300 pmks on stamp or piece + 10 covers (& c400 loose in envelopes). Noted
		many higher values (3d - 1/-).		Many scarce items incl: Aokautere (2), Bainesse, Waipatiki (3),
		Mangahao Hydro (2), Rakaunui (2), Mangamutu (3), Kaimatarau, Newbury, Marotiri, Whakarongo,
		Manawatu Heads, Ohakea, Raumai (2), Ihakara (3), Carnavon (3), Kairanga, Matatera (2), Te Rehunga
		(2), Awariki, Tiratu, Ridgelands, Toi Flat (partial), Makomako, Waimiro, Tataramoa, Akitio, Kiritaki (2),
Ballance (2), Ruaroa (2), Ruahine (4).		Good lot.

$1,000

283

CU Rotorua & Tauranga districts, 170 pmks on stamp or piece (& c100 loose in envelope).		Also Gisborne
district, 140 pmks on stamp or piece + 8 covers (& c150 loose).		Also Napier district, 250+ pmks on
		stamp or piece + 12 covers (& c250 loose).		Noted many higher values (3d - 1/-).		Many scarce items,
incl RO/TG: Nukuhou North, Kaharoa, Otakiri, Oponae, Kopuriki, Wharepaina (3), Otangihaku, Te Ngae
		(3), Oropi, Papamoa (3), Muir's Reefs (2), Aongatete, Pongakawa; GS: Matawhero (2), Kaiteratahi (3),
		Pakihiroa (2), Puha (3), Lottin Point, Tapuwaeroa, Makauri, Wharerata, Waimata Valley; NA: Opapa
		(3), Ngamoko (4), Blackburn (2), Petane, Pukahu, Argyll East, Wakarara (4), Ruataniwha, Omakere,
		West Shore, Wallingford (2).

$1,250

284 U South Island pmks on 1920 Victory stamps. Large accum of probably 2-3000 on stamp or piece, roughly
		sorted by postal district in 12 envelopes in chocolate box.		Noted very large number of scarcer closed
		PO pmks, incl many good to fine strikes.		Dupn.		Also noted many higher values (3d - 1/-).		A useful lot.

$1,000

285 CU Wanganui district, 300 pmks on stamp or piece + 17 covers (& c300 loose in 2 envelopes).		Noted
		many higher values (3d - 1/-).		Many scarce items, incl Crofton (3), Whiritoa, Kokohuia, Silverhope,
Brunswick (2), Ruatiti (4), Ohutu (4), Ngutuwera (2), Turangaarere (3), Ngamatapouri, Moeawatea,
		Rapanui (3), Pikiariki, Wangaehu (3), Upokonui, Matukuroa, Kohi, Carlton Avenue (4), Whenuakura,
		Whenuakura Railway (2).		Good lot.

$1,000

286 CU Wellington district, 325 pmks on stamp or piece + 28 covers (& c350 loose in envelopes). Noted many
		higher values (3d - 1/-).		Scarcer items incl: Akatarawa, Hautere Cross (2), Ohariu, Makara, Kaiwarawara
		(7), Tinakori Road, Molesworth Street (8).		Also Masterton district, 130 pmks on stamp or piece + 4
covers (& c100 loose in envelope).		Noted Opaki (2), Te Wharau (2), Kaiwaiwai, Whakataki, Mauriceville
		West (3), Mangamahoe (3), Taueru (2), Kopuaranga (3), Clareville, Cross Creek (2).

$750

287 CU Whangarei (Northland) district, 400+ pmks on stamp or piece + 6 covers (& c250 loose in 2 envelopes).		
		Noted many higher values (3d - 1/-).		Many scarce items incl Paranui, Otoroa (3), Aranga, Marangai (2),
		Waipapakauri, Kaiaka (3), Whatoro (2), Tutamoe (2), Te Pene (2), Oranoa (2), Hoanga, Mareretu Tunnel,
		Matangirau, Helena Bay (2), Mangatu, Tatarariki, Tauraroa, Poroti, Houto (2), Kauri (3), Opuawhanga,
		Wairere (3), Huarau (3), Arapohue (4), Parapara, Puketona, Rehia, Onetea (2), Tikinui (2), Marohemo,
		Wekaweka, Rowsell's, Waimatenui (reg'd cover).
$1,000
288 C 1855 (10 Nov) envelope Petre to Tauranga via Auckland CC cancel, '2' rate.		Auckland transit d/s on face,
		"Paid at		Petre New Zealand" cds on reverse.		SG CC5.		Cat £1400.
$1,200
289 C 1858 (24 July) envelope from Nelson to Edward W Stafford at Auckland, twice rated '2' & showing
		good strike in deep reddish brown "PAID AT NELSON NEW ZEALAND" CC with arrival d/s (10.9) on face,
dispatch d/s (24.7) on reverse.		SG CC2.		Cat £1100.
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$800

290 C 1859 (9 May) entire letter to Wanganui showing a good strike "PAID AT WELLINGTON NEW ZEALAND"
		CC, alongside fine handstruck '2' h/s.		Petre arrival d/s (11.5) at left, dispatch h/s on reverse.		SG CC8.		
		Cat £350.

$400

291

CU FFQ postmarks collection on pages, approx 110 stamps showing various obliterators etc. Incl 5 covers.

$2,500

292

U

$1,000

293

U

FFQ manuscript cancels - range of 21.		Fine lot on 4 pages.

FFQ manuscript cancels: 1d brown p10 x 12½, "old/72" of Arnold [GM 1869-1919] (& part barred "20"
obliterator cancel of Greymouth) perfs cut at RHS; 2d blue p12½ "K" between lines [Kowai, CH 1863		1877], FU.

$200

1863 stampless cover St Helena to NZ, canc large part "ST HELENA" double-oval d/s MR 311863 (in
black), red (indicating postage paid) LONDON/GF transit cds AP 29 63 & unclear CHRISTCHURCH NZ
receipt cds JY 26 63, all on front.		Light soiling, some edge wear, flap tears.		The St Helena d/s is quite
rare & mail between St Helena & NZ must have been virtually non-existent at the time. Notation on
back indicates postage NZ to St Helena cost 2/8d. Very rare origin for early mail to NZ. Possibly unique.

$750

294

C

295 C 1865-1868 F E Wright "CHRISTCHURCH. NEW ZEALAND" postmarking machine (impression applied
		sideways).		Fine study of 9 covers (mostly fine), well written up on 5 pgs, incl 8 franked by FFQs (4 to
		GB, 4 local, incl 1 at 3d interprovincial rate).		The first machine pmk used in NZ (the next was not until
		1899).		The 9th cover incoming from GB, scarce lot, with 1994 article by Startup.

$1,200

Postmarks c1890s-1920s period, accum of c1000 pieces (incl many 1d SSF pairs) in 8 envelopes.		
Majority appear to be South Island, incl many scarcer.		Varying quality of impressions but many are
		good clear near complete strikes, mostly off paper.		Considerable dupn noted (incl scarce).

$1,000

296

U

297 C 1894 "SS WAIRARAPA" wreck cover with characteristic warped "Saved from wreck of the/Wairarapa",
		stamp floated off, sent from Brisbane to Royal Hotel Timaru.		Lot incl real photo of ship, p/c (painting)
		of wreck, several 1950s newspaper articles, modern photo Royal Hotel, photos etc of related items in
		Kelly Tarlton Museum & Bernard Beston article re Queensland mail from the wreck. Ex Margaret Horton.

$500

298 C 1909-1960 NZ Marine Post Office etc covers x 14: RMMS Aorangi x 3; RMS Niagara x 3; RMS
		Maunganui x 2; RMS Makura x 1; Muir & Moodie “Maheno” PPC (#1794); SS Drayton Grange Bluff
		LOOSE LETTER; 1909 Port Said to NZ PPC; 1960 “Gothic” paquebot cover; 1927 Spotswood Flag
Station front.		Variable cond.

$420

299 U Postmarks, very old bound file containing strikes of mainly South Isl pmks, 1910-1915 on paper.
		Wide range of approx 1200 from over 600 diff post offices & telephone offices.		Most of these offices
are now long closed.		Noted numerous scarce items among others which are quite common.		Mr
Dakynes Haszard visited all post offices on horseback in 1910-14 to collect all the strikes.		Of major
		postal history significance.
300

c1930s colln/seln of covers, all NZ or addressed to NZ - incl Calpurnia Crash x 6, (2 diff cachets); 1968
Heathrow Crash with cachet (plus Ambulance cover); 1935 Silver Jubilee set, 1935 Airs set; 1936 Tin
		Can p/c; 1939 Express (car); 1934 Trans Tasman x 3; 1941 GB Air x 2 - (1 with 13/6d postage) & 1941
		Egypt OAS (poor condition) (+ 1906 1d Exbn on embossed stamp p/c, unused).		(18 covers).

$3,000

C

$1,000

301 C 1935 Royal Train Visit of HRH Duke of Gloucester.		1d Admiral on cover canc Royal Train New Zealand
		14 JA 35 7 AM & addressed to Napier 14 Jan said to be last day of HRH's visit to NZ. Adhesive remnants
		on front edges.		Also article from "Stamp News" on similar item.

$600

302 C 1942-44 WWII Prisoner of War aerogrammes x 4 used, incl 1942 1s 6d Samuel GA2a, 1943 1/- GA3a,
		1944 GA7a x 2.		Also similar GB 2½d POW aerogramme ex London 1943 to NZ POW (with oval h/s in
Arabic) & another to NZ POW 1944 readdressed to NZ & with 3 cachets incl " Recovered by allied
forces" & "Returned from continent in undelivered mails".

$950

303 C 1943-4 POW colln of 18 POW aerograms & p/cs with messages sent from Stalag VIII B all addressed to
		his mother in Auckland.		Also 6 x 1945 airletter sent to same POW solder c/- various London addresses.		
		Plus 4 other same era covers.		Interesting social history lot.
$1,000

NEW ZEALAND - POSTAL STATIONERY
304 C 1892 ½d Newspaper Wrapper, rubric in 5 lines with PRE PAID / 29 OC “A” Class cancel. Vendor states
		that this was first mentioned in the “Official Circular” in 1893. This cancel was used for presentation
		sets with the date 29 OC but no year and no other has been recorded yet.

$900

NEW ZEALAND - DEFINITIVES
Full Face Queens Collections

305

U

London & Richardson seln on pages - SG 2 x 2; 4 x 2; 8 x 2; 9-11 x 5; 13-14 x 6; 15; 16 x 2 & 17 (extensive
repairs).		Nearly all 4 margins, FU, with some shade vars but some faults.		Cat £10,000+ (except SG 17). $1,450
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306 U Imperf range of 11 used (mostly FU) on page, incl 2d SG 2 x 2 (3, 4 margins), 1d blued paper SG 4 x 3,
		2d SG 5 x 4, 1/- SG 6 x 2.		Mostly 2-3 margins, odd small faults.		SG cat £16,000.

$1,650

307 U Imperf colln of 42 used (many FU) on 9 pages.		Noted 1d x 11 incl SG 4 cut close, SG 8 x 6 incl pair, SG
		34 FU 4 margins, 2d x 10 incl SG 2 FU 3 margins on piece with Petre cds 1857, SG 5 3 margins, SG 9-10
		x 5, SG 51 (roulette 7) FU, 6d x 9 incl SG 13-14 x 5, SG 15 FU 4 margins, SG 55 (roulette 7) FU, 1/- SG 6
		cut close FU & another with heavy pmk, SG 86 x 2, SG 44 FU 3 margins, SG 57 (Roulette 7) FU, SG 100
		FU.		SG cat £25,000+.

$3,000

308 U 9 imperf (SG 4, 9, 10, 38, 40, 43, 98, 88 & 100), 3 to (mostly) 4 margins GU/FU & 13 perf SG 79, 110,
		111, 114, 117 (x2), 119, 120, 122, 128, 132a, 133 & 136 GU/FU on Hagner.		4d rose has small closed
		tear & 2d SG 133 partly oxidised.		(22v).		SG cat £5100+.

$1,500

309
/ Imperf group on page: SG 5, 6, 8, 9, 14 x 2, 17, 35, 38, 40 x 3, 41 x 2, 42, 43 x 2, 44, 97 & 100 x 2.		
		Nice appearance but nearly all with faults incl some repairs.		All FU (except SG 35, 40 x 2 & 97 mint).		
		Cat approx £11,750.

$1,500

/ 1/- green (SG 6), imperf 3+ mgns, crisp #7 oblit, small thin top left, BPA (1967) cert, 1/- dull emerald
310
		green, no wmk (SG16), imperf 3½ mgns, #1 oblit BPA (1967) cert; also 11 assorted on stockcards incl
		6d brown p12½ mint (SG 122) & 1d red on blue paper, RPSNZ (2017) opinion (SG 4) stating "faded",
		stained etc, 12v.		Mint/Used.

$850

311 U Richardson printings, imperf, no wmk.		Range of 25 used (almost all FU), 2-4 margins, on 3 pages, incl
		SG 8 x 5, 9-11 x 7, 12-15 x 9 (1 each SG 12,15), 16 x 2, 17 x 2.		Nice overall appearance, odd small faults.		
		Cat approx £16,000.
$1,875
312
/ Seln on Hagner apparently unused: SG 33, 35, 40 (4 margins cert mark), 111, 128 (signed), 115, 133
		(OG disturbed gum), 199 (no obvious pmk), 120 (regummed), 125 (OG, hinge thin, cert marks).		Used:
		SG 8, 34, 38, 117 (imperf), 14, 44 (cleaned pen cancel), 13, 42, 43 & 44.		Mixed cond.		(Cat £9670
		assuming 4d rose unused).

$2,000

313 U Imperf seln (15v) on page: 1d x 2, 2d x 2, 6d yellow-brown x 3, 6d black-brown x 3, 6d red-brown x 3,
		1/-.		Also 6d brown roulette 7 (SG 54) GU/FU, some variable cond.

$575

314 U Davies printings, imperf, star wmk.		Range of 34 used (almost all FU), 2-4 margins, on 3 pages, incl SG
		33-34 x 3, 36-39 x 11 (incl nice 4 margins horiz strip of 3), 40 x 2, 41-43 x 7, 44-46 x 11.		Nice overall
		appearance, odd small faults.		Cat £6500.

$950

315 U 2d blue imperf Davies remnant used colln of the late RJ Tizard - 87 stamps identified by SG & CP No's.		
		With very detailed notes.		Wonderful range of shades but some faults (virtually all non visible).		A
		remarkable lot & assembled by prominent NZ philatelist.		SG 36-9.		Cat £7850+.

$3,500

316
/ Range of 13 used (many FU), scarcer varieties, on 2 pgs.		Incl 6d SG 53 roulette 7 FU (back thin),
		pelure paper imperf (no wmk) 1d SG 86 (cat £2500, tear), 6d SG 85 x 3, 1/- SG 86 (cat £1100, close-cut),
		NZ wmk 1d SG 97 x 3 incl pair, 6d SG 99, 1/- SG 100 x 3.		Also unused range of 8 (2d-6d) on stockcard
		(SG 5 x 3, 8, 10, 34, 41), mostly 2-4 margins, odd small faults.		Cat approx £22,000.
$1,650
317
/ Perf group on page - SG 76, 110 2111, 113 x 3 (incl horiz pair), 114, 115a, 117, 119, 120, 122, 123, 125,
		132a, 133 & 134.		FU (SG 115a GU except SG 111, 113 (pair), 117, 132a, 133 & 134 mint.		Cat £3100+.

$1,150

318
/ NZ wmk small colln on 3 pages - SG 97 x 4, 98 x 2, 99, 100 x 2, 102 x 2, 105, 106, 107 x 2, 108 x 4.		All
		used except 1 x 97, 107 & 108 mint.		Mostly minor faults.		Cat £6250.

$1,000

319
/ Davies prints, perf 12½, star wmk seln unused no gum: 1d pale orange-vermilion, 2d pale blue (plate
		I worn); 2d blue (plate II); 3d lilac.		FU: 1d orange; 3d brown-lilac (small closed tear); 3d mauve, 1/		green x 2 (1 some reperfing).		SG 111, 112, 113, 115, 116, 117, 118, 124 x 2.		Cat £2000+.

$450

320 U Imperf & perf remnant colln of the late RJ Tizard - 165 stamps on pages identified by SG & CP No's
		with detailed notes.		Incl imperf 2d x 3, 3d, 6d x 13; perf 1d red-orange x 13; 1d brown x 3; 2d blue x
		60; 3d lilac/mauve x 25; 4d yellow x 23; 6d brown x 11, 6d blue x 2; 1/- x 11.		Nearly all used.		Particu		larly good seln 2d Davies p12½.		Some minor faults but virtually none visible from front.		Cat £11,000.

$4,000

Full Face Queens
321 P 1854 1d plate proof in black on wove paper.		Irregular block of 31 from lower left corner of sheet.		
		Rows 17/18 complete (193-216), (225-8) & (238-40).		Fresh entries on (202) (209-10) & (214).		An
exceptionally rare & spectacular multiple & probably the second largest recorded.		Has repaired tear
		on 2 stamps.

$5,000

322 P 1854 2d plate proof in black on wove paper horiz right selvedge block of 6 (3 x 2).		Fine.		Signed
		Holcombe.

$700

323

$400

P

1854 1/- plate proof in black on wove paper, left selvedge horiz strip of 3.		Fine.
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324 U 1855 1d dull carmine, London print, imperf 4 margins, virtually complete barred "2" cancel (Russell).		
		Lower margin partially repaired & painted in & small defect around "D" of "ZEALAND".		Holcombe cert
		(1997).		SG 1.		Cat £20,000.		FU.

$9,750

325 U 1855 1/- pale yellow-green on blued paper, London print, 3 margins slightly cut into at foot.		RPSNZ
		cert (2005).		SG 3.		Cat £5500.		FU.

$2,500

326 U 1855 1/- pale yellow-green on blued paper, London print, 4 margins except just touches RH lower
		corner.		Fine barred "9" cancel (New Plymouth).		SG 3.		Cat £5500.		FU.

$3,500

327

U

1d red on blue paper, imperf 3 margins.		SG 4.		Cat £2000.		GU/FU.

328 U 1d orange-red on blue paper, imperf pair, no wmk.		Full margins except touches at right, barred "10"
		cancels, corner crease.		SG 4.		Cat £4000.
329

M 2d blue on deep blued paper, imperf 3 margins, no wmk.		SG 5.		Cat £3000.		OG H/H mint.

$750
$2,000
$2,500

330 U 1d dull orange reattached horiz strip of 4, no wmk, barred "15" cancels, all 3 margins, creased corner.		
		SG 8.		Cat £3000.		VFU.

$1,250

331 U 1d dull orange imperf horiz pair, no wmk, full margins, just touches one corner, minor oxidation 1
		corner.		SG 8.		Cat £1500.		FU.

$1,000

332 U 1d orange imperf full margins no wmk strip of 3, shows part of 4th + 5th stamps.		Back thin L/H stamp.		
		SG 8.		Cat £2250.		GU/FU.
$1,500
333 U 2d blue/light blue imperf white paper no wmk: horiz pair & 2 horiz strips of 3 FU.		1 strip (cut into at
		foot, 2 no margins at top), 2nd strip no margins at foot.		Otherwise fine.		SG 9-10.		Cat £1620+.
334 U 2d pale blue horiz strip of 3, imperf each 4 margins, no wmk, damaged corner.		SG 9.		Cat £540 as
		singles.		FU.

$1,000
$230

2d pale blue, horiz strip of 3, imperf full margins except LH end & just touches RH side, no wmk, two
fine #7 cancels.		Most attractive.		SG 9.		Cat £540 as singles.		VFU.

$375

336 U 6d brown imperf 4 margins, close at base, no wmk, thin paper, vert mesh.		Odenweller cert (2014).		
		CP A5a10.		Cat $750.		FU.

$300

335

337

U

GU 1/- dull emerald-green, imperf 4 margins, no wmk.		Note: no thins.		SG 16.		Cat £1800.		GU.

$1,000

338 U 1/- blue-green imperf, 4 margins no wmk on piece SG17 (with 2d dull deep blue paper SG11) tied by
		barred "18" pmk (Port Chalmers), some light staining on stamps.		Cat £2075.		GU nearly FU.

$650

339 M 2d deep blue (plate 1) imperf, 3-4 margins (just into lower left corner), star wmk.		SG 36.		Cat £880.		
		OG mint.

$300

340 U 2d blue (plate I) block of 4 on piece, imperf full margins except LH lower stamp at base & touches RH
		top at right, star wmk.		Tied by barred "11" cancels, also unframed Wellington DC 11 1862 cds.		SG 36.		
		Cat £380 but allow premium for block.

$750

341

M 3d brown-lilac imperf, 4 margins, star wmk.		BPA Cert (1981).		SG 40.		Cat £600.		Unused no gum.

$500

342

M 3d brown-lilac, imperf 4 margins, star wmk.		SG 40.		Cat £600.		Unused no gum.

$450

343

M 6d red-brown, imperf, 2 margins, star wmk.		SG 43.		Cat £1700.		Unused no gum.

$350

344 U 6d red-brown imperf, horiz block of 6, star wmk.		All margins except for top of 1 stamp.		Incl part 2
		adjoining stamps, light creases & minor tone spots, a remarkable scarce multiple.		SG 43.		Cat £660.		
		GU/FU.

$2,000

345 M 1/- deep green, imperf 4 margins, just touches 1 corner, star wmk, light horiz crease.		SG 46.		Cat
		£2500.		Part OG, mint.

$1,000

346

M 1d carmine-vermilion, p13, star wmk, rounded corners at left.		SG 69.		Cat £3250.			Unused no gum.

347 U 1/- green imperf block of 4, full margins except touches RH lower stamp at right, NZ wmk & shows
		part 2 adjoining stamps at left.		A lovely block, premium example.		SG 100.		Cat £1100+.
348

M 1d carmine-vermilion, p12½, star wmk.		SG 110.		Cat £250.		Unused no gum.

$375
$2,000
$125

349 M 1d brown, 2d blue, 2d orange unused blocks of 4.		2d blue, 1d, 2d orange mint with tone spots.		Also
		3d mauve horiz pair unused no gum.		All p12½, star wmk.		SG 115, 118, 132, 133.		Cat £4520.

$2,500

350 U 3d deep mauve, star wmk, accidental imperf single, 4 margins (wide at left & right), Odenweller cert
		(2007).		CP A3d(9)(T).		Cat $1250.		GU.

$375

351

P

1864 4d die proof in black on India paper on card (22 x 28cm).		Superb.		Very rare.		BPA cert (2001.

352

M 4d rose, lovely colour, short perf at base, p12½, star
wmk.		SG 119.		Cat £3250.		Unused no gum.
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$5,000
$2,500

353

/

4d rose FU/VFU & 4d yellow mint, p12½, star wmk.		SG 119, 120.		Cat £525.

354

M 4d rose, fresh appearance, p12½, star wmk, Odenweller (2006) cert. Scarce. SG 119.		Unused no gum.

$4,000

355

M 4d pale rose,p12½, star wmk.		Unused no gum.

$3,000

356

U

$1,000

4d yellow block of 4, p12½, star wmk, scarce multiple.		SG 120.		Cat £480+.

$350

357 U 4d orange, p12½, star wmk.		Slight back thinning & small fault in margin at left.		SG 121.		Cat £1000.		
		RPSNZ cert (2003).		GU/FU.

$500

358

$250

U

6d red-brown block of 4, p12½, star wmk.		SG 122.		Cat £112+.		GU/FU.

359 U 1/- yellow-green horiz block of 6, 1 blunt corner, p12½, star wmk, remarkably large block.		SG 125.		
		Cat £720+.		GU/FU.
360

U

361

U

1/- yellow-green block of 4, p12½, star wmk, o/c.		SG 125.		Cat £480+.		GU/FU.

6d dull pale blue, star wmk, accidental imperf single, 3 wide margins (incl part of next stamp at
bottom), Odenweller cert (2011).		Not listed by SG or CP as single, see Odenweller (2009) page 168.		
		SG 131 var.		FU.
362

M 1d brown (plate wear) block of 4, p12½, star wmk.		SG 132a.		Cat £1000.

363

U

364

M 6d pale blue block of 4 with gum and side selvedge.		SG 136.		Cat £1000.		Mint.

365

M 2d vermilion, retouched (R19/9), p12½, no wmk.		SG 138a.		Cat £300.		OG Mint.

6d blue block of 4, p12½, star wmk.		SG 135.		Cat £260+.		FU.

366
/ Simplified perf set excl 1d orange & 4d rose, unused no gum (1/- with gum), 2x 3d.		1d red pen cancel,
		2d orange tone spots, 6d brown crease, otherwise nice lot.		Jury cat $4350.
367

U

368

M 1d brown, 4d yellow, perf, mint.		Jury cat $1050.

369

P

Perf set of 10 to 1/- excl 1d red.		All cds dated pmks, lovely lot (4d rose short perf).		Jury cat $1400.

$1,500
$750

$375
$1,000
$400
$1,250
$300
$2,000
$600
$300

1906 Hausburg reprints.		2d plate II block of 12 (4 x 3) & (6 x 2), 14 (2 x 7), 16 (4 x 4) & damaged
portion of the retouched plate block of 40 (8 x 5) (R14/1-R20/8) all in black on card.		A fine group.

$600

First Sidefaces
370
/ 1873 ½d Newspaper Stamp p10, NZ wmk: 10 mint/MNG (incl block of four – 2 with & without NZ wmk
		& a single MNG), 9 used & 1 official reproduction on 3 pages. CP B1a, cat $3,400.

$750

371 M* 1873-1892 ½d Newspaper Stamp accum (incl various perfs, shades, wmks, flaws etc) of approx 180
		mint/MUH/MNG.		Incl singles & multiples, some varieties annotated.		Useful research material, some
		variable condition.		Cat (all as cheapest & mint) $2700.

$600

372
/ 1873-92 ½d Newspaper seln: 1873 p10 short perf H/H mint; 1875 p12½ star wmk: block of 4 MUH,
		single MUH, horiz block of 4 GU/FU (minor faults); 1892 p12½ NZ & star wmk: 2 blocks of 4 mint (2
		stamps MUH) & horiz block of 6 GU/FU (minor perf tone).		Also wrapper used with ½d Mt Cook.		
		CP B1a, B2a, B3a etc.

$400

373 C 1875 ½d Newspaper Stamp p11¾ star wmk usage on newspapers etc: 1) single (imperf at top) on The
		New Zealand Methodist (Vol 1 No. 24) 11 December 1884 Christchurch “A” Class cds; 2) single on
		readdressed The Gumdiggers’ Weekly newspaper wrapper 14 September 1893 “A” Class cds, Opua
		18 September 1893 “A” class b/s & 20 September 1893 Waihaha “A” Class arrival cancel; 3) strip of 3
		(tones) on The Graphic (British) 2 April 1881 Christchurch “A” Class cds to Chatham Islands.

$1,500

374 M 1873-1882 Simplified mint ½d Newspaper, FSF & SSF sets on Hagner.		1d, 2d, 4d, 1/- (scuffed) FSF &
		3d SSF no gum; 2/- disturbed gum, 5/- small gum tone spot. 1/- SSF gum blemish.		Cat $4700.

$900

375 M* 1892 ½d Newspaper Stamp, p12½ NZ & star wmk, block of 4 with double perfs centrally vertical, 2
		mint/2 MUH.		CP B3a(W).

$300

376 C 1892 ½d Newspaper Stamp p12½ NZ & star wmk x 3 together with 4d SSF on small neat reg'd cover
		(5½d reg'd letter rate) ex 2 April 1895 Te Aro to Honolulu, Hawaii, bearing Wellington & Auckland
		transit b/s, & 2 May 1895 Honolulu arrival cancel - a difficult destination cover.

$450

377 C 1892 ½d Newspaper Stamp, p12½ NZ & star wmk: 6 covers 1892-1894; 2 endorsed BOOK POST [incl
		one (Blenheim) “drop letter”] & 1 endorsed CIRCULAR; 1 cover & 1 front (Napier) “drop letters” &
		an unsealed printed matter rate (1d) cover with folded contents ex Wellington.		These last 3 items
		part of Robert McLean correspondence.		Some mixed condition.		Ex Gwynn.

$450

378 C 1892 ½d Newspaper Stamp, p12½ NZ & star wmk misperf single (used as make-up rate) plus 2d SSF on
		small neat handwritten cover bearing 25 January 1893 Christchurch “F” Class cancels to New York, USA.

$150
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379 C 1892 ½d Newspaper Stamp, p12½ NZ & star wmk bearing horiz strip of four with 27 December 1895
		Wanganui “F” Class cancels on cover to Brisbane, Queensland.		Rear bears 28 December 1895 RPO
		transit cancel & 10 January 1896 Brisbane arrival b/s.		Minor ageing.		Cover shows 2d letter rate to
		Australia, though late usage of ½d Newspaper stamp.

$150

/ 1892 ½d Newspaper Stamp, p12½ NZ & star wmk x 189 mint/MUH etc on pages with letter wmks/no
380
		wmk.		Some variable condition.		CP B3a/z/y.		Cat $14,000+

$750

381 M* 1874 4d maroon horiz block of 6 (5 MUH) with L/H selvedge.		3 very faint tone spots.		Jury cat $6950.		
		Mint/MUH.

$2,000

382

U

1874 1/- green, horiz strip of 3, p12½.		Fine Timaru 20 JU 76 cdss.		Rare multiple		CP C6a.		Cat $450.		FU.

$400

383

U

1874 2/-,		5/-.		Cat $1750.		FU.

$400

384

U

1874 2/-, 5/-.		Jury cat $1750.		FU.

$400

385

M 1874 2/-, 5/- (5/- 1 faint toned perf).		Jury cat $2200.		Mint.

$750

386

U

$250

1874 5/- Grey fine Blenheim 5 OC 85 cds.		Jury cat $900.		FU.

Second Sidefaces
387 M* 1882-97 ½d-2½d mint/MUH blocks: 1892 1d die I CP D2a blk of 4 (2 mint/2 MUH, 2d die I D3a blk of
		9 (5 LH mint/4 MUH), ½d D1c p10 x 11 cnr selvedge blk of 5, D1e p11 selvedge blk of 12, 2½d D4j p11
		blk of 4, all MUH.		CP cat $3100.
388

M* 1882 simplified set mint/MUH to 1/-.		8d has advert, fine set.		6d & 1/- mint, rest MUH.		Jury cat $1715.

$750
$1,000

389 U 1888 8d p12 x 11½, 7mm wmk: horiz block of 6, CPD9b, GU; single partial double perfs at left (rest
		blind), CP D9bz, GU/FU.		Cat CP $1350.

$500

390
/ 1890-7 1d rose 3 perf variety items: 1) mixed perf single, p12½ x 10 x 10 x 12½, officially patched &
		repaired at base, mint, CP D2js, cat $800;		2) horiz blk of 6, p10 x 11 reperfed p11 between 2nd & 3rd
		columns, mint/MUH, CP 2m/w, cat $700;		3) vert pair p11 double perfs vert at left (grossly misaligned).		
		FU CP D2py, cat $120.

$450

391 U 1893 adverts group of varieties used.		3 misplaced ads on 2d, 5 doubled ads on 1d;		strip of 4 1d wmk
		reversed, but only 1 stamp undamaged.		All ads brown-red or brown.

$650

392

$350

M 1893 1/- advert in sepia, p10, "This Space Reserved For Cadbury Bros".		CP DA10e.		Cat $900.		Mint.

1898 Pictorials
393 P 1898 ½d, 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d Taupo, 5d, 5/- die proofs from Waterlow & Sons workshop manual ("Dirty
		book").		All except 3d have invalidation hole, 5/- small tear (ref 1898 Pictorials by Diamond, page 44).		
		Also 1898 3d Huias, 1899 4d Taupo (frame only), 1907 1/- Kaka plate proof horiz pairs in black).

$2,000

394
/ 1898 ½d-5/- London prints, set of 14 mint (incl both 2½d), plus extra 5d sepia shade (1st printing).		
		Fresh.		Also London prints set of 14 FU (unusually fine).		SG 246-259.		CP cat $6000.

$1,700

395 S 1898 2½d Wakatipu Waterlow printer sample in yellow-brown, p12½ sample sheet of 9 "Specimen
		Waterlow & Sons".

$500

396

$500

P

1898 2½d-5/- plate proof singles (no 4d) plus 1900 ½d, 1d & 2d.		In issued colours.

397

MP 1898 2d Pembroke lake colour block of 4 & 9d Terraces vert pair imperf plate proofs: 1899 2½d
Wakatipu, 8d, 9d x 2 p11, no wmk mint/MUH blocks of 4; 1902 6d p11, wmk paper mint block of 4;
		1902 6d Lisbon Superfine paper, horiz pair mint; 1902 2/- Milford vert pair, Laid paper.		Mint.

$800

398 M* 1898-1900 blocks of 4, ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, 4d Taupo MUH plus 1898 Terrace horiz block of 10 mint (5
		MUH).		1900 ½d green horiz block of 12 MUH.		Jury cat $2047.

$750

399
/ 1898-1909 Specialised colln attractively written up on pages.		Noted: 5d sepia shade x 2 mint; 11 plate
		proofs incl 3d, 6d reduced blocks of 4; 2/- Laid paper mint; 5/- p11 no wmk; ½d green; 1d Terraces
		(horiz pair); 1½d, 2d purple; 2½d Waki, 2½d Waka x 5, 3d reduced, 5d x 2, 6d red on covers; plus
		many flaws, shades etc.		Good CV.
M* 1898-1908 Simplified mint colln incl Officials on 2 Hagners.		1898 set MUH to 1/-, + 2/- & 5/- mint;
Officials: 6d original design & redrawn, 1900 set, 1907 reduced 3d MUH.		Some faults mostly minor
		incl both 2/- & 5/-.

$2,750

400

401
/ 1898-1906 1/- Kaka x 22 mint incl block of 4, plus 60 GU/FU various printings, shades.		Mixed cond.		
		Jury cat $4310.
402

M* 1898 Pictorials simplified set of 14 in blocks of 4 (small faults 4d, 5d, 6d).		Jury cat $15,000.		Mint/MUH.
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$1,500
$500
$7,500

403
/ 1898-1907 mint/MUH/used seln of 345v on 23 pages & 1 hagner.		Numerous shades, perfs etc & incl
		a few officials at end.		Noted: mint set London prints, 6d Kiwi Lisbon Superfine mint, 5/- Mt Cook x 2
		(both fiscals), 9d invt wmk FU.		Some variable cond.		CP cat approx $15,000.
404 P 1899 4d Lake Taupo imperf plate proof vert pair on gummed horizontal wove paper, top stamp thinned
		& hinged. RPSNZ cert (2018).
M 1899 1st local issue, p11, no wmk, 2½d, 5d, 6d green (2 shades incl yellow-green), 8d, 9d, 1/- (2
shades), 2/-, 5/- mint (9d small faults).		CP E8b, E13b, E14b(2), E16b, E17b, E18b(2), E20b, E21b.
		Cat $2760.

$1,000
$600

405

$1,000

406 U 1899-1903 Specialised used colln on pages, p11, no wmk, annotated by CP no's, nice range of shades.		
		Noted: 1½d Boer War x 5; 6d Kiwi green x 4; 6d Kiwi red x 19 incl Lisbon superfine, Lisbon superfine
		wmk letter "N" (light crease), 8d, 9d x 3, 2/- x 3 & 5/-.		Total 74 stamps, cat CP $2500+ (not allowing for
		shades or re-entries).

$675

407
/ 1900 1½d Boer War p11 seln of double perfs: a) block of 4 - horiz;		b) 2 x m (1 with small black mark),
		1 x u - horiz; c) m & u - vert; d) registered cover to USA bearing ½d Mt Cook horiz pair, 1d Universal &
		4 x 1½d Boer War lowermost horiz double perfs.

$900

408

U

1900 1½d Boer War, khaki shade, p11.		RPSNZ cert (2019).		CP E4a1.		Cat $4000.		GU/FU.

409 C 1900 1½d Boer War p11 on Royal Visit to NZ souvenir cover, June 1901 together with 2½d Wakatipu &
		1d Universal ex 19 July 1901 Christchurch to Suva, Fiji.		Wellington 20 July 1901 transit cancel & Suva
		29 July 1901 arrival b/s.

$1,500

$450

410

M* 1900-1907 1½d Boer War accumulation of approx 225 mint/MUH singles & multiples, variable
condition.		Simpl cat $11,000 + (as mint).

$1,200

411

M 1900-7 range to 5/- mint, wmk incl redrawn Picts.		Faults 9d, 1/- reduced.		Jury cat $2400.

$1,000

412

M* 1902-7 p14 1½d, 2d, 3d in blocks of 4, plus 5/- wmk upright single.		(1½d, 5/- odd fault) otherwise
fine, mint.

$300

413 M 1902 2d Pembroke compound p11 & 14 right selvedge horiz pair.		LH stamp p14, RH stamp p14 x 11 x
		14 x 14 mint.		Natural crease towards top.		Also 6d Kiwi rose-carmine mint a few small faults.		SG 331,
		335.		Cat £950+.

$500

414 M 1902-3 3d (x 2) p11, 4d, 6d (5 shades 1 with & 1 without wmk), 8d (x 2) blocks of 4 mint, 6d, 2/- pairs,
		5/- single wmk upright.		SG 309-17 group.		Generally fine.

$1,200

415 * 1902 4d Taupo complete sheet of 80, perf 11, wmk paper.		Incl many identifiable flaws & re-entries.		
		CP E12b.		Cat $3200.		MUH.

$750

416

$400

U

1902-3? 6d Kiwi rose-red, p11, abnormal upright wmk. Minor imperfections. CP E14f. Cat $5500. FU.

417 U 1902-3? 6d Kiwi rose-red, p11, abnormal upright wmk.		Light 1903 Gisborne squared circle pmks, o/c.		
		CP E14f.			Cat $5500.		FU.

$1,750

418 M* 1902 6d rose-red "Lisbon Superfine" paper, block of 60 (6 x 10) being the left 6 columns of the sheet
		with selvedge on 3 sides.		Rows 7 & 8 show LIS(BON)/SUPER(FINE) wmk invtd covering part of 8 stamps.		
		R1/1-2 with re-entries mint, nearly all MUH.		The LH margin strengthened & about 8 stamps affected
		with small fox marks.		Rare & important multiple.		SG 265c, 265cd.		Cat £3900.
$1,600
419 M* 1902 6d Kiwi red x 3 blocks of 4, p11, sideways wmk showing 3 shades.		CP E14e.		Cat $1200 minimum.		
		Mint/MUH (2 stamps MUH).

$600

420

U

$300

421

M 1907-8 reduced, p14½d (x 3) 3d, 6d, carmine-red, 6d pink p14 x 13 (comb), ½d (2 shades), 3d (2
shades), 5d, 1/- & p14 x 15 (comb) 1/- mint.		Good to fine.		CP cat $1655.

$600

422

M 1907 1½d Boer War p14 presentation example with presentation cancel (very small hinge thin) &
additional example with the major re-entry (R2/12) mint.		(CP EV4f cat $650).

$120

1903 5/- Mt Cook vermilion, p11, sideways wmk, neat Wanganui 1904 pmk.		SG 317b.		Cat £375.		FU.

423 M* 1907 1½d Boer War, Cowan p14 chestnut,		complete sheet (120v); from a very late printing of 100
		sheets showing impressions of clamps (to hold the paper still whilst being printed) in the margins,
		sheet numbered 274670. Some perf separations.		Mint/MUH.		Cat $9,000.

$1,800

424

*

1907 3d Huia reduced block of 4 with R/H selvedge.		Jury cat $1000.		MUH.

$500

425

*

1907 6d Kiwi reduced block of 4 with part arrow in top selvedge, attractive.		Jury cat $1300.

$650

426 P 1907 6d Kiwi (reduced) & ½d Mt Cook setenant die proof in deep slate purple on thin wove paper
		(ref 1898 Pictorials by Diamond, page 143-4).		Also ½d, 3d, 6d plate proofs of 4 in black.

$750

427 * 1907 6d Kiwi reduced plate 6 block of 4.		Stamps MUH but 1 stamp creased, no side selvedge. CP E15c.		
		Cat $3500.
$1,250
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428

P

1907 reduced.		A selection of plate proofs in black comprising ½d, 3d (x 2) blocks of 4, 3d, 6d pairs all
on unwmk paper & 6d blocks of 4 (x 3) on gummed wmk paper.

429 P 1907 1/- Kaka reduced die proof in black on glazed card 62mm x 75mm.			Fine rare ex Midas, Baillie,
		Leppard.		Also progress proof on thin card & plate proof in block of 24 in black.
430
431

*

$500
$2,500

1907 1/- Kaka reduced block of 4.		Jury cat $4400.		MUH.

$1,750

M* 1907 1/- Kaka reduced mint block of 4, 2 MUH.		Jury cat $3000.

$1,250

½d Mount Cook
432 P 1900 Die proof in black on white wove paper 85 x 96mm with reversed die numbers "1431" and "2752".		
		Rare ex Baillie, Leppard.		Also 1907 block of 4 with 1 in top selvedge, p14 x 15 new plates mint (also
several p11 Pirie shades some tone, mint).
$1,250
433

P

1900 Die proof in purple, 3 x plate proofs in various shades of purple, 1 x red.		And plate proof block
of 24 (6 x 4) in purple-brown (pencilled plate 1 in selvedge).

$750

434 U 1901 Pirie paper, p11 & 14 mixed (8 with 2 horiz pairs).		Also 1d Universal (6 with horiz pair) used.		SG
		283-4.		Cat £1340.		GU/FU.

$600

435 M* 1902 mixed perfs corner top right corner horiz Cowan, wmk paper block of 8 with sheet number
		681609.		Top row of 4 MUH.		Small thins & slight bend in top selvedge.		Scarce impressive multiple.		
		BPA cert (1961).		SG 306.		Cat £420.

$375

1d Universals
436 C 1901 PMG JG Ward's special large pict FDC with London print stamp added & canc Wellington cds
		O.OAM 1 Jan 01. Light toning & part of flap missing, but better than most, no insert.		Also plain FDC
(minor flap tears) to same addressee.

$350

437
/ 1901 London prints seln in various perfs comprising block of 4 (x 3), pairs (x 3), & singles mint (x 2) &
		used (x 3).		Also a FDC from Glenary.

$250

438 M* 1901 Basted Mills, p11, left selvedge block of 4, Row 6-7/1-2 mint (3 MUH).		SG 286 cat £600+.		CP
		G3a cat $2400.

$600

439

*

1901 Basted Mills, p11 x 14 1d carmine irregular block of 72 from LL corner of sheet.		Arrows at top &
foot centre of sheet.		A few perfs severed otherwise fine & scarce plating multiple.		SG 290.		Cat £720.		
		MUH.

$400

440 M 1901 Pirie, p14, horiz pair & block of 4, both mint & both imperf vertically. Odd one, odd tone. CP
		G2ax (cat $3000 as MUH).

$275

441

1902 Cowan, no wmk, p14 carmine blocks of 76 & 98.		Both from left of sheet with full sheet margins,
with 5 & 6 complete columns & showing arrow at top.		MUH.		The latter with some severed perfs,
otherwise fine & useful plating multiples.		SG 295.		Cat £2262.

$1,200

1904 Dot plate p11 x 14 - seln of 7 mint (3 singles & 2 pairs) & 5 GU/FU singles, showing range of plate
wear & shades.		(12v).		CP G8b.		Cat $5000.

$850

M* 1904 Dot plates.		Mixed perfs 3 pgs: horiz pair with selvedge incl part arrow marking (short corner
perf, pair separated), also similar but in vert pair; plate II in horiz block of 12 (6 x 2), & plate III in horiz
		blk of 8.		Latter shows 2 complete I's & tip of sheet marking arrow - at extreme RHS.		This must be
		plate III, very scarce.		Mint/MUH.		CP cat $13,500+ as blks of 4.

$2,000

444 M* 1904 rose-carmine mixed perfs Dot plates, upper right corner block of 42 (top row of 9, next 3 rows
		11), showing arrow at top & sheet No: 1159032.		Fine mint, nearly all MUH.		A scarce plating multiple.		
		SG 3511.		Cat $764.

$1,200

442

*

/

443

445

M 1904 Dot plate mint seln (30) comprising: p14 (21 incl 3 blocks of 4, block of 6); p11 x14 block of 4 &
single; mixed perfs LR corner block of 4.		Generally fine.		SG 349-51 group.

$800

446 M 1906 Royle plate rose-carmine, mixed perfs, p14 block of 4 from foot of sheet with small part selv,
		patched with horiz rows of p11, fine mint.		SG 359 cat £640, CP G10e cat $2000.

$500

447 M* 1906 Royle plate, p11, 1d bright rose-carmine lower left block of 4 (2 MUH).		Pencil notation on face
		says "Plate R2".		SG 357 cat £440, CP G10b cat $1100.

$400

448

M 1906 Royle plate, p11 x 14 1d rose-carmine (a little aniline) block of 4 & p14 x 11 1d rose-carmine
block of 4.		Both mint.		RPSL cert (1965) for latter.		SG 358, 358a cat £1040, CP G10d cat $2900.

449 M 1906 Royle plate, p14 x 14½ comb, 1d bright rose-carmine mint block of 4 & horiz strip of 4 cancelled
		by 2 Pukenui 1906 squared circle d/s & 1d rose-carmine mint horiz pair.		SG 360, 360a.		Cat £750.

MOST LOTS ILLUSTRATED ON-LINE AT WWW.MOWBRAYCOLLECTABLES.COM
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$800
$500

450 * 1906 Royle plate, p11, bright carmine horiz block of 8 (4 x 2).		Faint tones between several perfs,
		otherwise fine.		BPA cert (1990).		SG 357 cat £880.		CP G10b cat $2800.		MUH.

$600

451 M 1906 Waterlow plate, p14, 1d deep rose-carmine vert pair, 1d aniline carmine horiz pair & Royle 1d
		rose-carmine vert pair.		All imperf between (1 has small thin).		RPSL certs (1971, 1984) for the 2
		Waterlow items.		SG 352a, 352b, 356a.		Cat £850.

$500

452 P c1906 an imperf Waterlow 'W1' plate proof sheet of 240 on buff wove paper, divided into 3 blocks of
		80 showing sheet margins at either end.		Some faults incl toning but a rare multiple.		Ex Midas.

$2,500

453 * 1906 Royle plate, rose-carmine block of 4 with top selvedge incl small part arrow marking, p11, o/c.		
		CP G10b1.		Cat $1400.		MUH.

$600

King Edward VII
454 M* 1909-15 ½d-1/- (incl 1d Dominion), set of 10 in blocks of 4 (each 2 mint, 2 MUH except 1/- MUH x 4
		(1 with small tone invisible from front), 8d MUH x 3, ½d, 1d MUH x 4.		ACS cat $3775.
/ 1909-16 ½d-1/- fine colln of 135 on 11 pages, mostly MUH/mint blocks of 4 (or larger, up to 12) of all
455
		values except ½d.		Best items incl 3d p14 x 13½ MUH sheet corner block of 4, 3d Official MUH block
		of 4, 5d 2-perf block of 4 MUH & 2 pairs (diff shades) mint, selvedge block of 12 p14 x 14½ MUH, 8d
		2-perf block of 4 MUH/LHM, p14 x 13½ selvedge blocks of 4 & 6 MUH (diff shades), 1/- both perfs in
		blocks of 4 (5 MUH, 3 LHM).		Also a few used, very few faults noted.		CP cat $21,000.
456

M 1909 set mint, some H/H.		Also Officials set (1/- no gum).		Jury cat $775.

457

*

1909 set to 1/- in blocks of 4 (1d Dominion 1 stamp hinged).		Jury cat $4400.		MUH.

$900

$3,000
$200
$2,000

1d Dominions
458

M* 1909-1926 colln on 10 pages, incl plate proofs, examples from diff printings, plate 12 & 13 varieties,
offsets etc, also 1916 receipt & Island ovpts, mint/MUH/used but mostly mint, some mixed cond.		CP
		$2500+.
459

*

1925 DLR unsurfaced paper horiz block of 24 (6 x 4).		CP J3a.		Cat $9600.		MUH.

460 M* 1925 (April) DLR thin unsurfaced paper, deep dull carmine, block of 4.		3 stamps light hinged.		CP J3a.		
		Cat $850.		Mint/MUH.

$500
$1,300
$300

King George V
461 P c1912 GV Essay die proof of the engine turning used to surround the King's head, in black on thin
		wove paper (102 x 104mm).		Produced by Perkins Bacon.		The same engine turning as used for the
		GB "1d Black".		Fine & rare.		Ex Sussex.

$850

462 M* Seln in mint/MUH blocks of 4 (x 6), 1½d, 4d plate blocks plus officials in blocks of 4 (x 14) plus 4d plate
		block.		Also 2d violet, 5d 2-perf pairs blocks of 8.		Noted 8d official mint block of 4.		Also 5 x EVII blocks.		
		Odd fault.
$1,250
463
/ 1915-27 range of mainly mint/MUH on 3 Hagners, incl many blocks.		Noted surface 1924 2d Jones
		paper block of 10 MUH, 1927 2d WT blocks of 4 MUH, recess 1½d block of 5 x 2-perf pairs MUH, 4d
		yellow 2-perf pair FU (good cds pmk), 4d yellow & 6d plate no. singles, etc.		CP cat $5000.
464 * c1915-22 GV simplified complete sets recess & surface both ordinary & official.		Ex colln presented to
		George Peters, on his retirement as DG of the Post Office in 1979.		ACS cat $2000+.		Fresh MUH.
465 U 1915-21 Recess seln 5 items: 2d violet vert block of 12, p14 x 13¼, Dunedin octagonal cancels GU/FU;
		4d yellow 2 perf block of 4, 7½d block of 4 Ashburton 9 OCT 1921 octagonal cancels GU/FU; 8d blue
		2 perf pair on piece cto FU; 9d block of 4, p14 x 13¼ GU/FU.		CP K2a, K5c, K9c, K10c, K11a.		Cat $3760.
466 P c1915 "COLOUR/PRINT" ovpts: ½d surface perforate single, also imperf blk of 4; recess 1½d, 2d, 3d,
		4d x 2 diff colours, 4½d & 7½d imperf blks of 4, wmkd paper, (9v).		33 stamps.

$1,000
$850

$1,000
$825

467 U 1915 1½d (Pictorial paper), 2d violet, 2d yellow, 3d, 4d, 4½d, 6d, 8d, 9d 2 perf pairs.		FU CTO cancels.		
		CP cat $5075.

$1,500

468

$2,500

*

1915 2d mauve, prepared for use but withdrawn (ref RPSNZ Vol 1, p303).		Major NZ rarity.		MUH.

469 * 1915 4d yellow top right corner plate no 20 horiz blk of 6, also "24 AUG 1915" printed in red above
		plate number.		Folded horiz along line of top perfs.		CP K5a.		Cat $660.		MUH.

$250

470

$600

M 1915 5d imperf vertical pair.		CP K7a(y).		Cat $1600.		Mint.

471 * 1915 6d carmine block of 6 consisting 2 vert stamps of 3 with middle stamps imperf at base & sides.		
		2 faint tone spots on 2 perfs at top.		CP K8a(y).		Cat $10500.		MUH.
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$4,000

472

*

1915 9d plum, prepared for use but withdrawn (ref RPSNZ Vol 1, p316).		Major NZ rarity.		MUH.

$2,500

473

*

1915 1/- imperf block of 4 with RH selvedge, MUH (hinged in selvedge).		CP K12b(z).		Cat $2400.

$1,000

474

U

1915 simplified recess set to 1/- in blocks of 4.		Jury cat $1300.		FU.

475 M 1915-30 2 perf pair complete set of 15, incl 1½d both Cowan & Pictorial (blk of 4) papers.		CP cat
		$2440.		Mint.
476

M 1915-21 Set of 2 perf pairs (14) to 1/-.		CP cat $2250.		Mint.

477 M* 1915 Recess & Surface sets mint and mint/MUH blocks of 4 incl 2/-, 3/- Admirals.		Also Officials set
		mint incl 2/- Admiral, attractive lot.		Jury cat $6620.

$500
$850
$1,000
$2,500

478
/ 1915-34 in depth colln of perfs, wmks, shades, 2 perf pairs, varieties, errors & officials in 4 folders.		
		Noted: 4d violet plate 20 (blk of 4 & single), #44 (single); 4d official #37; 7½d #24; 8d blue #39; 8d
official #39; 9d #25 - all in blks of 4 & 1/- #41 single.		Errors include: 1d Field Marshal pair imperf at top
		& a blk of 4 imperf, 2d WT imperf at top, also an imperf single with parts of adjacent stamps; 5d vert
		pair (upper stamp imperf); 1/- horiz pair imperf (hinge discolouration).		Also various certificated items
		incl 1/- p14 x 14¼ (RPSL 1981) orange-brown; postal stationery & plate proofs etc (4 folders).		A fine
		colln with plenty of scope to improve.		CP at $45,000+.
$12,000
479 * 1916 ½d War Stamp slot-machine coil issues - 4 singles each with coil join on back.		Strip of 34 (incl 1
		coil join) & strip of 23 - 2 stamps thinned (no coil join).		Some stamps show evidence of passing
		through machine.		Possibly the last remaining strips?		CP K14ax.		Cat $22,875.		MUH.

$850

480 * 1916 3d, 6d Recess complete sheets of 120 - Provisional issues, p14, sideways wmk: 3d partial plate
		no (18 or 19), no stamps with no wmk; 6d no plate no evident, 5 stamps no wmk vars.		Each sheet 1
		central fold.		CP K4d, K8d/z.		Cat $14,500+.		MUH.

$2,500

481 M 1916 4d violet block of 4, upper pair imperf, lower pair imperf at top, p14 x 13¼, 1 short perf. CP K5dz.		
		Cat $8000.		Mint.

$3,500

482 * 1916 6d Pictorial paper, full sheet of 120 stamps incl 2 rows no wmk, fine & clean condition.		CP K8d,
		K8d(z).		Cat $12,960.		MUH.

$2,500

483 M 1922 8d red-brown, plate #39 block of 4.		Also 1915 6d carmine p14 x 13¼ vert plate pair, plate #37.		
		Hinged on top selvedge only.		CP K8a, K10d.		Cat $1500.		Fine.		Mint.

$400

484

1924 ½d yellow-green horiz block of 12 with left selvedge, Jones paper.		CP K13c2.		Cat $900.		MUH.

$275

485 M* 1926-30 1d Field Marshal colln on 6 pages incl blk of 4 with upper selvedge, imperf at top; horiz pair
		imperf between & at base; 6 diff colour trials in blks of 4 (mint/MUH); double gum coil join strip of 3
		& Cowan, p14 lower most row of sheet MUH etc.		89 stamps & 1 newspaper wrapper.		CP $6500.

$1,200

*

486
/ 1926-7 2/-, 3/- Admirals, each Jones & Cowan papers, mint; 3/- Cowan paper, horiz strip of 3, fine
		Ruatoria 20 DE 34 cdss.		CP K20a,b, K21a,b.		Cat $2150.

$750

487 * 1926 2/- deep blue (upright wmk), 3/- mauve (invt wmk), Admirals, Jones paper.		CP K20a, K21a(z).		
		Cat $1275.		MUH.

$300

488

*

1926 2/-, 3/- Admiral blocks of 4, Jones paper, invtd wmks.		CP K20az, K21az.		MUH.

489

U

1926 3/- Admiral horiz strip of 3.		Rare multiple in this condition.		Jury cat $750.		GU/FU.

$1,500
$400

490 M 1927 ½d vert pair lower stamp imperf at sides & base, Cowan paper, p14 (similar item to CP K13fu,
		cat $5000).

$1,000

491 M 1927 4d blackish-violet 2 perf pair (p14 x 14¼ over p14 x 13¼), plate 44.		SG 422hb.		RPSL cert (2001).		
		CP K5j.		Cat $7500.		Mint.

$5,000

1935 Pictorials
492 * 1935 Souvenir New Zealand Pictorial Stamps brown & cream folder - produced by Coulls Somerville
		Wilkie Ltd with 14 MUH stamps - very fresh appearance & descriptive text.		Unusual item.		Also 1855		1955 Centenary booklet, 1956 Philatelic Congress cancel & signed by dignitaries, eg Campbell Watts.

$375

493
/ c1935-42 specialised mint & used colln/accum on s/b pages - identified by CP no's - range of papers,
		perfs etc with some blocks & pmks - over 500 stamps.

$675

BID BY MAIL, FAX, TELEPHONE, EMAIL OR ONLINE AT WWW.MOWBRAYCOLLECTABLES.COM
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324

325

326

327

328

330

329

332

341

342

336

337

345

Ex 349

351

352

340

344

347

354

355

360

356

364
357

427

471

429

Ex 477

Ex 478

453

Ex 478

497

Ex 507

Ex 509

Ex 517
Ex 581

Ex 592

627

631

Ex 593

591

Ex 568

633

632

600

601

Ex 605

Ex 613

Ex 614

Ex 615

Ex 635

638

602

646

Ex 610

534

604

809

810

730

723

842

837

912

899

669

698

771

Ex 656
Ex 687

738

739

741

754

Ex 783

820

Ex 890

Ex 299

Ex 689

Ex 694

697

Ex 699

Ex 891
744

927

961

958

916

941

Ex 949

1011

991

965

992

1044

959

968

997

999

1015

960

970

995

1006

1007

1000

1016

494
/ 1935-42 ½d-2/- specialised colln mint/MUH & used on Hagner sheets arranged by CP No's.		Incls a
		large number of single, also some flaws, mint blocks for most vals (a few plate blocks), all clearly
		annotated.		Approx content (used, mint): ½d 101 used, 19 mint; 1d 158, 37; 1½d 28, 13; 2d 102, 70;
		2½d 19, 44; 3d 20, 2; 4d 54, 30; 5d 28, 28; 6d 55, 37; 8d 92, 52; 9d 37, 15; 1/- 44, 22; 2/- 42, 5.		Jury
		cat simplified c$2880.

$750

495 M* 1935 simplified set mint/MUH in blocks of 4 and single, excl 9d grey.		Also 4 extra blocks of 4 of 3d &
		split sheet of 60 of 3/-.		Jury cat $3260.

$1,000

496 * 1935-42 MUH blocks/part sheet accum: 1½d blk of 60 (6 x 10); 2d horiz blk of 18 (6		x 3), p14 (line);
		2½d 2 blks of 15s (incl 1 PB No 1), blk of 24 (6 x 4); 3d blk of 24 (6 x 4) inverted wmks, blk of 12 (4 x 3)
		& irregular blk of 14 (2+ x 5), blk of 6 (3 x 2); 4d blk of 8 (4 x 2); 5d blk of 4; (6d blk of 15 (3 x 5); 8d
		plate blk of 10 (no 3), blk of 16; 9d (original) 2 x blk of 4; reduced blk of 8 (4 x 2); 3/- blk of 12 (3 x 4).		
		CP cat approx $13,000.		All MUH.

$1,750

497

M* 1936 1d Kiwi, single wmk, p13½ x 14, abnormally perforated from right to left, in plate (B2) block of 4
(lower left corner of sheet).		Slightly darkened gum.		1 stamp L/H.		Very rare.		CP L2b.		Cat $3200.		Mint.

$1,500

498 * 1942 5d Swordfish complete sheet 120 of p12½, coarse paper plate 2.		Some minor separations in selv
		& on gum side a few light tone spots on minority of stamps (incl plate block).		Of research interest as
		this is the "spotted plate".		PSNZ Vol II p25-26 does not identify re-entries to be found on this printing.		
		CP L8e.			Cat $12,400.		MUH.

$1,750

King George VI
499 M* 1938-53 range of mint/MUH on 15 pages.		Noted 1d red plate 25 block, 1½d plate 20 block, all other
		vals in plate blocks, Official set (MUH), 30 coil pairs to 1/3d, 1d brown, 1d green, 1½d red, 2d, 3d, 9d
		plate proof pairs imperf.

$1,000

Queen Elizabeth II Pre Decimal
500

*

1954 9d - 10/- QEII (middle & high values), 8 plate blks of 4 (1/6d blk of 6).		CP cat $2600+.		MUH.

$850

501 M* 1956 2d QEII (large figures) horiz RH selvedge strip of 3 with last stamp 60% green colour offset.		
		Variety not listed by CP.		Error stamp is MUH, others mint.

$200

502 C 1958 2d QEII Stars ovpt error on window envelope tied by Auckland East 17 MAR 1958 slogan cancel.		
		Very rare commercial use.

$500

503

/

1958 2d QEII Stars ovpt error MUH, 2 x mint, + 5 used forgeries & 17 used 1st form (no stars).

$500

504

*

1958 2d QEII Stars ovpt error block of 4.		Jury cat $1200.		MUH.

$500

/ 1960 mostly, Pictorials specialised mint annotated colln in 2 albums.		Good range all values with many
505
		blocks & plate blocks.		Noted 8d "1121" 10/-, 5/- both papers; booklet panes, colour shift (noted 2½d,
		3d & 1/3d more pronounced); minor flaws; coil pairs; Chambon perfs; 3/- mult sideways invt wmk
		(MUH); shades, paper types incl 4d chalky (FU).		About 1750 stamps.

$1,500

506 * 1960 2½d Flower RH selvedge strip of 4, RH stamp & part next missing yellow; 1967 2½c Flower
		imperf left selvedge pair; $1 Glacier vert pair & single showing transient printing flaws; 1970 50c Abel
		Tasman Park, 1 missing green; 1 with yellow-green misplaced vert 2.5mm.		CP O4az, OD4av, P19av,
		P19au, OD17a var.		Cat $2625+.		MUH.

$500

507

$400

P

1960-67 3d Kowhai imperf proof block of 4, also 3c Puarangi imperf proof imprint horiz block of 6 MUH.

Decimal
508 * 1967-c1982 MUH colln in multi-ring album in mounts.		Mostly plate/imprint blks, also some 1967
		Picts minor flaws.		Noted: 1967-8 Picts plate blks 8c to $2 incl $2 pink & multi.		Total 175+ items
		(probably 750 stamps).
509

1967 ½c Manuka proof booklet pane (no selvedge) of 6, yellow leaves, instead of green as issued,
with normal for comparison.		Some perf separation, MUH.		Ex DLR archives & 1st reported in The Kiwi
		November 2016.

$375

P

510 P 1967 2½c Kowhai x 5 plate proof colour separations imperf horiz pairs (each colour & all colours).		
		Also 1½mm shift of green colour & vert imperf pair.		MUH.
511
/ 1967 Pictorials specialised in album, incl many blocks nearly all mint/MUH, some annotations.		Good
		range all values.		Noted plate blocks apparently complete incl $2 Geysers multi & pink (all mint/MUH)
		minor flaws (annotated), spectacular 30c Tongariro Dr Blade flaw, 8c spectacular red blob flaw x 2,
		booklet panes etc.		Over 1500 stamps.
512
/ 1970 ½c to 8c Moths & Butterflies specialised mostly mint/MUH colln on annotated pages - incl plate
		blocks, minor flaws, colour shifts, coil pairs (incl 3c x 3 with offset nos), booklet panes etc.		Noted also
		7½c Fish x 2 on separate covers with respective Motueka & Richmond 24 OCT 1970 pmks (not officially
		issued until 4 NOV).		About 650 stamps.
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$1,200
$500

$1,000

$250

513 * 1970 ½c Glade Copper Butterfly error: black, orange & blue colours offset, MUH, with normal for
		comparison.		CP P1a(X).		Cat $600.

$150

514

*

1970 3c Moth lilac vert strip of 5 showing double paper (reel join).		CP P5a(x).		Cat $800.		MUH.

$400

515

*

1970 7½c Garfish error, all colours offset, MUH, with normal for comparison.		CP P10a(Z).		Cat $600.

$150

516

C/ 1970 Pictorials, fine specialised colln FDCs etc, dupn on 83 Hagners & 11 pages, various plate blks,
varieties etc & incl provisional 4c/2½c & Postafix issues also.

517 * 1970-77 Pictorials seln of errors: a) 1c Butterfly 2 x missing blue & 1 x missing red; 4c on 2½c Moth x
		2 with albino surcharge, also strip with partial red omitted on LH stamp; 4c Moth x 5 diff missing
		colours, also imperf horiz pair & vert pair major blue colour shift; 6c Seahorses olive colour omitted,
		7c Fish brown colour shift; 8c Fish single & blk of 4 black colour misplaced downwards; 10c Coat of
		Arms coil number pair (#9) s/ws & s/ws invt wmk, also no wmk - silver offset & 3 diff missing colours;
		15c Fish Hook black colour shift; 18c Maori Club invt wmk; $2 Helicopter value blk of 6 with huge 80
		x 5 - 16mm long yellow ink spill across R 3/1-2 stamps & 8c Postafix yellow colour offset [not listed by
		CP] MUH.		High cat value.		Total 44 stamps.

$850

$1,900

518 M* 1971-1973 4c on 2½c Magpie Moth: range of varieties on 2 pages + stock card incl a) double surcharge
		x 2 singles, MUH; b) partial double surcharge on horiz pair, MUH; c) surcharge offset MUH; d) partial
		missing red colour; e) missing bars, m; f) several doctor blade/inking flaws etc.

$450

519
/ 1971-4 18c Club, variety black colour omitted plus 3 other varieties (mint/MUH).		Also 20c Tattoo
		major colour shift x 5 (MUH & FU).		CP P14a(x), P14b(x).		Cat $1400.

$600

520
/ 1971 25c Hauraki Gulf Maritime Park, 3 different errors: a) orange colour omitted & printed on the
		gummed side single with left vert selvedge, MUH with CP cert (2011); b) black & purple colours
		doubled, single, MUH; & c) doubled black colour VFU but minor surface scuff, with normal for com		parison.		CP P17a(Z), (X) & unlisted.		Cat $2900.

$1,200

521 * 1974 8c John Dory, missing blue-green colour error in block of 4. Spectacular variety. CP P11bx. Cat
		$3000.		MUH.

$1,750

522

*

1975 3c Rose error: imperf plate (1B) & traffic light block of 15.		CP PA3a(z).		Cat $5625+.		MUH.

523 * 1975 3c Rose error, complete sheet imperf, 3 stamps damaged & some selvedge soiling.		MUH.		Note
		CP cat $750 a pair & there are 47 pairs present!		Cat $35,000.
524

*

1975-79 10c & 14c QEII seln of varieties.		10c a) vert pair imperf MUH; b) single imperf MUH; c) horiz
strip of 10 showing skewed blue frame (worst at LHS) MUH.		14c a) double surcharge MUH & b) invt
surcharge MUH.

$1,000
$2,600

$450

525 M* 1975-79 Roses seln of errors & varieties, a) 3c imperf blks of 4 MUH; b) 8c imperf (horiz) pair MUH;
		c) 4c on 8c double surcharge - 1 albino MUH; d) 5c - a comprehensive study on 13 pages of flaws &
retouches etc, mint/MUH.

$375

526 * 1979 QEII 10c, 14c ovpt study on 5 pages incl missing colours, imperfs etc.		Also 3x 1977 Health m/s
		minor varieties (2 pages).		MUH.

$500

527

S

1985-8 $1, $2, $3, $4 & $5 Birds "specimen" ovpts as complete sheets of 50.		Produced for NZ Post
presentation pack (1 incl with lot) in conjunction with NZ 1990 (note no $10).

528 P 1985, 24c, 30c Queen Essay (plain sash) Proofs (5 each) in sheets of 49 (44 blanks).		Stamps actually
		issued as 25c, 35c.		Very minor perf tone.		MUH.

$375
$1,250

529

*

1989 40c Kiwi sheetlet of 10 in complete pad of 50 sheetlets.		CP PCM15.		MUH.

$375

530

*

1996 40c Scenic self adhesive imperf strip of 6, Air Ambulance backing paper.		CP PE19a-24ay var.		MUH.

$850

531 * 2003 Scenic Defins with Silver Ferns set of 5 - 50c & $1 sheets of 100; $1.50, $2 & $5 sheets of 50.		
		CP PE 47b, 49b, 54b, 69b, 81b.		Cat $5350.		MUH.

$1,250

NEW ZEALAND - PIGEON POST
532 C 1899 1/- Pigeongram on 1901 pictorial flimsy sent from Great Barrier Island to the mainland.		Very
		minor tone spots.		CPVP4.		Cat $3500.		(Also 1968 Czechoslovakia flimsy).

$850

NEW ZEALAND - AIRMAIL
533
/ 1931-35 colln on 4 Hagners, dupn & includes 1934 Trans Tasman flight cover (66v & 1 cover).		Mint/
		MUH/used.
534 C 1931 3d, 4d, 7d on FDC - reg'd return flight Auckland-Hamilton & return.		Also Red & Blue Boys, 1929
		Nurse & 1 Field Marshal.		Combination Auckland & Hamilton 10 DEC cdss.		Nice item.		Cat $2000++.
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$225
$1,000

535
536

M* 1931-4 set of 5 in MUH blks of 4 (7d TT, 1 stamp mint).		Jury cat $2505.
*

$850

1931-4 in blocks of 4 (5d a few separated perfs).		Jury cat $2980.		MUH.

$1,000

537 C 1934-35 FDCs: 7d Trans Tasman (+ 3d GV) Nelson 17 January 1934 cds on illustrated, cacheted, reg'd
		return VH-UXX "Faith in Australia"		FFC.		Also 1935 airmail set on plain FDC (Karori East 4 May 1935
		"J" class cds) to Marcel Stanley.		2 scarce FDCs.

$750

538 * 1934 7d Trans Tasman x 8 MUH, 1935 set in sheets of 60 MUH (odd small fault), 2 sets plate blocks of
		4 MUH, 1939 Express Delivery (car) part sheet (brown gum) of 55.		Jury cat $5500.

$1,000

/ 1935 3d dark chocolate, p14 x 15, Gisborne cds (note: although date not present, pmk correct for the
539
		April 1935 flight to Napier), also mint.		CP V1b.		Cat $1490.

$450

NEW ZEALAND - COMMEMORATIVES
540

*

1906 ½d Christchurch Exbn complete L/H pane of 30 MUH (stamps MUH).		Jury cat $3000.

541

C

1906 1d Christchurch Exbn Lettercard with 1d Exbn stamp, pmk 3rd April 1907.

542

M 1906 1d Claret Christchurch Exbn.		Jury cat $25000.		Unused no gum.

$1,500
$250
$10,000

543 * 1906 1d Claret Christchurch Exbn.		With sheet selvedge (hinged) at right.		Stamp MUH.		RPSNZ cert
		(2018), stating position R7/6.		Very rare in this condition.		ACS cat $50000.
544

$35,000

C

1906 1d Claret Christchurch Exbn x 3 FU on Exbn cover pmk 20 AP 07.		1 stamp minor perf tone.		The
finer of the 2 intact covers known (only 12 stamps known used).		(Last offered Stanley Gibbons NZ
		1993, Lot 332).		One of the rarest items of NZ philately.		Stamps alone CP cat $180,000.

$100,000

545
/ 1906 3d Christchurch Exbn complete R/H pane of 30 (24 MUH), missing small piece corner selvedge.		
		Jury cat $10,500.

$5,000

546

*

1906 3d Christchurch Exbn.		Cat $400.		MUH.

$225

547

*

1906 3d Christchurch Exbn block of 4.		Jury cat $1600.		MUH.

$750

548
/ 1906 Christchurch Exbn sets mint & FU (indistinct cancels).		Also Exbn lettercard posted to Australia
		with 1d Exbn stamp.		Jury cat $1575.

$600

549

M* 1906 Christchurch Exbn set in mint/MUH blocks of 4 (2 each MUH).		Jury cat $4500.

$3,000

550

M* 1906 Christchurch Exbn set in blocks of 4 mint/MUH, attractively presented on display pages.

$1,500

551 U 1906 Christchurch Exbn set, used, also 1913 Auckland Exbn set, used (8v).		Mostly non exhibition pmks.		
		Cat $2150.

$425

552

*

1906 Christchurch Exbn set in MUH blocks of 4, minor gum buckling.		Jury cat $6000.

$3,000

553

*

1913 ½d, 1d, 3d Auckland Exbn.		Also 1911 1d Victoria Land.		All MUH.		Jury cat $1320.

554

*

1913 Auckland Exbn ½d blk of 16 with top selvedge, 1d blk of 9 MUH (selvedge hinged).		Jury cat $2350. $1,000

$500

555 M* 1913 Auckland Exbn set in blocks of 4 each with side selvedge: 3d is MUH, rest 2 mint/2 MUH.		½d (1
		mint) with pinhole.		Jury cat $5600+.

$1,900

556 U 1913 Auckland Exbn set of 4 in blocks of 4 incl 1d, 3d, 6d with Exbn cds.		Very scarce in used blocks.		
		Jury cat $5200.

$3,000

557

$4,500

558

*

1913 Auckland Exbn set in blocks of 4.		Jury cat $8000.		MUH.

M* 1920 1/- Victory lower left corner vert blk of 10, 1 stamp small hinge mark.		Jury cat $1700.		Mint/MUH.

$500

559 C 1920 Victory original set of 6 ½d -1/- FU blocks of 4 each canc central Wellington reg'd cds 14 MR 20,
		on 3 matching reg'd covers to Canada (ex Secretary, GPO).		Receipt b/s incl RTPO cds JU 16 20.		Very
fine, set issued 27 JA 20.		Scarce group.

$600

560 M* 1920 Victory 3 pages, mint set plus several imperf plate proofs in singles/pairs/blks of 4, 5 Specimen
		ovpts, mint/MUH (47v).

$800

561
/ 1920 Victory, 1925 Dunedin Exbn, 1935 Silver Jubilee, Anzac, 1937 Commerce Coronation mint/MUH
		blocks of 4 plus extra set of Victory, Dunedin mint.		Dunedin set on cover.		Jury cat $2690.

$1,000

562

*

1920 Victory set in corner blks of 4 (no 2d).		Jury cat $1600.		MUH.

$650

563

*

1920 Victory set in blocks of 4 (no 2d).		Jury cat $1600.		MUH.

$650
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564 M* 1925 4d Dunedin Exbn L/L corner vert pair incl "POSTAGF" flaw (R10/1).		Flaw stamp unhinged.		
		CP S17c/x.		Cat $290.		Mint/MUH.

$200

565 M* 1925 Dunedin Exbn study on 6 pages incl mint & used sets, varieties, blks of 4 with Exbn cancels,
		specially printed envelope, letter card & 2 covers, MUH/mint/used.		Mixed cond, 35v & 4 covers.

$800

566 U 1935-40 colln in blks, incl some plate blks - Jubilee, Commerce, ANZAC (as plate blks), Coronation
		(incl 8 x 1d plate blks) & 1940 Centennial (incl 10d).		Nearly all MUH 6d Jubilee FU.

$150

567

$500

*

1936 Commerce set x 3 sheets (144 sets).		Jury cat $2880.		MUH.

M* 1940 Centennial set in MUH blks of 4, Officials MUH in blks of 4 plus single set mint. Jury cat $2415.

$1,000

569 P 1952 3d Royal Visit (SS Gothic) imperf lower selvedge progressive plate proof (R4/7), vert crease.		
		Prepared for use but issue cancelled owing to King's ill health.		This is a rare instance for a pull to be
		taken at a progressive stage - believed to be the only time in NZ philately.

$575

570 * 1968-90 Errors: 1968 3c Maori Bible, missing gold colour error - CP S108a(x). 1973 1c Butterfly,
		missing blue colour, no wmk, PVA gum - CP P2c(y).		1973 10c QEII missing silver, PVA gum, no wmk,
		also no wmp PVAD gum errors a) missing red colour & b) misperfed resulting in 2 horiz lines appearing
		at top.		Also 4c Puriri Moth horiz blk of 10 (5x2) missing dark green colour, no wmk, PVA gum - CP6c(Z),
		P12b(z), (w), (p).		1973 10c QEII silver colour (Arms) missing, no wmk, PVA gum also 50c Abel Tasman
National Park shore (pinkish buff) colour omitted - CP P12b(w) & P19a(y).		1990 40c Maori Heritage
		violet-blue colour ("40"c missing) - CP SH31a(z), cat $850.		All with normals.		Total cat $3240.

$725

571 E 1969 7c CORSO: two different horiz preliminary pencil drawings (22.1 x 12.6cm) on tracing paper
		featuring row of wheat stalks & fish intertwined, also bullock pulling cart. Additionally, a similar sized
watercolour of the latter design & a 10.8 x 6.4 cm watercolour design of an empty food bowl, by L C
		Mitchell.		Also includes mint set & FDC.

$600

568

572

*

1970s-80s MUH single, blocks of 4, plate & imperf blocks & some booklets.		FV $1968.76.

573 * 1970 & 2003 Christmas errors x 2; a) 3c 1970 single with RH selvedge - olive colour displaced half
		stamp width to right,MUH; b) 40c 2003 self-adhesive - black fern omitted in strip of 8 from (& incl
		leader) start of roll, MUH.		CP SC11by, SC45fy, cat $1350.
574

E

1971 10c One Ton Cup Geoff Fuller 15.1 x 8.5 cm hand painted watercolour essay on 18.2 x 11.7cm
white card, this was the accepted design for the 8c stamp.		Also incl 8c plate block, mint/MUH.

575 E 1972 5c Alpine Plants Eileen Mayo (signed) composite hand painted watercolour design (10.6 x
		18.9cm) of COTULA ATRATA on thin card.		Also, 4c (as issued) single used on Rangiora Leaf used from
		Rangiora 12 October 1972; green & purple colours doubled (not recorded by CP) MUH & 2 used.
576

$1,100

$300
$900

$1,000

P

1972 Christmas 3c, 5c, 10c & Niue Christmas 1972 3c x 19 diff unique Courvoisier imperf colour separation proofs, together with issued (NZ) stamps. Vendor states that: this is the only set of proofs
		recorded of the New Zealand 1972 Christmas stamps.

$600

577 * 1973 3c, 8c Anniversary double prints, 1975 18c Forest Park missing blue.		CP S163a(z), S167a(z),
		S519a(z).		Cat $950.		MUH.

$400

578 M* 1974 10c Commonwealth Games Cycling – a spectacular double error!		Several pre-printing paper
		creases, paper fold after red & black colours printed; four part-black colour offset designs appearing
		90o on rear owing to paper fold.		The part sheet of 40 then appears to have been printed again with
		black ink resulting in 6 stamps/part stamps having design on gummed side.		When opened out, R1/10
shows adhesion to next sheet & probably was the cause of all this; R2/6 & R2/7 cyclists for example,
		appear to be black & grey respectively.		Mint/MUH.

$2,100

579 * 1975 5c Christmas, error - brown colour omitted in vert pair with traffic lights selvedge at RHS.		
		CP SC16bz.		Cat $800.		MUH.		With normal for comparison.

$450

580 * 1975 18c Kaweka, dark blue colour omitted, & 1978 12c Telephone, dark yellow omitted, with normal
		for comparison.		MUH.		(Also letter from NZPO regarding latter).		Cat CP $950.		MUH.

$500

581

*

1980 14c Zeapex plate block of 6, missing black error (plus normal).		CP SP260z-262z.		Cat $2000.

$1,000

582 * 1992 Barcelona Olympic Games (Equestrian) upper selvedge bar code block of 4 grossly misplaced
		perfs ("New Zealand" & "$1.00" in centre of stamps) MUH, with normal for comparison.		CP footnote.

$375

583 * 1995 40c Farm Animals unguillotined booklet pane, block of 15 from the top of the block showing a
		full imperf row.		An uncut sheet of 50 stamps from pre-booklet production has been discovered,
which incl 4 imperf between booklet panes of 10, perf at top & bottom.		Normal booklet panes were
guillotined horiz producing panes of 10, imperf top & bottom.		This new discovery will be listed in the
		CP cat as CP PC87b/96b(z).		MUH.

$2,750

SEE THIS CATALOGUE ONLINE AT WWW.MOWBRAYCOLLECTABLES.COM
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584 * 1996 40c Seashore unguillotined booklet pane, block of 15 from the top of the block showing a full
		imperf row.		Any uncut sheet of 50 stamps from pre-booklet production has been discovered, which
		incl 4 imperf between booklet panes of 10, perf at top & bottom.		Normal booklet panes were guillotined horiz producing panes of 10, imperf top & bottom.		This new discovery will be listed in the CP
		cat as CP PC 97a/106a(z).		MUH.

$2,750

585 * 2003 40c Christmas self-adhesive, missing fern error,		in strip of 3 between 2 normal.		ACS cat $1000.		
		MUH.

$300

586

$900

M 2004 Olympic Games error: invtd lenticular image with backing paper.		CP S918az.		Cat $4000.		Mint.

587 * 2006 Washington personalised stamps: 45c Kiwi, $1.50 NZ from Space, each with Washington logo
		tab - complete sheets of 20.		Only 50 sheets produced by NZ Post.		An experimental forerunner to the
		2009 America's Cup issue.		Jury cat $1275.		MUH.

$600

588

*

2006 45c Kapa Haka self adhesive booklet single, MUH.		Cat Jury $2500.

$1,150

589

*

2006 45c Kapa Haka self adhesive, ex roll, single.		Jury cat $2500.		MUH.

$900

590

*

2006 45c Kapa Haka self adhesive ex roll, single.		Jury cat $2500.		MUH.

$900

591

*

2006 45c Kapa Haka self adhesive ex roll, stamp MUH.		Cat Jury $2500.

$900

592

*

2006 Kapa Haka set of 5 with traffic lights (fans) in left selvedge. Vendor states this is the only set with
traffic lights. Also includes photograph of set.		Jury cat $15,000.		MUH.

593 * 2007 Classic Kiwi sayings group of 5 all missing thermographic ink so that saying is visible - "She'll be
		right", "Shark and taties", "Laughing gear", "dreaded lurgi" & "rark up".		MUH (all with normal) only
		part of 1 sheet has been discovered and this is 5 of the 7 known.		CP S1033az, S1044az, S1046az,
		S1049az, S1050az.		Unpriced.		MUH.

$9,000

$2,000

NEW ZEALAND - HEALTH
594

/

1929-69 colln of FDCs: 1929 (heavy cds), 1930, 1932 (heavy cds), 1933, 1934 (26 OCT), 1935, 1936 (8
diff & 2 plain), 1937 (5 diff & 1 plain + plain with health sticker), 1938 (6 diff + 2 plain + pigeonogram),
		1939 (2 plain), 1940 (2 plain) etc.		Covers signed by designer from 1943, '45, '47, '49, '51, '53, '54 (2) &
		'69.		Health slogan cancel on commercial covers: 1934, '36, '38, '39, '46, '47, '50.		Also various stamps
MUH/mint/used.
/ 1929-99 MUH & FU/cto colln in s/b.		1931 Blue Boy used - small thin.		Also incl m/s 1957-99 &
595
		Stockholmia 86 m/s MUH.		Cat approx $3000.

$1,250
$275

596

U

1929-34 blocks of 4.		Jury cat $2120.		FU.

$800

597

/

1929-2000 In s/b mint & used, much duplication, noted 1931 mint & FU sets.

$600

M* 1929-2012 Extensive mint colln in large Hagner binder with slipcase, appears complete incl m/s.		
Noted: 1931 Red & Blue Boys, Hygeia x both plates (MUH), Crusader horiz pair MUH, 1996 Teddy Bear
		errors sheet & self adhesives (MUH).		Appears all MUH from 1935.

$2,500

599 M* 1929 x 2 MUH, 1930 block of 4 MUH, 1931 Red Boy x 9 mint (incl block of 4 MUH) 4 used, 1931 Blue
		Boy x 10 mint, 1930, 1932 Hygeia MUH block of 4.		All have small faults, ie: light tone.		Jury cat $7600.

$1,000

600 P 1930 Red Boy (inscribed "1930") officially defaced Die proof in black on card.		Superb rare item.		
		(Note: issue originally intended to be issued in 1930).

$1,250

601 P 1930 Red Boy (inscribed "1930") die proof in black.		(Note: issue originally intended to be issued in
		1930).		Superb rare item.

$2,000

602

C

1931 Blue Boy on plain FDC tied by Auckland 31 OCT advertising cancel, locally hand addressed.

$1,500

603

*

1931 Red & Blue Boys blocks of 4.		Red Boy x 3 affected by minute tone spots.		Jury cat $4400.		MUH.

$1,500

598

604 C 1931 Red & Blue Boys on FDC, Highfield 31 OC 31 cds, AFM Paterson Timaru printed address.		Very
		rare item.		Jury cat $5000.

$4,000

605 U 1931 Red & Blue Boys blocks of 4, each with matching Riverlea 30 NO 31 single "A" class cds.		Blue
		Boy incl missing lower half of "C" of Charity flaw (R8/4).		VFU.

$1,250

606

U

1931 Red Boy x 2, Blue Boy x 11.		Jury cat $1890.		GU/FU.

607

M 1931 Red Boy x 10 mint, Blue Boy x 9 mint.		Jury cat $4275.

608

M 1931 Red Boy & 2 x Blue Boy (3v).		Jury cat $675.		Mint.

609 M* 1931 Red & Blue Boys in blocks of 4: Red Boy 2 mint/2 MUH - 1 with small black mark; Blue Boy 4 mint.		
		Cat Jury $2450.
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$750
$2,250
$300
$750

610 S 1931 Red & Blue Boys each with "ESPECIMEN" ovpt (applied by Portugese PO).		Each with RPSL (2009)
		cert.

$2,500

611

/

1931 Red & Blue Boys set mint, also Red Boy x 2 GU/FU - one appears cto & other one light tone.

$225

612

*

1931 Red & Blue Boys.		Cat $1100.		MUH.

$400

613

*

1931 Red & Blue Boys blocks of 4 incl Blue Boy broken middle of "C" of "Charity" (R11/4).		MUH.

614

U

1931 Red & Blue Boys blk of 4.		Cat Jury $1440.		VFU (cto).

615

*

1931 Red & Blue Boys blocks of 4.		Jury cat $4400.		MUH.

$2,000

616

*

1931 Red Boy block of 4.		Jury cat $2200.		MUH.

$1,250

617 * 1932 1d Hygeia x 125v as singles/multiples from both plates.		Some variable condition.		Cat $15,000.		
		MUH.

$2,000
$675

$1,500

618

U

1933 1d Pathway x 225v, some variable condition.		Cat $6,750+.		GU/FU.

$1,200

619

*

1933 Pathway complete sheet of 60 (incl all the plate flaws).		Jury cat simpl $3600.		MUH.

$1,500

620

/

1957-2000 M/s complete FU plus same mint/MUH.		(FU cat Jury $2469).

$1,000

621 * 1961 2d Bird "confetti" flaw (white circular area mauve not printed, but black printed okay over top)
		in horiz pair with normal .		MUH (normal mint).

$250

622 U 1978 10c Health stamp, doubling of red colour (with normal).		Not listed as such by CP but variety
		within m/s is CP TM50w.		FU.

$250

623 * 1978 Health stamps & Heart Foundation m/s with doubling of red colour (with normal).		RPSNZ cert
		(2010).		CP TM50w.		Cat unpriced.		MUH.
624

*

1996 40c Teddy Bear error sheet stamp, with normal & press cutting.		Jury cat $2000.		MUH.

625 C 1996 40c Teddy Bear sheet stamp error on fine commercial cover early June 1996 ROTORUA MAIL
		CENTRE machine cancel, addressed to Auckland (day of month not legible).		RPSNZ (2001) cert.		CP
		cat $8000.		Commercial mail with Teddy Bear error stamps is decidedly uncommon & this is the first
		such that we have offered from Rotorua.		A similar cover, but from Auckland was sold by Mowbrays in
		2006 for $6,600.

$1,500
$675

$3,000

626

*

1996 40c Teddy Bear sheet stamp error.		ACS cat $1500.		MUH.

$675

627

*

1996 40c Teddy Bear self-adhesive stamp error.		ACS cat $3250.		MUH.

$950

628

*

1996 40c Teddy Bear error, vert block of 6.		MUH.		(Also single, but damaged).

$3,500

NEW ZEALAND - OFFICIALS
629 M 1892 ½d Newspaper Stamp p12½, NZ & star wmk, purple O.P.S.O. h/s mint, oily spot, Odenweller
		(2011) Cert.		CP BP3a.		Cat $2500 (used).

$450

630

$500

U

1898 5d Otira, no wmk, p11, h/s OPSO in violet. Minor faults. SG O20. Cat £1100. RPSNZ cert (2003).FU.

631 U 1907 ½d Reefton Provisional used on small piece tied by part Reefton FE 07 squared circle pmk.		
		RPSNZ cert (c1985).		SG P1.		Cat £1600.		FU.

$2,000

632

$1,500

M 1907 1d Reefton Provisional, patchy gum.		RPSNZ cert (c1985).		SG P2.		Cat £1300.		Mint.

633 U 1907 2d Reefton Provisional on small piece by complete Reefton 26 AP 07 squared circle pmk.		RPSNZ
		cert (c1985).		SG P3.		Cat £2000.		FU.

$2,500

634

M 1907 2d, 3d, 6d x 2 original and reduced, 1/-, 2/- & 5/- Pictorials.		Jury cat $2550.		Mint.

$1,000

635

U

1907 3d - 5/- Pictorials in blocks of 4.		Jury cat $3400.		FU.

$1,500

636

*

1907 3d, 6d, 8d, 1/- EVII in block of 4.		Jury cat $2900.		MUH.

$1,500

637

M* 1907-08 mint/MUH range to 5/- (2 x 5/-, both sideways wmk).		Jury cat $4140+.

$1,500

638

*

1907 1/- Kaka block of 4.		Jury cat $3000.		MUH.

$1,500

639

U

1907 2/- Milford block of 4.		Jury cat $1000.		FU.

$500

640

S

1907 5/- Mt Cook specimen (3 diagonal bars) cancel.		Full gum.

$400

641

*

1907 5/- Mt Cook.		MUH.		Scarce in this condition.		Jury cat $1250.

$850

642

/

1907 ½d-5/- Pictorials, original set of 8 mint (6d large Kiwi only).		Also 1909-63 EVII- QEII complete
simplified FU, incl 5/- Arms both vert (VFU) & horiz ovpts.		ACS cat $3650.
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$1,200

643

M 1907-09		½d-5/- Pictorials, simpl set of 10 (incl both 1d & 6d).		ACS cat $2488.		Mint.

$875

644 U 1907-09 ½d-5/- Pictorials set of 10 (incl both 1d, 6d).			Also 1908-13 2/-, 5/-, £1 QVLT set simpl.		ACS
		cat $2275.		FU.

$750

645 M* 1907-1940 Attractive mint/MUH seln on 5 stockcards, includes 5/- Mt Cook, 8d GV, & both 9d 1935
		Pictorials.		Some variable condition.

$575

646

*

1908 6d Kiwi reduced block of 4, p14 x 13.		CP cat $8000.		MUH.

$3,000

647 M 1908-15 2/-, 5/-, £1 QVLT set of 3 (2/- pale blue p14, 5/- p14½ x 14, £1 p14).		CP ZO2g, 6h, 15f.		Cat
		$2650.		Mint.

$750

648

$380

U

1908 £1 QVLT, roller cancel.		Jury cat $1000.		GU/FU.

649
/ 1909-63 virtually complete simplified colln. Mint (many MUH) on 2 Hagners, incl EVII ½d-1/- (8d MUH),
		GV ½d-2/- surface, 3d-1/- recess; 5/- Arms vert ovpt 1935 ½d-2/- surface, 3d-1/- recess, 5/- Arms vert
ovpt, 1935 ½d-2/- (both 9d), GVI ½d-2/- MUH mostly, 140 Cent set Mint/MUH, QEII 1d-3/- MUH, &
		5/- Arms.		Clean.		ACS cat $3225.

$1,150

650 M* 1909 EVII 1915 GV, 1935 Pictorials, 1938 GVI 1954-63 QEII sets mint/MUH.		Simplified colln but incl
		3d, 6d, 1/- GV 2 perf pairs.		Jury cat $1300+.

$500

651 M* 1910-6 EVII specialised mint colln on pages - ½d x 6; 3d x 13 incl 4 p14 x 13½ & 2 perf pair; 6d x 9; 8d
		x 28 incl 3 2 perf pairs; 1/- x 7, mixed condition.

$600

652 * 1910-16 ½d-1/- EVII (incl 1d Dom) set of 6 in blocks of 4 (inc 3d, 8d, 1/- with sheet selvedge).		Cat ACS
		$2800.		MUH.

$875

653 U 1910-6 EVII specialised used colln on pages - ½d x 10, 3d x 20 incl p14 x 13½; 6d x 10; 8d x 6 & 1/- x 9.		
		Cat $1800+.

$250

654 M 1913-1925 QVLT: 2/- no stop variety used; 5/- mint, £1 mint & 1901 2/6d Counterpart brown (error),
		all mint.		CP ZO2k(z), ZO6h, ZO15h & Z3e(z).		Cat $3000+.

$750

655

M 1913 2/- to £1 QVLT.		Jury cat $2400.		Mint.

$1,200

656

U

$2,000

1913 5/- to £1 QVLT blocks of 4.		Jury cat $5200.		FU.

657 M* 1913-15 2/-, 5/-, £1 QVLT set: 2/- DLR, p4 (CP ZO2g) MUH, 5/- DLR p14½ x 14 (ZO6h) VLH mint, £1
		ZO15h (chalky paper) mint.		CP Cat $2950.

$950

658

U

1913 2/- - £1 QVLT set.		Jury cat $1375.		FU.

$750

659

*

1915 8d GV block of 4.		Jury cat $1600.		MUH.

$800

660

*

1915 8d GV block of 4, light crease on 2.		Jury cat $1600.		MUH.

$600

661 M* 1915 2/- QVLT deep blue, 5/- green, in blks of 4, De La Rue chalky paper, p14½ x 14.		Bends visible on
		gum of 5/- (5/- MUH, 2/- mint/MUH).		CP ZO2h, ZO6h.		Cat $3300.		Mint/MUH.

$500

662

U

1915 5/- QVLT top right corner blk of 9, p14½ x 14, fine Westport 20 DE 19 cds. CP ZO6h. C$2700. VFU.

$850

663

U

1922 8d GV on piece (with 3d GV recess x 4).		1930 cds pmks. FU.

$175

664

M* 1922 8d GV blk of 4 with R/H selvedge.		Lower pair unhinged.		CP KO10d.		Cat $1350.		Mint/MUH.

$500

665

M* 1922-28 8d GV mint, also 9d MUH blk of 4 & 2/- Admiral also MUH.		ACS cat $1925.

$400

666

U

1928 2/- Admiral block of 4, fine Riverton 4 DE 36 cds.		CP KO20b.		Cat $1200.		FU.

$675

667 U 1928 2/- Admiral, horiz block of 6, canc Auckland East cds 25 MR 33.		Small perf fault on lower right
		stamp.		Jury cat $1200.		GU/FU.

$600

668

M 1933 5/- Arms, vertical ovpt.		ACS cat $750.		LH mint.

$300

669

M 1933 5/- Arms vertical ovpt blk of 4.		CP ZO33a.		Cat $3000.		Mint.

670

M 1933 5/- Arms, vertical ovpt, w/c.		CP ZO33a.		Cat $750.		Mint.

$300

671

M 1931 5/- Arms, vertical ovpt.		Jury cat $800.		Mint.

$300

672 U 1935-42 ½d to 3/- Pictorials plus 5/- Arms (horiz ovpt) range of 50v on 3 pages.		Range of wmks, perfs
		etc.		CP Cat $2930+.		GU/FU.
673
/ 1935 ½d - 2/- Pictorials on 13 Hagners, annotated as per CP.		Noted 1d left selv blk of 8, p13½ x 14
		MUH, 2d perf 12½ plate blk etc.		Dupn.		Mint/MUH/Used.

$1,350

$275
$1,000

674 M* 1935 Pictorials simplified set mint plus set excl 9d green ovpt in block of 4 mint/MUH.		(Faults on 2 x
		3d).		Jury cat $1950.

$600

675 * 1936-43 ½d-2/- Pictorials, simplified set of 13 in blocks of 4,		incl both 9d MUH. Tiny fault on 1 x 1/-.
		ACS cat $4000.

$1,300
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676
/ 1936-43 Pictorials blk seln: ½d blk of 42 (7 x 6); 1d (Die III) blk of 36; 1½d (mult wmk) blk of 24 (8 x 3),
		blk of 12 (4 x 3); 2d (coarse paper) blk of 120 (12 x 10) incl plate blk No 4; 2½d p14 (line) blk of 30 (3 x
		10); 9d (black ovpt) blk of 4, blk of 8 (4 x 2); 1/- (p12½) blk of 18 (6 x 3), coarse paper blk of 15 (3 x 5).		
		CP cat approx $8700.		All MUH except 2½d & 9d blk of 8 (FU).
677

*

1937 1d Kiwi vert block of 12 (3 x 4), invt mult wmk.		CP LO2dz.		Cat $1200.		MUH.

$1,350
$350

678
/ 1938-47 ½d - 2/- GVI colln on 11 Hagners, dupn, 238v, annotated as per CP.		Noted 1½d chocolate plate
		(#21) (right selvedge) blk of 6.		Mint/MUH/Used.

$350

679 M* 1938-40s GVI plate blocks: ½d orange, 1d green (MO2e - mint), 1d red x 2, 2d, 3d x 4, 4d, 1/- x 2.		Cat
		CP $2925.		MUH (mint).

$575

680 * 1938-43 9d Panel p14 x 14½ green ovpt in upper right sheet (# 001069) cnr blk of 4.		Also p14 x 15
		black ovpt in upper selv blk of 10 (5 x 2) also MUH.		Former slight gum bends otherwise very fresh.
		ACS cat $3000.

$450

681

$450

*

1938-53 GVI set of 35, as per CP.		Most shades, papers, with some extra shades.		Cat CP $1650+.		MUH.

682 * 1938 ½d GVI green, 1d scarlet, each in horiz blks of 8 with selvedge at top & 1½d chocolate, horiz
		selvedge blk of 6. ACS cat $1300. MUH.

$375

683

$400

M* 1940 Centennial set of 8 joined "ff" pairs (2½d x 3).		CP cat $1080.		½d mint, others MUH.

684 U 1947 8d GVI irregular blk of 57 (6 x 9 & 3 extra) at top with lower & upper selvedges.		Fine Te Kuiti 23
		MY 51 cds, full gum. Notes indicated maybe used by Army for bulk payment of postage (38/-).		CP
		MO11a.		Cat $684.		FU.

$225

685

$200

*

1954 4d QEII printed on gum side.		CP NO25a(z).		Cat $400.		MUH.

NEW ZEALAND - LIFE INSURANCE
686
/ 1891-1981 extensive colln, annotated as per CP, dupn on 40 Hagners.		Noted 1891 set used, 2 x 2d
		1905 chestnuts used. etc.		Mint/MUH/Used.

$850

687 U 1891 3d, 6d & 1/- VR x 2 each, GU/FU, also c1913 2d purple mint, 3d yellow-brown & 6d pink x 2 each,
		(11v).		CP X4a, X5a, X6a, X10b, X11a, 12a.		Cat $2300+.		GU/FU.

$450

688

M* 1891 3d VR brown MUH, 6d green VLH mint, 1/- mint (odd short perfs on this).		Jury cat $4800.

$2,000

689 M* 1891-1913 6d & 1/- VR mint, also 1d, p11, sideways wmk unused & 9 later issues - mostly MUH.		
		CP X2h, 5a, 6a, etc.		Cat $3850.

$750

690
/ 1891-1981 mint colln on 3 Hagners - 1891 set (1d, 6d minor faults), 1/- (H/H); 1905-13 no VR set
		(some MUH incl 1d blue, 2d chestnut FU), 1947 set mint, 1967, 1969 & 1981 sets MUH.		Also 1/Marotiri Pigeon Post red MUH & 6d Express Fernleaves x 2 unused no gum.

$2,500

691

U

1891 VR set of 6.		Cat $850.		FU.

$350

692

U

1891-1981 complete all sets FU.		Jury cat $1513.

$600

693

M 1891 VR set of 6, 2d light crease.		Jury cat $4400.		Mint.

$1,750

/ 1891 issues on 6 pages.		Noted sets mint & used, 1d mint block of 4 (rejoined), block of 6 mint, 1d, 6d
694
		block of 4 used, 2 x 6d mint, 6 x 6d used, 1/- FU.		Jury cat $13,000+.

$3,000

695

$1,125

M 1891 ½d - 1/- VR set, simplified (3d part gum).		1/- exceptionally w/c.		ACS cat $4400.		Mint.

696
/ 1891-1981 colln of 47v mostly mint/MUH, on 3 pages. Noted 1891 set mint/MNG, 1913 1d MNG, 2d
		chestnut FU.		Some variable condition.
697

M 1905 2d chestnut, no VR, o/c, slight adhesion on gum.		CP X10a.		Cat $5500.		Mint.

$725
$1,500

698 M* 1905 brown-red 2d no VR block of 4 with interpanneau selvedge at right.		Rare block, exhibition item.		
		Jury cat $35,500.		MUH x 3, VLH mint x 1.
$17,500
699 M 1905-13 no VR simplified set of 11 (plus extra 3d chocolate shade).		2d chestnut o/c, RPSL cert (1973).		
		Jury cat $6130.		Mint.

$2,500

700
/ 1905-47 range on 24 pages, well presented.		Noted 2 x 1d blue mint, 2d chestnut FU.		1½d black x 24
		MUH, 2d purple x 29 MUH, 3d light brown x 13 MUH, 3d chocolate x 58 MUH.		A feature is selection
		of shades in blocks MUH & FU.		Cat Jury $14,865

$3,500

701 U 1906 1d blue no VR mixed perfs, p11 at top (with hint of the extra row perfs above), p14 other sides
		o/c, FU.		CP X8bz cat $1500.		Also 2d chestnut no VR (hint of double perfs at base) (normal CP X10a
		cat $425) & 6d VR (hint double perfs at top), CP X5az, cat $800.

$850

702

$260

M 1906 1d blue no VR, p14.		CP X8a.		Cat $800.		Mint.
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703

M 1906 1d blue no VR, p14.		CP X8a.		Cat $800.		L/H mint.

$400

704
/ 1906 1d blue no VR, horiz strip of 3, p14, unused no gum (cat $2400 mint);		1d blue, 2d chestnut (left
		stamp minor stain) horiz pairs GU/FU (cat $1000).		CP X8a, X10a.

$900

705

$300

M 1906 1d blue no VR, p14.		CP X8a.		Cat $800.		Mint.

706 * 1917 1½d black lower left corner horiz blk of 18; 1946 3d chocolate lower left corner horiz blk of 32
		(8 x 4) WT paper; 1947 6d upper left corner blk of 16, WT mult wmk (corner crease affects 1 stamp).		
		CP X9a, X11c, X12d.		Cat $5100.		All MUH.

$1,100

NEW ZEALAND - POSTAL FISCALS
707 U 1882-1931 seln on stockcards comprising 1d blue 1878 Stamp Duty; £1 QVLT (Queenstown 1891
		telegraph cancel); 1/3d lemon, 7/6d, 12/6d & £3 Arms.		Cat $1,320.		FU.

$340

QV Long Types
708

C

1871 1d Die II violet & green, postally used on two local covers: a) 1892 Auckland & b) 1894 Christchurch.		
Attractive, philatelic use.
$300

709 C 1871 1/- Die II violet & blue, postally used on reg'd cover to AT Bate, Native Superintendent, Wellington,
		ex 5 September 1891 Christchurch, with 7 September 1891 arrival cancel.		Attractive, philatelic use.

$750

710
/ 1878 Stamp Duty collection: 1d lilac x 2 singles, mint, faults, x 5 fiscally used; 1d blue x 6 used (incl vert
		pair with "O/41" oblit) of which 2 have faults; & 22 fiscals.		Mixed cond.		35v.

$500

711 C 1878 1d Stamp Duty lilac x 2 on cover to HJ Knowles Esq, Property Tax Department, Wellington, ex 22
		May 1890 Christchurch.		Scarce postal but philatelic use.		These stamps remained valid for postage
until demonetised on 31 December 1913.		Odenweller 2016 cert.		Ex Jim Shaw.
712 U 1878 1d lilac Stamp Duty, horiz pair, blue regn line on 1st stamp, Wellington 14 May 1890 "A" cds.		GU.		
		Jury cat $3,200.		Philatelic use.
713 U 1878 1d lilac Stamp Duty, horiz strip of 3, central stamp vertical blue regn line, several Wellington 14
		May 1890 "A" cds.		GU.		A scarce postally used multiple.		Jury cat $4,800.		Philatelic use.

$4,500
$900
$1,500

714

M 1878 1d lilac Stamp Duty, block of 4, oily spots on upper 2 stamps.		Jury cat $13,000.		Mint.

$4,500

715

M 1878 1d lilac Stamp Duty, p12 x 11½.		ACS cat $3500.		OG mint.

$1,300

/ 1878 1d blue Stamp Duties accum incl 20 mint/MNG, 100 GU/FU, 60+ fiscally used on receipts &
716
		numerous loose fiscally used, incl some invtd wmks.

$2,400

717

M 1878 1d blue Stamp Duty, horiz strip of 3, invtd watermark. CP Z1b(Y) listed, but not priced mint. Mint.

$1,800

718

M 1878 1d lilac Stamp Duty, vertical pair.		Mint, hinge reinforced, with original gum.		Jury cat $6500.

$1,500

719 C 1878 1d lilac Stamp Duty on cover, pmk 'WELLINGTON 9 JE 90'.		Adjoining stamp has been torn from
		cover leaving large part corner missing.		Rare on cover.
720

U

1882 1d blue Stamp Duty x 14, mostly FU.		All genuine postal use c1882.

721 U 1882 1d blue Stamp Duty horiz strip of 3 (with 1d SSF horiz strip of 3) on small piece.		Barred postal
		cancels.		GU/FU.
722

M 1882 1d blue Stamp Duty, slight vert crease.		Jury cat $3250.		HH mint.

723 C 1882 6d (NZ & star wmk) on somewhat wrinkled & lightly soiled cover, 29 August 1882 Auckland
		duplex cancel to London.		Red London 20 October 1882 arrival cds & some indelible pencil marks on
		rear.		Rare postal use cover.

$600
$500
$175
$1,250

$1,000

724

U

1882 6d, NZ & star wmk, part May 1882 Christchurch duplex cancel.		CP Z1e.		Cat $750.		FU.

$350

725

R

1882 range of 18 from 6d to £10 plus 1d lilac & 1d blue, described as postal use but some not, 6d good.

$500

726

U

1882 8d, NZ wmk, 13 December 1882 Auckland "A" class cancel.		CP Z1f.		Cat $2000.		Rare item.		FU.

727

U

1882 1/-, NZ & star wmk, part ? September 1882 Napier duplex cancel. CP Z1h.		Cat $1,000.		FU.

$500

728

U

c1882-1901 6/-, 7/6d, 9/-, 9/- on piece (with 1/- EVII), 15/- on piece, £1, £1 horiz strip of 3 (nice
Hokitika 1930 cdss) + 2/6d brown counterpart error (slightly weak corner).		All with postal type cancels.

$750

729 C 1886 cover to Melbourne with 2 x 1d red + blue imperf (1867 Type Die I).		Pmk Picton 23/9/86, to
		Melbourne 5/10/86 via Wellington 24/9/86.		Cover toned.
730 C 1886 2/6d on advertising envelope (featured on rear The Grand Hotel, Dunedin, New Zealand) bearing
		4½ in red pencil on front to Germany, cancelled 28 April 1886 Dunedin "F" class d/s. Rear bears red
		14 June 1886 London transit and Frankfurt on Main arrival cancels.
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$1,000

$500

$1,250

731 M 1906 7/6d bronze-grey, unsurfaced paper, sideways wmk, p14.		Multiple gum bends.		CP Z9d.		Cat
		$2500.		LH mint.

$950

732

M 1913 9/- orange, DLR chalky paper, sideways wmk, p14½ x 14.		CP Z11h.		Cat $900.		Mint.

$375

733

M 1913 15/- deep green, DLR chalky paper, sideways wmk, p14½ x 14.		CP Z14j.		Cat $2250.		Mint.

$950

Arms
734 U 1931-56 1/3d to £5 GU/FU.		Excl 35/-, £3.10, £4.10, but incl 3/6d-35/- ovpt (blunt corner), also decimal
		set x 2.		Jury cat $6195.

$1,750

735

U

1931-56 12/6d, 30/-, £2, £3, £4.		Jury cat $1690.		GU/FU.

$500

736

*

1931 £2, Cowan paper.		CP Z46a.		Cat $900.		MUH.

$400

737

M 1931 £2.10, Cowan paper, w/c.		CP Z47a.		Cat $750.		Mint.

738

M 1931-56 £3.10.		Jury cat $4000.		Mint.

$2,000

739

M 1931-56 £4.10.		Jury cat $4500.		Fine mint.

$2,000

740

U

1931 £10, Cowan paper.		CP cat $1100.		FU.

741

U

1935 £3.10 Rose, Cowan.		Odenweller cert (2012).		CP Z49a.		Cat $5500.		FU.

$400

$400
$3,000

742 M* 1939 3/6d - 35/- surcharges set of 5, plus 1953 3/6d sans serif (upright wmk).		Note: 3/6d serif words
		of value shifted such that panels almost blank.		5/6d & sans serif MUH, others mint.		Jury at $2355.

$850

743

$500

*

1939 22/- on 22/- scarlet, w/c.		Jury cat $900.		MUH.

744 U 1939 35/- on 35/- orange-yellow block of 4, w/c with central Wellington cds 4 JE 46, on neat piece.		
		Part of purple US Customs Duty receipt h/s at left, just touching 3 perfs on 1 stamp.		Extraordinary PU
		piece, in very fine condition, blocks must be rare.		Jury cat $4000.

$2,250

745

U

1939 35/- on 35/- orange-yellow.		CP Z57a.		Cat $975.		FU.

$550

746

M 1939 35/- on 35/- orange-yellow, w/c.		Jury cat $1250.		LH mint.

$600

747

M 1939 35/- on 35/- orange-yellow, Cowan paper.		CP Z57a.		Cat $1000.		Mint.

$600

748 U 1939 £10 on £10 deep blue, WT paper, single wmk.		Postally used, canc corner postal cds of Stoke,
		date off stamp, w/c.		CP Z57c.		Cat $800.		VFU.

$500

749 U 1940, 1950 7/6d Arms 2 blks of 4, WT single upright wmk & WT mult invt wmk.		CP Z36b,c.		Cat $1700.		
		FU.

$675

750 M 1942 £20 on £20, WT, mult invt wmk ("O" in "POUNDS" is a vertical oval - Kiwi type 2).		OG but patchy,
		incl small stained area.		Mint.

$575

751 U 1942-4 £10, £20 ovpts, WT paper, mult upright wmk (£20 toned), £10 FU, £20 GU/FU.		CP Z57d, g.		
		Cat $4700.

$1,500

752

M 1946 25/- pale blue, WT paper, mult upright wmk.		CP Z43b.		Cat $850.		LH mint.

$400

753

M 1946 25/- pale blue, WT paper, mult upright wmk.		CP Z43b.		Cat $850.		LH mint.

$450

754 M 1946 30/- brown, WT paper, upright mult wmk & 1952 £2 purple WT paper but invt wmk.		CP Z44c,
		46d.		Cat $875.		Both VLH mint.

$350

755

*

$800

756

M 1948 £3.10 rose, Wiggins Teape, mult upright wmk.		CP Z49b.		Cat $4000.		Mint.

1946 25/- pale blue, WT paper, mult upright wmk, w/c.		CP Z43b.		Cat $1500.		MUH.

757 U 1946 25/- pale blue vert pair, WT mult upright wmk, fine part Dunedin CI 1950 cds, rare multiple.		
		CP Z43b.		Cat $4000.		FU.

$2,500
$1,600

758 M* 1950-52 £3 green, VLH mint, £4 light blue MUH & £5 indigo-blue (with top selvedge) MUH.		All WT
		paper, invt mult wmk.		The £5 with light ageing along bottom of gum.		CP Z48d, 50b, 52d.		Cat $1775.

$575

759

$275

M 1950 £5 indigo blue, WT paper, mult invt wmk.		CP Z52d.		Cat $550.		Mint.

760 U 1950 £5 indigo-blue, WT paper, invt multiple wmk.		Block of 4 with central Wellington cds 1962, o/c.		
		CP Z52d.		Cat $1000.		FU.

$500

761

$300

M 1951 £2/10/- red, WT paper, invt mult wmk.		Raybaudi cert (1988).		CP Z47b.		Cat $750.		Mint.

762 U 1952 £4 light blue, WT paper, invt multiple wmk.		Block of 4 with central Wellington cds 12 JL 63.		
		Rare as block.		CP Z50b.		Cat $1700+.		VFU.

$900

763

$300

*

1952 £4 light blue, WT paper, invt multiple wmk.		CP Z50b.		Cat $600.		MUH.
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764
/ 1967-84 $4 to $10 colln of 83v on 4 Hagners, annotated as per CP, incl perf varieties, invt wmks &
		missing perf pins etc.		Mint/MUH/used, some dupn.		Face value $438.

$550

NEW ZEALAND - BOOKLETS
765 * 1998 $4 Scenic, completely imperf, part booklet (8 of 10 stamps remain), front pane detached (no
		stamps).		CP W66ay.		(Cat $500 for complete booklet).		MUH.

$190

766

1999 $5 Pohutukawa, completely imperf, 1 kiwi imprint.		CP W57bz. Cat $2000. MUH.

$750

767 * 1999 $5 Pohutukawa, completely imperf, 1 kiwi imprint.		Minor pane separation.		CP W57bz.		Cat
		$2000. MUH.

$650

768 * 2002 $9 Curio Bay, completely imperf, original print.		1 pane detached, some light crumpling & creases.		
		CP W88ay.		Cat $2500.		MUH.

$450

769 * 2003 $7.50 Arrowtown, completely imperf.		2 stamps have paper clip indents.		CP W92ay.		Cat $2000.		
		MUH.

$650

*

NEW ZEALAND - OTHER
770 U 2004 40c "Stuffed Kiwi" (NZ Festival of Arts) CAL on piece (with 5c Scenic) tied by Auckland 22 Nov 04
		ink jet cancel.		Jury cat $3,750.

$1,200

771

$1,200

*

2004 40c "Stuffed Kiwi" (NZ Festival of Arts) CAL.		Missing skeletal trim at right.		Jury cat $3750.		MUH.

772
/ 1926-1939 6d Express Delivery 7 pages with annotated examples of the various flaws in rows 1 to 10
		as singles, multiples (28m, 22 u) & on 2 covers.

$600

773
/ 1926-1939 6d Express Delivery 2 pages with examples of varieties from 2nd centre & frame printing
		plates (2m & 3u), Cowan p14 x 14½ block of 20 (R6/3 – R10/6) 3m/17 MUH & portion of gummed NZ
		& star wmkd paper with part NEW Z letters watermark at base.

$600

774

1936 6d Express Delivery, Cowan p14 x 15 + 9d Pictorial on OHMS reg'd cover ex 27 April 1936 to
Beaconsfield, England, bearing boxed EXPRESS FEE PAID h/s in black & Beaconsfield 27 May 1936,
		arrival b/s.		Stamp plated from R4/3 with mint example of this variety also.		Vendor states Overseas
		express arrangements were introduced for other Commonwealth countries; survival of these items is
		extremely limited.
775

/

$600

/

1937 Express Delivery 6d WT p14 x 14½ sel’n on 9 pages comprising: 30 x mint/MUH (singles/multiples).		1 x u, 12 covers & 3 on piece.		Incl amongst the covers are 4 underpaid (+ postage dues), 3
		reg'd, 1 late fee & 2 FDCs (1936 Health & 1937 1d Coronation).

$1,800

776 C 1938-1950 3 Express Delivery covers, each with ordinary defins: a) 30 June 1938 Sydenham Last Day
		of (1d Kiwi) issue; b) 19 April 1939 Auckland airmail cover to Wellington; c) reg'd, airmail “EXPRESS
		DELIVERY” 30 March 1950 Russell cover to Melbourne!		No such service existed as the Express Service
		ended on 30 June 1948.

$360

777 C Pigeon Post & Kermadec & Auckland Isl 1899-1900, 1915, 1937.		Pigeonpost: green Special Post, used;
		red Marotiri unused no gum; 6d triangle used; 1/- triangle mint.		Kermadec Sunday Isl: 3d stamp mint;
		1947 cover Auckland Isl, 1915 Grant Expedition ½d & 1d MUH.		ACS VP2, 6-8.		Cat $1350+.

$1,000

778

U

1890 3d Railway Newspaper stamp brown, rather grubby back & front, pen cancels.		Kiwi cat $500.

$225

779
/ 1890-1925 NZ Railways: colln of 120v incl Railway Newspaper set + various perfs & varieties (noted
		2d x 2 imperf LHS & several "missing scrolls"), dupn.		Also ½d "BALCLUTHA" station ovpt, in block of 4;
		Railways Parcels x 4 diff; Railway Charges ½d, 2d x 2, 3d & 1/- in blocks of four (all without station
		names) MUH.		Cat $3500+.

$1,500

780 U 1925 ½d to 10/- Railway Charges complete set, 10/- (rounded corner) ex LAMBTON.		Noted 8d
		DUNEDIN doubled.		Kiwi RN12-RN24.		Cat $1660.

$1,000

781 U c1895 ½d, 1d, 2d & 3d used New Zealand Express Co. Campbell & Crest (1st two with blue company
		cds, latter two blue crayon), also 1d red Express Freighter 21 June 1900 cds.		Some variable condition.

$500

NEW ZEALAND - REVENUES
782		Customs Wax Seals proofs group of 5 - Timaru, Christchurch (SIC), Lyttelton (2 diff) & Collingwood.		
		Wonderful examples of early South Island settlements.

$800

783 R Fiscal FFQ x 4: 1d orange (dated 16/1/67); 1d orange (part PAID h/s); 6d brown (part PAID h/s); 1/		(dated 6/12/84), together with 2 page article re FFQs.		Whilst none are common, the 6d and 1/- are
		the first seen by us.

$2,500

QV Long Types
784

R

1867 Die I seln: imperf 6d to £1 (8v), perf 3/4d to £1/10/- (7v) + 3 misc.		Kiwi cat $470+.
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$200

785

R

1867 Die I imperf seln to £10, dupn & multiples, on 3 pages.		Cat $3900+.

786

R

1867 Ad Valorem 1% and 3% (latter repaired) impressed monogram.		Kiwi R1a, R3a.		Cat $1425.

787 R 1867-1922 FINE PAID seln of 12v + 6 pieces on 2 Hagners incl: 1880 7/6d QVLT & 35/- x 2; £2/10/- &
		£2.		Kiwi R57b R58a, R66, R82, R83, R84, R89 etc.

$2,000
$600
$1,200

788 R 1867 £1/15/- Die I imperf & £1/5/- perf, both foil tied to two separate pieces.		Kiwi R242a, R317.		
		Cat $650.

$400

789

$150

R

1871 1d to £2/10/- seln, Die II (22v) incl several forgeries.		Kiwi cat $300+.

790 R 1871 crisp WESTLAND, NZ & crown 7 March 1871 cancel on QVLT Die I imperf (4 even margins) 7/6d
		on piece.		A rare example of the NZ & crown cancel in use for a very limited time.

$300

791

$500

F

1871 £14/15/- Die II fake denomination with fake Napier duplex cancel.

792 R 1877 £1,343 unpunched, Die II ultra-high values on piece, cut close & £4,253 large margins, foil tied.		
		Also, QVLT 35/- on document, 3 other pieces (2 foil tied) & 3 diff cypher labels.		Kiwi R442 x 2, R466,
		R584V etc.		Cat $1500+.
793
/ 1878 1d blue Stamp Duty PU; QVLTs: 1880 2/- to £5 [6d & 8d PU - these CP cat $550] (20v); 1882 1/		to £40 (28v); 1886 2/- to £15 (36v); 1888 2/- to £400 (25v); 1890 2/- to £50 (16v); 1895 2/- to £45
		(29v); 1903 2/6 to £100 (11v); 1906 2/6 to £2/10/- (16v); 1907 2/- to £50 (19v); 1913 2/- to £200
		(38v); 1925 2/- to £300 (41v).		Some other PU examples on exhibit pages. Cat (all as fiscals) $4300+.

$750

$2,500

794 R 1880 Seln, mostly unpunched, dupn, 160+ v (incl 2 x 2/- identified flaws) & 7 various documents.		
		Some telegraph & postal cancels present, but all treated as fiscals for cat value = $1650+.
795 R 1880 £100 to £1000 high values (10v).		£600, £700, £900 punched, £800 internal slit, rest unpunched.		
		Kiwi R497-R506.		Cat $3300.

$325
$1,500

796 R 1882-1925 to £500 fiscally used, incl 4d, 6d, 8d, 1/- (£100 torn), none holed.		Missing 2/-, 7/-, 8/-, 9/-,
		35/-, £3.10 claret, £20.		Kiwi cat $1600.

$500

797 R 1903 £15 brown FIFTEEN doubled error, unpunched, attractive 25 June 1918 New Plymouth "H" class
		cancel, with normal for comparison.		Kiwi R484E.

$500

Other
798 R 1877 Law Courts & Lands and Deeds accum + various QVLTs (incl		Die II £10) etc, with Land Registry
		cancels.		Dupn & multiples, 150v +		69v on 20 pieces.		Noted Kiwi R149, R159, R253a, R361.

$1,000

799 M* 1901 ¼d Discount Stamps x 4, 1934 1d Thrift Stamp, 1938-59 Honey Seals: PPMD ½d, 2d on ¼d in
		block of 4, 2½d, 5d block of 4, 5d on 2½d strip of 3, & HMA 1d.		Mint/MUH.

$500

800 R 1927 Passport Fee 2/- Admiral, attractive purple oval INTERNAL AFFAIRS / May 1929 / WELLINGTON
		NZ d/s, Jones paper.		Kiwi R170a.		Cat $800.

$600

801 R 1931-56 Arms, range of 44 on 2 pages to £1000, some punched.		Noted 25/-, £300 ovpt both punched.		
		Kiwi cat $1809.

$500

Beer Duty
Since the last "Kiwi Catalogue of New Zealand Revenue and Railway Stamps" was published, there has been an
increased demand for the more difficult revenue stamps - reflected by the sale prices of such items. The estimates
for the 1878 and 1880 Beer Duty lots reflect this increased demand. Accordingly, the listed prices for these will be
significantly increased in the next edition of the Kiwi catalogue, due to be published shortly.
802

R

1878 4½d unused, scuffs at foot.

$750

803

R

1878 7½d used, pen cancel above 1st 7½d tablet.		Kiwi R10A.

$1,000

804

R

1878 1/3d used, small hole.		Kiwi R11E.

$1,000

805

R

1878 2/3d mint.		Kiwi R13A.

$1,000

806

R

1878 6/6d used, repaired 1 corner.		Kiwi R15B.

807

R

1880 6d used (six pence 2 words), minor faults.		Kiwi R16B.

$1,000

808

R

1880 2/6d used, minor faults, scarce.		Kiwi R19B.

$1,250

809

R

1880 4/6d used, small faults as usual.		Kiwi R21A.

$1,500

810

R

1880 6/9d used, pen cancel with 2 holes.		Kiwi R22B.

$2,000

811

R

1883-1906 9d x 3 diff perfs, wmks etc, used, 2 fine, 1 faults.		Kiwi R28A, K, L.

$400

812

R

1883 2/6d, 4/6d, 9/-, 13/- unused with invalidation hole in centre (13/- Simpson & Hart rubber cachet).

$300

813

R

1890-1903 1/3d x 3 diff perf used, 1 mint.		Kiwi R29D, F, K, L (mint).

$600

814

R

1896 4/6d unused.		Torn lower left corner.		Kiwi R32F.

$150

$750
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815

R

1903-12 6d x 4 used.		Various perfs, prints etc.

$250

816

R

1906 2/6d used, fine condition.		Kiwi R30L.

$150

817 R 1908 26/6d King Edward VII maroon, used with usual faults.		Extremely scarce, 2nd best of 3 known.		
		Kiwi R39.

$10,000

NEW ZEALAND - CINDERELLAS
818

M 1911 x 3 Prohibition Campaign labels.		Heslop G6, G7, G16.		(Cat $850, 2002).

$750

NEW ZEALAND - POSTAGE DUES
819 S 1899 ½d, 5d, & 8d to 2/- examples ex presentation sets with 2 diagonal lines at lower RHS, also ½d,
		1d, 4d, 5d, 8d & 10d - similar - but with corner circular "dumb" cancels (12v).

$1,200

820 M 1899 ½d + 1d error; two diff centre values printed!		It appears that a sheet with the ½d centre impres		sion was under-inked.		It was re-inserted into the stack of sheets & subsequently submitted into the
		1d centre printing process.		Ex Odenweller.		BPA cert (1949), with explanation of its occurrence.		This
		is the only recorded example of this value with a double value tablet & is not listed by CP.

$3,600

821

M 1899 ½d - 2/- set of 11 (8d with offset of carmine on gum, 4d H/H).		ACS cat $1300.		Mint.

$500

822 C 1899 1d & 2d on underpaid "leather" post card ex 20 June 1904 Denver, USA to Wanganui, bearing
		only 2 x 1c Franklins. 15 / CTMS.T h/s applied, circular 3d deficient postage h/s & Wanganui 27 July
		1904 arrival cancels applied.

$300

823 C 1899 1d on trifold panoramic letter card (internal view of Australia V England cricket match at Sydney,
		14 December 1901, repaired with cellotape), ½d & 1d NSW cancelled Sydney 11 March 1904, to
		Waikino, NZ. Cover bears 1d in blue pencil, Postage Due stamp cancelled Waikino 15 March 1904.

$360

824 M* 1899 1d upper half sheet (120v in 2 panes of 60 each) Type II frame (small D), with numerous varieties
		indicated.		Cat $6000+.		Mint/MUH.

$1,800

825 U 1899 2d fine used example cancelled Otaki Railway 30 November 1899, 1 day prior to issue. Ex Garlick.		
		Also 2 additional examples but cancelled on 1st day of issue Auckland (rounded corner) & Devonport
		1 December 1899.
826 M 1899 2d + 6d error; two diff centre values printed!		It appears that a sheet with the 6d centre impres		sion was under-inked.		It was re-inserted into the stack of sheets & was subsequently submitted into
		the 2d centre printing process.		Error plated as being R8/1 position from both frame & centre plates,
		Ceremuga cert (2009).		This is thought to be the only recorded example with this double value tablet,
		unlisted by CP.
827

U

1899 3d attractive, large multiple (4 x 5) red octagonal 17 May 1917 Wellington parcels cancels. GU/FU.

$900

$2,100
$280

828 C 1899 4d + 1d on underpaid mourning cover ex 4 December 1899 Sutton Coldfield, England to Hawera,
		NZ, hexagonal T / 25 taxe mark in black & blue m/s 2, Hawera 19 January 1900 cancelled postage
		dues.		Underpaid by 12½ gold centimes + 12½ gold centimes fine = 5d.		Ageing faults.

$360

829 C 1899 4d pair on overweight, underpaid commercial cover ex 2 May 1907 Fremantle, Western Australia,
		to Dunedin, NZ, bearing pair 2d yellow swans, black oval T (Taxe) mark & 8d inserted in pencil &
		Dunedin 16 May cancels.		Vendor states that less than 10 covers are recorded with pairs of 4d postage
		dues attached.		Attractive cover.

$600

830 M* 1899 4d complete left-hand pane of 60 (10 rows of 6) with doubling of ornaments at left side on lower
		3 rows.		Cat $9000.		Mint/MUH.
831 M 1899 6d + 6d error: single with two centre values printed!		It appears that a sheet with the 6d centre
		impression was under-inked, then re-inserted into the stack of sheets & was subsequently submitted
		into the 6d centre printing process, unused no gum.		5 examples (2 mint & 3 used) are known.		Not
		listed by CP.		Ceremuga cert (2009).
832 U 1899 6d vert block of 11 (R3/1 & R4/1-8/2) light 17 June 1910 Auckland Customs cancel.		Vendor
		states that this 5/6d block is the largest recorded multiple.
833
834

U

1899 10d block of 4, 21 January 1903 Auckland cds.		FU.

M* 1899 10d horiz interpanneau block of 12 (R1/6 - R2/11), fresh appearance & one of the largest
multiples recorded.		Mint/MUH.

835

U

1899 set of 11 plus ½d, 2d & 2d variants.		CP Y1a-Y14a.		Cat $2000+.		FU.

836

M 1899 simplified set of 11.		Mint.

$2,400

$900
$2,100
$450
$1,500
$650
$280
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837 C 1906 1d Cowan, p11, 1 vert pair on OAS cover to Reefton, NZ, ex volunteer during the mid-1906
		Bambatha Rebellion, in South Africa, bearing 11 July 1906 Stanger, Natal cds, oval T/ 10c taxe mark in
		black, TO PAY / 2d / DOUBLE DEFICIENCY POSTAGE h/s in black & 15 August 1906 Reefton cds. The Zulu
		uprising against paying taxes to the British, lasted for about six weeks before being suppressed.		Mail
		from those involved with subduing the rebellion could be sent free of charge within Natal, but
		because the rebellion was deemed by postal authorities to be a local matter, OAS mail sent outside
		Natal was deemed to be short paid & therefore taxed accordingly.		This cover was charged at the
international postcard rate of 1d (equivalent to 10 gold centimes - hence the taxe mark) & was thus
		charged 2d upon delivery in Reefton.		Vendor states that this postcard is the only reported taxed
		postcard from the Bambatha Rebellion.
838

M 1902-38 ½d, 1d, 2d & 3d - examples of stamps from different printings (25v) with papers/wmks/perfs
identified.		Mint.

$1,500
$180

839 M 1902 ½d Cowan p11 no wmk, double horizontal perfs at base error.		RPSV (2012) cert.		Not listed by
		CP.		Mint.

$600

840 M* 1902 ½d Cowan, p11, no wmk, complete sheet (240v in 4 panes of 60 each), some minor ageing but
		a remarkable item nonetheless.		Cat $3600.		Mint/MUH.

$900

841 M 1904 ½d Cowan, p11 wmk paper, orange red & green error: horiz inter-panneau block of 8 (R5/5-R6/8)
		with R6/6 denomination appearing as "½" & not "½D".		Not listed by CP.		Mint/MUH.

$300

842 C 1905 2d + 1d Cowan p11 on cover ex 24 November 1906 Grenada (West Indies), endorsed Card only,
		corners cut away to reveal content but maintain privacy, to Auckland NZ, bearing To pay 5d double
deficiency postage h/s in black, 5d crossed out in blue pencil. TO PAY / 3d / DOUBLE DEFICIENCY
		POSTAGE h/s in black & Auckland 15 January 1907 delivery cds.		UPU regulations acted to charge such
		mail in terms of the French Treaty that was in the process of being ratified, even though authorised in
		1 December 1903.		The NZ reciprocal agreement commenced in September 1906.		The postal officer
		was uncertain how to treat this item: initially as an unpaid letter (2½d postage + 2½d fine), later
		charged it as an underpaid letter (1½d postage + 1½d fine).		Vendor states that this is one of a few
		recorded covers bearing a 2d Cowan p11 Postage Due.

$750

843 M* 1906 1d Cowan, p11 lower half sheet (120v in 2 panes of 60) frame plate Type I, with 2 flaws (R5/6 &
		R8/6 RH pane) indicated.		Cat $7000+.		Mint/MUH.

$2,100

844 U 1906 2d Cowan, sideways invtd wmk, p14 reperfed 11 at base, FU. Odenweller cert (2017). CP Y17b(Y).		
		Also, 1899 postage due 1/- showing remnants of what appears to be additional (horiz) perfs GU/FU.		
		Odenweller cert (2017).

$450

845 M 1907 2d imperf single with wing margin at left, Cowan unsurfaced paper, sideways invt wmk, mint.		
		RPSNZ cert (2000) states: "is from the R/H pane (R8/1) 1-2 at one time part of vertical strip of 3 		R9/1 in Rhodes colln, R10/1 illustrated in "The Second Type Postage Dues of NZ" by Samuel."		(Note
		CPY17bx imperf pair cat $3000).

$450

846

C

1913-1939 2nd Type, 1d rate within NZ, colln of 21 covers: incl roughly opened 1934 railway loose
letter, 1935 invalid British GV 1d on cover, commercial & government underpaid mail. Variable condition.

847 M 1919 1d DLR error: imperf horizontal strip of 5 (R10/1-5) with LH selvedge frame plate II - prior to
		later damage, ref Postage Stamps of New Zealand, Vol II, page 188.		Ex Larsen, RPSV cert (2007).		
		CP Y16(X).		Cat (2010) $3000 as imperf pair, unique.

$390

$3,600

848 C 1920-1939 2nd Type, 1½d to 8d rates within NZ, colln of 22 covers: 1½d x 3, 2d x 10 (incl stamp less
		ANZAC cover with Please leave 2d in box / Postman on rear), 3d x 1, 4d x 4, 6d x 3 & 8d x 1 –		last 4
		all compulsorily registered (latter has stamp removed & STAMPS written in biro on front).		Variable
condition.

$450

849 C 1924 1d DLR single & pair on reg'd cover (#77) ex 11 July 1924, Aitutaki, Cook Islands, to Christchurch,
		NZ, bearing ½d EVII & 1d Dominion AITUTAKI overprints only, T3d in blue pencil & 5 August 1924
		Christchurch Postmen arrival "C" class cancels. The registration fee charged upon delivery was at single
		rate - a special concessionary rate of registration for mail originating from an NZ Dependency to NZ.

$280

850
/ 1925 ½d p14 x 15, Jones paper, mint/MUH/MNG/used research stock, in singles & multiples etc: 4 m,
		30 u including R5/7-R8/12 block with R8/5 flaw.		SG D26, CP Y15d.		Cat $3200+.

$210

851

$360

*

1925 ½d p14 x 15 pale green litho wmk complete sheet of 120.		CP Y15e.		Cat $1800.		MUH.

852 C 1925 1d Cowan perf 14 x 15, x two horiz strips of three Palmerston North express cover to Newtown,
		Wellington, bearing 1d Field Marshal + 6d Fernleaves Express Delivery, 11am 1 DEC 1932 pmks.		5pm
		1 December 1932 Wellington "C" class arrival cancel.		Postage Due charged at 6d unpaid for delivery
		to address 2 miles distant from post office.
853

/

1926-1935 p14 x 15 Cowan wmk chalky paper, mint/MUH/MNG/used research stock, in singles &
multiples etc: ½d x 15 m, 37 u; 1d x 58 m, 59 u, 2d x 5 m, 67 u, 3d x 10m, 13 u.		Some variable
condition.		SG 29-32, CP Y15f, Y16d, Y17e, Y17f, Y18b, cat $5100+.
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$450

$300

854 C 1927 2d Cowan p14 x 15 reversed wmk on cover ex 31 May 1927 Pleasant Point, to Dunedin, TAX 2d
		in black m/s, 1 June 1927 Dunedin "C" class cds tying postage due to cover.		One of a few covers
		recorded.		CP Y17f.

$300

855 C 1928 1d Cowan p14 on typed cover ex 17 February 1931 Napier, Wellington, endorsed From earth		quake area, bearing T1 in pencil & Wellington dumb "A" class cds.		NZ Airmail Catalogue states: All
		known covers are addressed to Verne, Collins & Co. Christchurch.		If any others exist, they would be
		valued higher.		Cat # 40 & 17 February covers cat $200 in 2009.

$750

856 C 1937 1d WT on 1937-38 Kermadec Isl Expdn cover, ex Sunday Island to Wellington, NZ., bearing
		SUNDAY ISLAND MAIL per "Maui Pomare" / NO STAMPS AVAILABLE in black m/s, TO PAY / 1d. /
		DEFICIENT POSTAGE h/s in black, boxed PACKET BOAT. h/s in black, 10 January 1938 Christchurch "C"
		class transit cancel & dumb Wellington "A" class cds cancelling postage due.		The initial July 1937
scientific voyage to Raul Isl in the Kermadec group was serviced by the vessel Maui Pomare from
		Christchurch.		The ship revisited the island on a regular basis to re-provision expedition members but
		took no postage stamps.		The current letter rate of 1d per ½oz was applicable providing that expedition
		mail was correctly endorsed, resulting in only a single rate deficiency charged.		Vendor states that as
		use was limited, the numbers posted with postage dues are small.

$750

857

M* 1937-38 ½d, 1d, 2d & 3d WT in mint/MUH blocks of 4.		(½d & 2d R9/1-R10/2, 1d & 3d R1/1-R2/2).

$150

858
/ 1939 3rd Type bulk research stock of 2,150 stamps mint/MUH/MNG/used: ½d x 97m, 199u; 1d x
		201m, 272u (incl multiple sideways wmk blk of 6 clearly dated 1951); 2d x 308m, 480u; 3d x 372m
		(incl complete sheet of 120), 221u. Some variable condition.		Jury cat $20,000+.

$900

859 E 1939 James Berry pencil sketch on thin tracing paper, of complete design with 2d denomination in
		centre, incorporating 3 possible scroll work patterns to feature at sides of numeric value & separate
		2d postage due mint, as issued, showing that the pencil sketch's RH internal scroll design was chosen.

$900

860

M* 1939 ½d complete sheet of 120.		Mint/MUH.

$150

861 C 1939 1d & 2d each in horiz pair + 6d Motor Car Express Delivery on small, neat hand illustrated (AR
		Skinner) FDC bearing 16 August 1939 Queenstown "C" class cancel.		(Motor Car FDC alone cat $600).

$450

862 C 1939 1d vert pair + 2d on NZ Patriotic Board airmail cover ex 30 April 1944 The Delta "F" Air Force to
		Winton, bearing TO PAY / DOUBLE DEFICIENCY h/s in black, 4d inserted in black m/s & 3 May Winton
		1944 "J" cds.		Postage Due charged 2d underpaid (for airmail) + 2d fine.		A scarce postage due origin
		cover as The Delta Air Force "F" was only open from 26 October 1943 to 10 July 1944.

$600

863 C 1939 2d 3rd Type on 23 domestic covers: 2d x 8, 4d x 7 (incl 1948 Opened in Error/Officially Sealed
		cover), 6d x 4 (incl 1946 cover bearing TO PAY / AIRMAIL POSTAGE purple h/s & 6d inserted in pencil),
		8d x 3, & 1/- x 1 (1939 opened out cover bearing TO PAY / AIRMAIL POSTAGE purple h/s & 1/- inserted
		in pencil).

$600

864 C 1939 2d vert strip of 3 on rear of air mail cover ex 12 May 1940 Mosgiel to Palmerston North, bearing
		½d x 6 + vert pair 1½d Centennials on front & ½d Centennial x 5 on rear.		Front bears T 6d in red m/s,
		subsequently crossed out & replaced by T 1d in black m/s.		Rear bears 14 May 1940 Palmerston North
		Postmen cds, 5d refunded & initialled in black m/s.		Postage due initially charged as 6d [3d underpaid
		+ 3d fine] owing to only 6d postage applied to front of cover; however, as the rear also contained an
additional 2½d postage applied (totalling 8½d postage paid) the postage due was amended to 1d
		(being ½d underpaid + ½d fine), with 5d refunded annotation.		A most unusual incident caused by
		postage stamps additionally being affixed to rear, showing postal staff unsure about how to treat
		such an item.

$600

865 C 1939 3d on 23 domestic covers: 3d x 1, 4d x 2, 6d x 5, 7d x 1, 8d x 8, 10d x 11/- x 3, 1/10d x 1 (SEALED
		AGAINST INSPECTION / CHARGED LETTER RATES h/s in purple on rear of underpaid 6½ oz. cover) &
		4/- x 1 (1939 censored Dead Letter Office cover).		Variable condition, but 71 x 3d GU/FU
		postage dues are present, these alone cat $1400+.

$900

866

C

1939 set on FDC & also 6d Express (also 1st day issue), cds Lower Hutt 16 AU 39. Jury cat $1250. Scarce.

$500

867

*

1939 set in blocks of 30.		Jury cat $1950.		MUH.

$500

868 * 1939-49 set of 4 as complete sheets: 1d, 2d & 3d are 1949 mult sideways invt wmk.		Some gum
		toning.		CP Y19a, Y20b, Y21c, Y22d.		Cat $9960.		MUH.
869 C 1945 3d sideways invtd multiple wmk x 2 + GVI 1/- defin on underpaid airmail cover ex 30 December
		1949 Plymouth, England, to NZ Shipping Co. Ltd, Wellington, NZ, bearing two British GVI 3d stamps,
		two-line boxed UNDELIVERABLE FOR REASON STATED / RETURN TO SENDER purple cachet, TO PAY /
		DOUBLE DEFICIENT POSTAGE h/s in red with 1/6 inserted in pencil.		Postage dues & 1/- stamp cancelled
		13 January 1950 Wellington Registered "C" class cds.		NZ Shipping Co. Ltd., (?) paid the 1/6d postage
		due, and readdressed cover to Plymouth.		Cover additionally bears: RLB & NOT IN AIRMAIL in red m/s,
		16 February 1950 Wellington "C" class departure cancel, circled 1s/6d TO PAY / I.S. F (Inland Section,
		Foreign) arrival h/s in red ink and in red m/s, hexagonal T taxe mark in black & boxed 52 in black,
		crossed out.		A very busy colourful cover.
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$1,500

$450

POLAR
870 C 1957 Trans Antarctic Expdn.		Original 4 page letter dated 29 Oct (57) written from Skelton Nove "lying
		in tent" by "Buster" (Lt Cmd Bill Smith RNZ) describing activities in detail "arriving farm tractors with
		canvas sides is bloody cold... have an idea Ed is going to ask me to stay on & go to depot 480".		Smith
		led expedition in Dry Valley etc and was in part responsible for locating & establishing Scott Base.		
Letter addressed to L. H. Pollock who participated in wartime expdn to Auckland Isl.		Also short note
		to Pollock "Expect bergs at any time".		Both with original envelope + 13 other 1957-58 covers Smith
		to Pollock & 2 other items.

$750

871 C FID-South Shetlands 1944 censored cover sent to England during "Operation Tabarin" with ½d South
		Shetland ovpts vert pair, tied by 2 NOV 1944 South Shetland cdss.		Partial "tombstone" censor cachet
		& signed.		Heijtz cat from £400.

$500

872		NZ 1979 Air New Zealand material for passengers on Antarctic flights.		2 brochures, 9 page roneo doc
		& large 72cm x 72cm fold out map of Antarctic with intended and bad weather plane routes clearly
		marked.		Pristine condition.

$500

873

*

Ross Dep 1967 decimal set		x 12 (in blocks of 6).		Jury cat $1200.		MUH.

$400

874		Ross Dep 1995 Antarctic Explorers: 460 x 555mm frame comprising 6 windowed (74 x 55mm) progress
		designs in ink & coloured pencil; 80c Ross Dep progress design (150 x 120mm) in water colour; outline
		of Captain Cook & ships, FDC & a loose FDC signed by Geoff Fuller.			All Geoffrey Fuller artwork.

$1,500

875		Ross Dep 1995 Antarctic Explorers: i) preliminary artwork, basic design, mockup & bromide of mockup
		for each (6) design; ii) FDC x 2 diff preliminary artwork; iii) date stamp preliminary artwork x 2, basic
		design x 2, sizes & assorted texts bromides; iv) 6 unaccepted (35 x 30mm) alternative designs in colour
		featuring explorer and Antarctic map; v) designer certificate with mint set affixed from NZ Post; vi)
		FDC & set of stamps in plate/imprint blks of 6 MUH.		All Geoffrey Fuller artwork.

$1,500

876 C Victoria Land/King Edward VII Land c1901 NZ pictorial p/c publ Weeks Ltd ("Discovery" route map),
		1st franked NZ 1d Universal booklet stamp canc Lyttelton 1 AP 04 (date of arrival of 3 Expdn ships
		from Antarctica), addressed to JJ Kinsey (expdn agent).		Later EVII Land 1d added & canc expdn cds
		2.30pm MR 4 09 (last day of PO), then Victoria Land 1d canc expdn cds 10.45pm 9 FE 11 (ex Cape
		Evans) & ½d canc 3.15pm FE 4 13 signed by W Colbeck (captain of the "Morning" in 1901-4 Scott
		expdn).		All stamps FU, fine, stamps alone cat $2300.

$1,250

877 C Victoria Land, King Edward VII Land & Ross Dependency extraordinary philatelic cover to JJ Kinsey
		(expdn agent) in Christchurch, NZ, franked 1d EVII Land canc blue BRIT. ANTARCTIC EXPD, cds FE 27
		08 (date of arrival of Shackleton's "Nimrod" back in Lyttelton).		Later, Victoria Land ½d pair & 2 x 1d
		added (with 1912 1d Dickens Centenary cinderella) & all canc clear expedition cds, 3 diff dates (9 FE
		11, 3 MR 12 on 1d, FE 4 13 on ½d pair).		On back (55 years later), Ross Dependency 1957 set canc
Antarctic Meeting cds 20 JA 58 & with surrounding signatures of 7 Trans-Antarctic Expdn members
		incl Ed Hillary, Vivian Fuchs & George Lowe.		Nice condition, exhibition item.		Stamps alone cat $4500.

$3,000

878
/ Victoria Land & King Edward VII Land 1908-13: ½d Victoria Land mint with expertisement mark, 2 x
		1d Victoria Land, one MUH, one mint; 2 x King Edward VII Land FU/VFU.		Jury cat $2250.

$1,000

879

*

Victoria Land 1911-3 ½d, 1d MUH.		Jury cat $2725.

$1,400

880

*

Victoria Land 1911-13 ½d & 1d ovpts, set of 2 (½d o/c as usual).		ACS cat $2900.		MUH.

881

U

Victoria Land 1913 ½d EVII ovpt block of 4, canc central BRIT. ANTARCTIC EXPD. cds 12.30pm JA 18 13
(first day).		Cds impression rather blotchy.		Rare as block.		Jury cat $9000.		FU x 2, GU x 2.

$3,500

882

*

Victoria Land 1913 ½d horiz pair, 1 faint toned perf.		Jury cat $5000.		MUH.

$2,000

$950

FLIGHT COVERS
883 C 1930s-70 Colln in box.		Incl souvenirs of Kingsford Smith flight Sydney to New Plymouth Jan 11 1933,
		with souvenir booklet, signed by Kingsford Smith & 4 others.		Group from 1934 MacRoberts Air Race
		UK-Australia incl badge - Stapleton 438 (3), 440 (3), 444, 460a (4), mostly signed.		Many other 1930s
		FFCs often signed, some later, Cygnus air crash cover.		Also 1946 Manawatu Railway crash cover cds
		19 AUG 46 h/s "Damaged through immersion in Manawatu River Railway Accident".		Other material.

$1,250

884 C Australia 1934 12 Jan: a gorgeous hand illustrated (in black & red ink) cover endorsed "Australia . .
		New Zealand / per aeroplane. / "Southern Cross."		Cover features the Southern Cross plane &
		signatures of co-pilot PG Taylor & radio operator John Stannage to whom the cover is addressed (in
		NSW).		2d Australia GV cancelled Newtown 12 January & 15 January New Plymouth "C" class cds on
		1d 1931 Red Boy Health upon arrival.		Approx 12 covers flown.		Stapleton 101.

$1,500

BIDS BELOW 70% OF ESTIMATE WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED
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885 C Burma 1954 Regd GVI 4½a postal stationery env, plus 2 x 9 pi defins to England bearing numerous
		"DAMAGED BY SEAWATER/COMET MAIL" red h/s together with 20 January 1954 dated (P135H) label
regretting mail delay due to BOAC Comet crash off the island of Elba in the Mediterranean Sea.

$175

886

C

Fiji 1939 20 October: Flying Boat "Aotearoa" FFCs x 4: Fiji-Auckland (x2); Fiji-Tonga & Tonga-Auckland.		
Stapleton 210g, 210i & 210j.

$500

887

C

France 1969 Concorde FDC/FFC signed by the French crew: Andre Turcat, J Guignard, H Perrier & M Retif.

$400

888

C

GB 1911 Coronation first UK Aerial Post, special cards, 2 sent London-Windsor (SEP 8 green & SEP 12
brown) & 1 sent Windsor-London (SEP 16 green).

$300

889

C

GB 1938 15 March: 2 (Flying Officer Clouston & Victor Ricketts) air race covers to NZ & return, with
Darwin & Sydney transit cancels, pair NZ GVI ½d green cancelled Blenheim 20 March 1938 "C" class
		cds & London 26 March 1938 arrival cds.		Stapleton 183b.

$500

890 C* Germany 1912-13 Pioneer flight stamps & covers: 1912 Regensburg Fliegertage 10p MH with AIEP
		cert.		Also 1912 Margareten Flugpostmarke stamp pair mint, 1912 Darmstadt flugpostkarte & 1913
Deutsche-Englische Luftschiff (airship) Expd New Guinea stamp mint.		Michel 4a, 4b, 7 etc.		Cat €2750+.

$2,000

India 1924-41 group of balloon, rocket & pigeon mail covers & labels + 3 others. 3 x 1931 Pigeongram
covers (each with message slip from Viceroy, (1 carried by Pigeon "Plonk"); 1935 Sikkim rocketgram
		with label, cancelled "despatched by HH the Maharajah"; 1938 boomerang rocket cover, 2 x 1938
flood relief rocketgram, 14 labels; also 1924 Everest Expdn cover with label & 2 FFCs.

$1,500

891

C

892 C NZ 1921 (31 JAN) Timaru AERIAL POST cover to Christchurch endorsed Per 1st Aero Post, bearing
		black & orange EXPRESS label & AERIAL POST h/s in black. A scarce flight cover coupled with Express
Delivery service.		Postage = 2d, Airmail service = 6d, Express service = 6d. Stapleton 27d, only 103
flown, most of which were not express flight covers.
893

NZ x 3 covers: 1) 1919 (16 Dec) Dargaville-Auckland, inscribed "By Air".		1½d GV brown tied by
Dargaville 16 DE cdss, signed "G B Bolt" (pilot) (no b/s, addressed to Wellington).		Roughly opened,
		some toning. Stapleton 4a, cat $1200.		2) 1920 (8 Mar) Dargaville-Auckland plain env, inscribed
O.P.S.O., with "Seaplane Mail" cachet. Dargaville 8 Mar cds (no stamp). Addressed to Education Board,
Auckland. No receiving cancel. Crumpled & torn. Stapleton 9c (Stapleton states (only) 5 known).		
		3) 1920 (13 Apr) Kawhia-Auckland env, with faint (small) printed "Per First Seaplane Mail" cachet.
		1½d GV brown tied by Kawhia 10 AP cds. Addressed to Auckland. No arrival b/s. Minor stains at top
		& flap torn. Stapleton 16c.
894

$900

C

C

$1,650

NZ 1921 (7 Apr) Timaru-Christchurch env, inscribed & h/s "Aerial post".		2d GV Recess x 3 & 2d EVII
tied by Timaru 7 Apr cds.		(Note: this was last flight of Canterbury (NZ) Aviation Co Service started 31
Jan), Stapleton 27e.		Cat $1500.

$650

895 C NZ 1921 (7 Apr) Timaru-Christchurch env, inscribed & h/s "Aerial Post".		½d Victory & 7½d GV tied by
		Timaru 6 AP 21 11.45pm cds's.		(Note: this was last flight of Canterbury (NZ) Aviation Co Service
		started 31 Jan).		Stapleton 27e.		Cat $1500.

$650

896 C NZ 1921 (7 Apr) Timaru-Christchurch env, inscribed & h/s "Aerial Post".		½d Victory & 7½d GV tied by
		Timaru 6 Ap 21 11.45pm cds.		(Note: this was last flight of Canterbury (NZ) Aviation Co Service started
		31 Jan).		Stapleton 27e.		Cat $1500.

$650

897

C

898

C

NZ 1930-31: 108 flight covers incl various NZ o/seas airmail acceptances (Stapleton cat $1,500+);
Dominion Airways Stapleton 38a/b, 39b/f; 6 different Hawke's Bay Earthquake covers; 1 x 10 November
		& 4 x 11 November Air Mail stamped covers & various Christmas cacheted covers, in album. Cat $8500+. $3,000
NZ 1931-32: 113 (mostly) Christmas & first flight cacheted covers in album.		Noted: 10 December 1931
Auckland-Gisborne, bearing 3d Air Mail + 2d Blue Boy; 24 December 1931 reg'd Blenheim-Oamaru,
bearing 2 x 5d Air Mails - one with broken "E" feet eg: "FIVF PENCF" (R2/10); & 28 January 1932
Bulawayo (S.Rhodesia) jusqu'a air cover to NZ endorsed "By airmail / London-New Zealand" with two
		red bars applied to airmail label.		Some variable cond.		Stapleton cat approx $4000.

899

NZ 1931: 9 November Highfield "J" class cds Air Mail set (+ 2d GV) on Christmas Air Mail cacheted
cover to Liverpool, England, endorsed "Via Karachi-London / Air Mail Service". This is one of the few
		pre FDCs prepared by AFM Paterson (note: FDI 10 Nov).		CP cat $2500.

900

$1,000

C

C

$750

NZ 1932: Pareora Bridge emergency 22 Feb Invercargill air pageant pilot signed flight cover; 19 Feb
Edendale to Christchurch - TM Wilkes pilot signed & dated (21.2.32) cover (1 of only 10), also 19 Feb
Invercargill to Christchurch - JL Findlay pilot signed cover.		Stapleton 71b, 72a,b.

$750

901 C NZ 1932 30 June-15 July: overseas acceptances for air mails to Middle East and Africa.		Stapleton 78
		x 3; 79 x 15; 80 x 6.		24 FFCs, cat $4100.

$2,000

902

C

NZ 1932: 96 inland first flight & Christmas cacheted flight covers in album.		Stapleton cat approx $4,000. $1,000

903

C

NZ 1933 26 March: Kaitaia-Sydney "Waipapakauri Hotel" illustrated cover (1 of 30) together with
accompanying letter on hotel letterhead by TM Wilkes.		Cover endorsed "Carried across Tasman Sea
by Sir Charles Kingsford Smith in "Southern Cross" March 1933."		Most attractive.		Stapleton 93a.
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$500

904 C NZ 1933-36: Taihape-Hamilton (1 of 10-12) pilot SJ Blackmore signed 26 March FFC (Stapleton 92);
		Stapleton 90a/b, 94 x 2, 97c/d; 18 various Xmas cacheted covers; range of "Faith in Australia" FFCs
		incl pictorial p/c & "Goodwill" cover (Stapleton 102d, 107a); 2 x broken "N" of "IN" 7d Trans-Tasman
		covers; London-Palmerston North air race cover (Stapleton 109a) & approx 3 dozen inland (Air Travel
		etc) flight covers. 107 covers in album, cat $7200+.
905 C NZ 1933 May: Cook Strait strike emergency Blenheim-Wellington & v.v. pilot signed covers.		Also,
		Hawke's Bay flood emergency Hastings-Gisborne & v.v. pilot signed covers.		Stapleton 95a/b, 96a/b.
906 C NZ 1934 13 Jan: Sir Charles Kingsford Smith (& John Stannage) signed flown cover, bearing world map
		with signatures, tied to cover by 15 January 1934 New Plymouth "C" class cds on 1d Field Marshal on
		arrival, addressed to Sydney with 2d GV Australian stamp cancelled 22 January 1934.		Approx 12
flown.		Stapleton 101.
907 C NZ 1934 24 March: Hastings air pageant illustrated "Southern Cross" return flown cover bearing 7d
		air cancelled by Hastings 26 March 1934 "J" class cds, also 29 March Kaitaia pictorial cancel & Australia
		2 x 1d GV cancelled 29 March at Sydney (Stapleton 103c).		In addition, a small diary page (dated 25th
		March 1933) bearing pencil signatures of C Kingsford-Smith, John Stannage & Jack Percival as well as
		their designations.
908 C NZ 1935 16 Jan: Royal Tour, pilot MW Buckley signed flight cover, Wellington to Longbeach.		Cover
		[which has a diff address to that recorded in "Airmails of New Zealand" Vol 1] addressed to E. A.
		Munden Esqre., /o Royal Party, Longbeach, ASHBURTON.		Together with lined page bearing "Please
		see official envelope" in black ink & purple oval "GENERAL POST OFFICE / 15 JAN 1935 / WELLINGTON
		C.1." d/s.		Stapleton states "only 1 cover known", however a note from a Laurie Franks' January 1978
		sale advises "Very rare - we have seen only 1 other".		Stapleton 115c.
909 C NZ 1936-39: 5 different crash covers: "Scipio", "Athena", "Cygnus", "Calpurnia" & "Centurion".		
		Stapleton 137a, 140b, 175, 198 & 205.

$2,500
$750

$1,250

$600

$1,500
$500

910 C NZ 1936-37: 105 mostly internal FFCs, noted Stapleton 131 Timaru-Mt Cook (1 of 36) with Mt Cook
		Lily cinderella, in album.

$1,000

911 C NZ 1937: NZ-USA 1st Trans-Pacific Flight x 20 FFCs, incl 8 printed covers - 3 of which are (different)
		Pan Am including 1 signed by Captain Adwin Musick.		Destinations incl: England x 5; San Francisco x
		4; Hawaii & Samoa x 3 each; Auckland, Hong Kong, New York, Toronto & Vancouver x 1 each.

$1,000

912 C NZ 1937 2 March: Wellington-H.M.S. Achilles flight cover bearing 1d Airmail cancelled Wellington 2
		March 1937 "C" class cds, addressed to Petty Officer F. Fricker, H.M.S. "Achilles", Picton.		In addition,
		bears part oval H.M.S. ACHILLES 2 March 1937 r/s in blue, countersigned by Lieut TP Coode.		
		Stapleton 156 - UNIQUE.

$1,500

913 C NZ 1938-41: 88 assorted FFCs incl Empire "All-Up" scheme; 2 "Calpurnia" crash covers; internal; 4
		May 1940 War Emergency Airmail; censored - including Trans-Pacific etc, in album.

$1,000

914 C NZ 1940-50: 45 assorted covers in album incl 2 censored 1940 covers to Colonel Hartwell in USA each
		with pair 2/- Captain Cook - 1 cover bears "COQK" flaw; 1941 Red Cross/POW cover to Geneva; 2 x
		1940 10d FDCs; approx 1 dozen censored covers; 2 January 1945 strike mail, Stapleton 254q & 16
		January 1946 Chch-Hastings "Service Interrupted" cacheted cover - this not recorded in Stapleton.

$1,000

915 C Zeppelins 1935-7 8 covers UK-Berlin-Gambia, each with Zeppelin South America cachet.		If Zeppelins
		not available (service etc) then mail flown by Fokke Wolf aircraft.		Gambia mail was dropped as not
		facility to land Zeppelins.

$1,000

AUSTRALIA
916 U NSW 1850 1d View, (plate II with clouds) horiz pair, imperf full margins, bluish paper.		Cat £1500.		
		Ex Lovis.		GU/FU.
917

U

NSW 1850 1d View (plate II), 4 good margins, variety 'without clouds'. SG 12c. Cat £750. Ex Lovis. FU.

$1,000
$600

918 U NSW 1850 1d View (plate II with clouds), bluish paper, 4 margins.		Variety no trees on hill.		SG 12a.		
		Cat £750.		Ex Lovis.		FU.

$600

919

U

NSW 1850 1d View (plate II with clouds).		Thick paper.		4 margins.		Cat £375.		Ex Lovis.		FU.

$300

920

U

NSW 1850 1d View (plate II with clouds), Laid paper, 4 margins.		SG 14.		Cat £650.		Ex Lovis.		FU.

$500

921

U

NSW 1850 1d View brownish-red, horiz pair, all margins (touches 1 cnr). SG 4. Cat £1000. Ex Lovis. FU.

$750

922 U NSW 1850 1d View carmine horiz pair.		Full margins at side, touches top & bottom.		SG 2.		Cat £1000.		
		Ex Lovis.		FU.

$750

923 U NSW 1850 1d View reddish rose, plate I, 4 margins, (2 big), just touches at top.		Lovely colour.		SG 3.		
		Cat £475.		Ex Lovis. FU.

$400

924

$600

U

NSW 1850 1d, 2d, 3d Views FU (3d GU/FU), 4 margins.		SG 7, 18, 42.		Cat £830.		Ex Lovis.
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925

U

NSW 1850 2d View, the five plates FU.		All 4 margins.		Cat £935.		Ex Lovis.

$750

926

U

NSW 1850 2d View, early impression.		4 good margins.		SG 15.		Cat £550.		Ex Lovis.		FU.

$400

927 M NSW 1889 10/- ovpt "Postage" & "OS" (serif type, SG O2), p12, mint, good colour but 5 perf short &
		small thin (not visible from front). Crinkled gum with touch of toning. Rare stamp. SG O37. Cat £6000.
928		Tasmania Chalons, imperf reprints (ungummed) on thin card of 1858 6d dull lilac & 1/- vermilion,
		each in horiz block of 8.		Very fresh.
929 U Tasmania 1853 1d blue x 2 GU/FU.		1 x 4 margins, 2 thins, Ceremuga cert (2010); 1 x 3 margins cut
		into at top.		Also 2 examples defaced dies (1950) & 1 'unused' but large part of RHS cut into so sold
		'as is'.		SG 1-2.		Cat £3000+.		Ex Lovis.
930 U Tasmania 1853 4d bright red-orange, 1st state, imperf, 4 margins.		Ex Lionheart (2005).		SG 5.		Cat
		£1000.		FU.

$1,000
$575

$1,000
$450

931 U Tasmania 1853 4d range of 45 used.		21 cut to shape, 2 x tears, 22 x GU/FU.		Mostly 4 margins incl 1
		RPSL cert.		SG 5-12.		Cat £16875.

$3,500

932 M Tasmania c1860-65 x 3 shades unused, 2 with part gum.		All 4 margins, between SG 44-46.		Cat SG
		£2550 mint.		Ex Lovis.

$1,000

933

U

Victoria 1884 6d x 2, 1/6d, 2/-, 3/-, 4/- £1, £2 with regd "R" cancels.		Cat £520.		FU.

934

M Western Australia 1854 4d Swan pale blue x 5 unused.		All full margins.		SG 3.		Cat £1875.		Ex Lovis.

$1,250

935 U Western Australia 1854 1d Swan black x 9 used incl horiz pair.		GU/FU.		Some with faults.		SG 1.		Cat
		£2700.		Ex Lovis.

$1,000

936 U Western Australia 1854 4d Swan pale blue x 8 & blue x 1.		GU/FU.		3 are cut to shape (incl blue),
		balance full margins.		SG 3-4.		Cat £1850.
937

/

Western Australia c1854-5 1/- Swan brown shades x 3 unused, 4 GU/FU.		Cat min £2800.		Ex Lovis.

$300

$850
$1,750

938 U Western Australia 1857 2d Swan brown-black on red.		FU.		Variety design printed both sides (inverted
		& shifted on reverse).		Ceremuga cert (2007).		SG 15a.		Cat £800.		Ex Lovis.

$600

939 M 1913 Roos simplified set to 2/- (incl 2/- brown) + extra ½d block of 4 & 2½d.		Some minor faults but
		4d, 5d & 2/- brown (VLH) good.

$500

940

U

1932 5/- Bridge, w/c, postally used (not CTO).		BW 148.		Cat A$500.		FU/VFU.

$300

941

*

1932 5/- Bridge.		BW 148.		Cat A$1500.		MUH.

942

C

$1,000

1932 10/- Roo on 1935 commercial airmail cover endorsed "Australia-London-Argentine via USA".		
Cover roughly opened at top & has stamps to value 13/9d (double rate) comprising 10/- Roo SG 136,
		1/- Lyrebird, 6d Kookaburra & 2/- & 3d Silver Jubilee, all canc "Shipmail 18 JE 35 Melbourne" cds.		
		10/- Roo 1 pulled perf.
943 C 1945 Australia-Dutch East Indies 4 x FPO mail from Australian Forces in Dutch East Indies addressed
		to Australia, various field & censor cancels.		1 cover from Newcastle NSW to KPM (Dutch East Indies
		Shipping Co) ship, cancel KPM Sydney 20 SEPT & NOV 21 1945, held up due to strike action by unpaid
		seamen.		Marked "On Strike".

$1,750

$750

PACIFIC ISLANDS
944

/

Cook Isl 1892-1997 seln of 45.		Cat £345+.		Mint/MUH/used.

$80

945 * Cook Isl 1932 4d Pictorial, no wmk, upper left sheet corner blk of 24 (4 x 6) MUH with compound
		perfs 14 & 13: selvedge, p13, column 1 p14, column 2 p13, column 3 p14 & column 4 p13.		This piece
		contradicts info in PSNZ Vol V & in SG that state [compound perf 13] "from the 3rd or 4th vert column
		with 13 at left or right".		Fresh MUH exbn item.

$1,100

946
/ Fiji 1876-77 VR Sydney ovpt.		Accum in small s/b.		1d MNG x 25, used (mainly pen cancels) x 120+. 6d
		MNG x 1, used (mainly pen cancels) x 60+, incl blk of 6 & of 4.		4d on 3d used x 4, both papers, also
		2nds.		Ex missionary.		Also Monograph Rodger J, Postal History of Fiji; 1876-1910 - which lists many
		rural postmasters (who often used initials as pen cancels).		SG 28, 30, 31, 33, 34.		Cat c£10,000.

$1,750

/ German New Guinea 1901 Yacht type 3pf-5M Yacht type, no wmk (SG 7-19) set of 13, mostly on
947
		pieces (Rahaul & Herbertshöhe pmks, 1 Kavieng).		SG cat £1200.		FU.

$1,000

948

M Nauru 1916 GV sets to 1/- (SG 1-16) plus 2/6d-10/- Seahorses (SG 21-3).		SG cat £690.		Mint.

$500

949 M* New Guinea (Allied Occupation) 1914 (DEC) "G.R.I." ovpts on Yacht stamps of Marshall Isl, 5mm ovpt
		gap ½d on 5pf, 2d on 10pf, 2d on 20pf (creased), 3d on 25pf, 4d on 40pf, MUH or mint.		Also 1915 1d
		on 2d on 10pf carmine SG 63 mint.		SG 51-54, 63.		Cat £954.

$750
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950
/ New Guinea (Allied Occupation) 1914 (Dec) "G.R.I." ovpts on Yacht stamps of German New Guinea,
		1d on 3pf - 8d on 80pf, set of 11 with 5mm ovpt gap (2½d on 20pf with 6mm gap), MUH or VLH mint
		(5d is mint, 8d with crease).		Also 1915 mint set of 2 (1d on 3pf - toned, 1d on 5pf) with added "O.S."
ovpt & 1d on 3pf used on piece.		SG 6, 16-20, 22-26, O1-2.		Cat £2065.
951

U

New Guinea 1935 £2, £5 Bulolo Goldfields, Air, set of 2.		SG 204-5.		Cat £590.		FU.

952

*

New Guinea 1935 £2, £5 Bulolo Goldfields, Air, set of 2.		SG 204-5.		Cat £1100.		MUH.

953 M* New Guinea 1939 ½d-£1 Bulolo Goldfields, Air, set of 14.		Very fresh.		SG 212-225.		Cat £1100.		MUH
		(½d, 6d, 1/-, 5/-, 10/-, £1), rest mint.
954

C

955

956

*

957

/

$1,500
$550
$1,000
$1,000

Niue 1967 illustrated (long) NZPO FDC of decimal currency 1c to $2 defins with Niue pictorial cancel.		
Extremely scarce cover.

$400

Niue/Tokelau 460 x 555mm frame comprising 3 windowed FDCs: Niue 1973 Fish, 1970 Crabs &
Tokelau 1974 Shell (latter 2 signed).		Also Niue Fish & 2 diff hand painted FDC essays, 2 Fish FDCs
(one with compliments of Niue PO printed slip) & misc FDCs/stamps of Niue/Tokelau MUH.		All
Geoffrey Fuller artwork.

$400

Papua 1932 9d, 1/3d Lakatoi, bicolour set of 2 with black seriffed "SPECIMEN" ovpt.		SG 127s-128s.		
Cat £750.		MUH.

$750

Samoa 1900-1920:		German colony 3pf, 5pf, 10pf & 5M Yacht types (last wmk) mint.		GRI ovpts ½d to
9d: ½d (both), 5d & 9d used on piece, 2½d, 3d & 6d used, 1d mint, 4d MUH.		All used with correct
German pmk 1.14 (cf Burge RPSNZ) & late 1914 dates.		1914 Samoa ovpt set mint.		Also 2d, 2½d, 6d
		& 1/- on piece canc 27.10.14.		Plus 6d Victory mint.		SG 101-9, 115-121, 147.		Cat £625.

$500

958

M Samoa 1914 1/- on 1M Yacht GRI ovpt, only 100 issued.		Dealer expertisation mark on back.		SG 110.		
Cat £3250.		Fine mint.

$2,250

959

M Samoa 1914 2/- on 2M Yacht GRI ovpt, 126 issued.		RPSL cert (2000).		SG 112.		Cat £3500.		Mint.

$2,500

960

M Samoa 1914 3/- on 3M Yacht GRI ovpt, dealer expertisation mark on back.		SG 113.		Cat £1400.		Mint.

$1,000

961

U

Samoa 1914 5/- on 5M Yacht GRI ovpt, FU/VFU on piece with correct German 1.14 type pmk (cf Burge
RPSNZ).		Several expertisation marks on reverse.		SG 114.		Cat £1000.

962

C

Samoa 1916 ½d on 5pf + ½d on 5pf GRI ovpt postal stationery postcard & reply portion (joined).		
Unused.		Cat Ascher 330 Dm (1996).		H & G no 3.

963

Samoa 1935 Pictorial colour trials: a) single colour (frame only) ½d, 2/-, 3/- x 1 each & 1/- x 4 diff; b)
bi-colour (frame & centre) ½d x 3, 2½d x 22, 1/- x 19, 2/- x 16 & 3/- x 18, 25v on 4 Hagners, all diff.

$1,000
$250
$1,250

GREAT BRITAIN
964 C 1810-1840 a study of town postmarks on 53 entires, many to Inverness, on 29 pages & an additional
		12 loose entires.
965 M 1840 1d Black (FA) plate 3, 3 good margins, cut at foot.		1 short corner with associated small thin.		
		SG 2.		Cat £20,000.		HH mint.

$750
$2,000

966

U

1840 1d Black (JE), plate 8.			FU example, 4 good margins.		SG 2.		Cat £525.

$400

967

U

1840 1d Blacks: pl 1a,b TI 3 margins; HE 2 margins; OC 3+ margins; KD almost 4 margins.		All red MC
cancels GU/FU.		SG cat £1700.

$450

968

M 1840 1d Black, pl 1B GF 3 margins, regummed.		SG Spec AS5h.		Cat £13,000.		Mint.

$1,500

969
/ 1840 1d Black pl 2 x 5: CI 3+ margins, mint; BE 3 margins FU; EB 2 margins; JA 2 margins regummed;
		MA 4 margins & appears unused.		Some faults, 1 mint, 1 regummed & at least 2 used.		SG Spec AS
		15-16.		Cat £26,500+.

$1,875

970

M 1840 1d Black, pl 3 AB 4 margins (just - good), mint with gum.		SG Spec AS20.		Cat £20,000.

$1,500

971

U

1840 1d Black, 3 margins, pl 5 on piece GU. 1855 4d, 6d & 1/- surface printed "no letters" on piece most unusual to see "the set" thus.		Also "no letters" 6d canc CUPAR-FIFE & 6d canc KIRKCALDY & 1/(some short perfs) canc "261" all on pieces.

$400

972 M 1840 1d Black, pl 5, OH 4 margins (just - good), thinned upper right, mint but soiled.		RPSL (2015) cert.		
		SG Spec AS25.		Cat £12,500.

$750

973 U 1840 2d Blue horiz pairs.		Pl 1: EA/EB 3 & 4 margins; MC/MD both 4 margins, ink line & closed tears.		
		Pl 2: GH/GI 3 & 4 margins, thinned; JI/JJ 2 & 4 margins; MC/MD both 4 margins, pre-printing paper
crease; OH/OI 3 & 4 margins, thinned. Each pair has black MC cancels. SG Spec DS1, DS9. Cat £14,000+.

$1,125

974

C

1840 2d Blue (pl 1, ND) 4 margins close at top, on entire to Edinburgh, tied by black MC cancel.		
Letter dated 5 August 1842 from Galashiels.		5 AUG & 6 AUG transit cancels.		SG cat £2750.
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$600

975

/

1841-c1900 accum of mostly 1d red-brown (both perf & imperf), some atempt at plating made.		Most
off piece, many with MC cancels incl 9 (London) numbered MC cancels.		Also various mint/MUH blocks,
		various revenues, Officials & GB ovpts for use in Levant etc.		Approx 1500v, in Lighthouse s/b, with
		vendors notes (c2005) cat prices for some items.		Some variable cond.

$2,250

976 C 1841 1d red on 5 covers (4 entires & 1 envelope) all tied by black MC cancels - pl 9 & 10 (black plates)
		- other 3 numeral 1, 6 & 7 in MC cancels.		SG cat £2000+.

$600

977 U 1841 1d red-brown imperf, paper more or less blued, range of 586 in 4 old circuit books.		Noted many
		FU & many strongly blued.		Cat min of £18,000+.		Unchecked by us for varieties.

$2,250

978 U 1841 1d red x 4 printed from black plate 1b - corner letters IA, OS, NE (incl re-entry) & RD.		All 4 margins,
		black MC		cancels.		Some faults.		SG cat £1525.		GU/FU.

$350

979
/ 1841 1d red-brown OD 4 margins (small to large) on blue paper, mint.		In addition 12 with black MC
		cancels, some on blued paper, 27 others incl 3 good Ivory Heads (40v) on 3 pages.		Vendor STC £4115.

$575

980 U c1841 accum of 1d reds & 2d blues, singles/mult/entires: 1d x 62v & reconstructed sheet (AA/TL) of
		239 no "DJ" & 1 entire; 2d x 74v (incl pair with # 12 MC cancels & 5 entires, also 1 other cover (SG Z20).		
		2 covers with RPSL (2000 & 2009) certs & 31 items with black MC cancels.		Variable cond.		Vendor
		(some items only) STC £15,400+.
$1,500
981 M 1841 2d pale blue, plate 3 (white lines added) DC, 3½ margins, good part OG, mint.		Attractive.		SG
		Spec ES10.		Cat £9500.

$825

982
/ c1841-83 apparently unused seln of 14 stamps on Hagner - SG8, 13, 43 (plate 14s), 47 x 2 (plate 14 &
		15), 70, 77, 82, 141 (plate 12), 144 (plate 12), 147 (plate 13), 157 (plate 22), 162 & 168.		Mostly
regummed.		Cat £18,750+ if all unused, some minor faults.		Scan/photocopy available.

$1,500

983 U 1847 embossed set of 3.		All margins some close.		SG 54-60 range.		Cat £3500.		1/- val small cut one
		corner.		FU.

$1,500

984

U

c1854-76 2d blue seln of 41 incl a strip of 3 & a strip of 4, on Hagner GU/FU.		Vendor STC (2005) £1963.

$300

/ 1855-1901 group of 26 surface printed used & blk of 4 1d plate nos used, 9 officials & 4 fiscals.		Noted:		
985
		4d SG 154 fu, 9d SG 87 fu, 10d SG 112 GU/FU:		6d on 6d slanting dots:		1/- Govt parcels dot to right of
T:		SG F8 mint but crease.		Cat £10,200.

$650

986
/ 1864 1d reds x 152, assorted plate numbers used, misc Spain & Canada etc on 13 stock pages. Mint/
		used.

$150

987 U 1867-1884 5/- seln: 1867 pl 1 good used (C38 Callao, Peru obliterator); 1874 pl 2 GU/FU; 1884 rose
		FU & 1884 crimson GU (4 diff).		SG Z56, 127, 180 & 181.		Cat £2650+.

$375

988 U c1874 5/- pale rose (plate 2) large uncoloured letters, MC wmk, clear firm "C38" barred cancel (used
		Callao, Peru).		SG 127.		Cat £150 (or SG Z56 from £450).

$500

989 U 1875 2½d rosy mauve, error of lettering "LH-FL" for "LH-HL" (plate 2), on small piece.		Perfinned.		SG
		140.		Cat £2750.		GU/FU.

$500

990

R

1876 Telegraph simplified short set of 11 to £1.		SG T1-17 range.		FU.

$1,250

991

U

1878 10/- grey-green, MC wmk, pmk over face, nice strong colour.		SG 128.		Cat £3200. GU.

$1,500

992

U

1878 10/- grey-green, MC wmk, pmk clear of face.		SG 128.		Cat £3200.		GU.

$1,500

993 S 1882 £5 orange (blued paper), "SPECIMEN" ovpt (small type SG type "9").		Full gum, lovely item.		
		SG 133s.		Cat £3500.
994 U 1882-1904 Officials used colln on 10 pages incl: "IR OFFICIAL" x 10 (noted 6d QV grey), "OW OFFICIAL"
		x 4 (½d QV orange x 2, 1d lilac, ½d EVII); "ARMY OFFICIAL" x 10; "GOVT PARCELS" x 11 (½d lilac, 1d,
		1½d, 2d, 4d, 6d, 9d, 1/- (both) Jubilees; 6d, 9d EVII; 1d EVII "BOARD OF EDUCATION"; ½d, 1d x 2 (1
		mint) "ADMIRALTY OFFICIAL".
995

$2,500

$700

M 1883 6d dull green "GOVT PARCELS" ovpt, RPSL cert (1979), surface rubbing. SG O62. Cat £3500. Mint.

$1,500

996 U 1883 9d dull green "GOVT PARCELS" ovpt, usual parcel pmk. RPSL cert (2006) (SG Spec L20). SG O63.		
		Cat £1200.		GU.

$500

997

M 1883 5/- rose, wmk anchor, H/H.		SG 180.		Cat £1100.		Mint.

$750

998 M 1883 lilac & green issue, set of 10 to 1/-.		½d, 4d thinned, 5d no gum, 9d faint toned paper, 1/		trimmed perfs at top, all good colour.		SG 187-96.		Cat £5000.		Mint.

$2,000

999

$2,250

U

1884 £1 brown-lilac, wmk Imperial Crown.		SG 185.		Cat £3000.		FU.

1000 M 1884 £1 brown-red "IR Official" "SPECIMEN" ovpt, thinned.		SG O11s.		Cat £5000.		Mint.
1001 U 1891 £1 green, frame broken variety (corner letters AT - TA) - "Hatten Garden registered 16 NOV 98"
		oval cancels.		SG 212a.		Cat £2000.		GU/FU.
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$1,500
$750

1002 M 1891 £1 green, creased, tone spot.		SG 212.		Cat £3500.		Mint.
1003 U

1892 £1 green "IR Official" ovpt, RPSL cert (2000).		SG O16.		Cat £2500.		FU.

$500
$1,500

1004 M 1902 ½d EVII "OW Official" ovpt, RPSL cert (1986).		SG O36.		Cat £575.		Mint.

$400

1005 U 1902 2½d EVII "OW OFFICIAL" ovpt.		RPSL cert (2010) & Briefmarkenprüfstelle Basel (2013) cert.		SG
		O39.		Cat £675.		FU.

$400

1006 U

1902 10d EVII "OW Official" ovpt, BPA cert (2010).		SG O40.		Cat £7000.		FU.

$5,000

1007 M 1902 1/- EVII, Govt Parcels.		Good colour.		SG O78.		Cat £1350.		Mint.

$1,000

1008 U

$1,000

1902 EVII 2/6d-£1.		SG cat £1695.		FU.

1009 M 1902 EVII 2/6d-£1, minor faults.		SG cat £3725.		Mint.
1010 M 1902 EVII 2/6d, 10/- (10/- creased).		SG cat £1275.		H/H mint.

$1,500
$500

1011 M 1903 2d EVII "ADMIRALTY OFFICIAL" ovpt, PTS cert (2013), (vert crease on left hand side).		SG 110.		
		Cat £2700.

$1,000

1012 / 1914-94 Postage Dues, complete colln.		SG D1-89 (incl 1959 1d, 3d, 2/6d, 5/-, 10/- wmk sideways
		invtd MUH cat £290).		Cat £2900+.		Mint & FU.

$1,250

1013 U

1915 10/- Seahorses, DLR printing, deep blue, well centred.		SG Spec N70(2).		Cat £1000.		FU.

$300

1014 M 1924 1d GV scarlet misprint vert top R/H corner pair with pre printing paper fold so that top stamp
partially printed on gummed side, wmk block cypher.		SG 419 var.		Mint.

$250

1015 U

1929 £1 PUC.		SG 438.		Cat £550.		FU.

$750

1016 U

1929 £1 PUC.		SG 438.		Cat £550.		FU.

$750

1017 M 1929 £1 PUC, browned gum.		SG 438.		Cat £750.		Mint.

$500

1018 M 1934 2/6d-10/- Seahorses re-engraved set.		SG 450-2.		Cat £575.		Mint.

$400

1019 * 1966 3d Christmas lower R/H corner horiz strip of 3, Queen's Head embossed no gold but gold head
		printed twice horiz on back of R/H stamp/R/H selvedge ordinary paper, MUH.		Not listed as such by
		SG (spec) but noted as similar errors occurring.Also 1966 1/3d battle of Hasting vert block of 6 with
		L/H selvedge - L/H 3 stamps partial missing gold, ordinary paper.		MUH.
1020 * 1998 2nd bright blue, 1st bright orange-red Machins, self adhesives p14½ x 15 die cut singles.		SG
		2039b, 2040b.		MUH.

$1,000
$400

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
1021 U

Ascension 1887-92 2½d x 2, 6d GB Jubilees with Ascension cds pmks.		SG Z11 x 2, Z16.		Cat £740.		FU.

1022 R Bahamas 1863 1d aniline scarlet, wmk crown CC, p14.		Fiscal cancel 1878.		RPSL cert (1986).		SG £1000
		mint, unpriced used.		SG 34.
1023

/

Bechuanaland 1887-1927 colln incl 2/6d, 5/- Seahorses mint (SG 83-89 complete), attractive lot,
about 80 stamps.		Cat £2034.		Mint & used.

$225
$200
$1,000

1024 M Bermuda 1910, 1918 GV Defins set to £1.		Fine mint except 2/- (toned perfs at top).		SG 44-51,
		51b-55.		Cat £660.

$500

1025 M British Central Africa 1903 EVII set to £1, wmk crown CA.		Also 1907 1d, 6d, wmk mult crown CA.		
		SG 59-66, 68, 71.		Cat £700+.		Mint.

$500

1026 U

$300

British East Africa Company 1890 ½a, 1a, 4a ovpts on GB. ½a & 1a few trimmed perfs. SG 1-3. C£600. FU.

1027 M British Honduras 1904-7 EVII Defins set to $5, wmk mult crown CA.		SG 84-93.		Cat £600.		Mint.
1028 / British Levant 1885-1921 colln of Turkish & British zones, nice lot.		Noted SG 7 mint BPA cert (creased
		cover left).		Cat £2099.		Mint & used.

$400
$1,000

1029 M* Burma 1939-47 GV Officials complete mint. All 5R, 10R issues MUH as are most lower vals. SG cat £550.

$400

1030 M Cape of Good Hope 1853 4d triangular, blue, paper slightly blued, 3 margins (close at 1 point).		SG 4a.		
		Cat £2000.		Mint.

$950

1031 U Cape of Good Hope 1853-64 triangulars, range of 9 used.		Incl (with full margins) 1d SG 1 (cat £450),
		1d SG 18c pair (cat £650) & 1/- SG 21 (cat £700).		All FU.		SG cat £2500.

$600

1032 M Cape of Good Hope 1858 1d triangular, rose, 3 margins & deep rose-red, 3 margins.		Latter with 1978
		cert.		SG 5a, 5b.		Cat £2000.		Unused.		Ex Lovis.
1033 M Cape of Good Hope 1858 1/- triangular, bright yellow-green, 3 margins.		Tiny back thin.		SG 8.		Cat
		£3500.		Unused.				Ex Lovis.
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$1,125
$750

1034 U Cape of Good Hope 1858-1863 6d triangular, set of 4 SG listed shades, all 3 margins: SG 7 pale rose		lilac, 7b deep rose-lilac, 7c slate-lilac (1989 RPSL cert) & 7d slate-purple (2000 Brandon cert), all FU.		
Exceptional lot.		SG cat £2200.				Ex Lovis.

$1,050

1035 U Cape of Good Hope 1861 4d triangular "woodblock", blue, 3 margins, with 2004 RPSL cert (states
		small defect right margin).		SG 14d.		Cat £3250.		FU.				Ex Lovis.

$1,500

1036 U Cape of Good Hope 1861 4d triangular "woodblock", deep blue, 2 margins.		SG 14c.		Cat £5000.		GU.				
		Ex Lovis.

$1,125

1037 M Cayman Isl 1935 GV Pictorials set.		A lovely set.			SG 96-107.		Cat £200.		Mint.

$180

1038 M Ceylon 1857 ½d imperf, 4 margins, perf.		SG 17, 18.		Cat £415.		Ex Lovis.

$300

1039 U Ceylon 1857 4d dull rose.		Closed internal split at top, soiled & small stain spot.		3 margins.		BPA cert
		(2002).		SG 4.		Cat £4500.		FU.				Ex Lovis.

$750

1040 FU Ceylon 1857 The John Lovis Collection of Forgeries.		78 items in stockbook.		Not written up.		Incls
		many Spiro forgeries.		FU.		Ex Lovis.
1041 U

Ceylon 1857 1/9d green, star wmk, imperf, 4 margins.		SG 11.		Cat £800.		FU.		Ex Lovis.

$3,000
$420

1042 M Ceylon 1857 1/9d green, star wmk, imperf, 4 margns (wide at top & bottom).		SG 11.		Cat £800.		Mint.		
		Ex Lovis.

$500

1043 M Ceylon 1857 1/9d green, imperf cut square 4 margins.		SG 11.		Cat £800.		Unused no gum.

$400

1044 U Ceylon 1859 4d dull rose, star wmk, imperf, 3 margins (just cut into at base).		Light obliterator & m/s
		cancels. 1967 (BPA) & 2011 (Schellar) certs.		SG 4.		Cat £4500.		FU.		Ex Lovis.

$1,700

1045 U Ceylon 1859 8d brown, star wmk, imperf, 4 margins (incl part of next stamp at top).		Small natural
		paper inclusion visible on back.		2011 Brandon cert.		SG 7.		Cat £1500.		FU.		Ex Lovis.

$675

1046 U Ceylon 1859 8d brown imperf cut square, full margins.		RPSL cert (1994) (note was "SG 13" in 1994).		
		SG 7.		Cat £1500.		FU.

$750

1047 U Ceylon 1859 9d purple-brown, star wmk, imperf, near 4 margins but touching at 1 point.		SG 8.		Cat
		£900.		GU/FU.		Ex Lovis.

$375

1048 U Ceylon 1859 2/- dull blue, star wmk, imperf, 3 margins (just touching on top margin).		1960 RPSL cert.		
		SG 12.		Cat £1300.		VFU.		Ex Lovis.

$650

Ceylon 1859 2/- dull blue, imperf 4 margins.		BPA cert (1952).		SG 12.		Cat £1300.		Ex Lovis.

$850

1050 M Ceylon 1861-64 8d yellow-brown, star wmk, rough p14 to 15½.		Ex AC Edwards colln (2016).		SG 32a.		
		Cat £1600.		Unused.		Ex Lovis.

$675

1051 M Ceylon 1861-64 8d yellow-brown, star wmk, p14 to 15½.		Cut outside some perfs (but not into them).		
		1980 Friedl (New York) cert.		SG 32a.		Cat £1600.		Mint.		Ex Lovis.

$825

1049 U

1052 M Ceylon 1861-64 9d star wmk, rough p14 to 15½, the 3 shades listed by SG: deep brown (mint) light
		brown (mint), olive-sepia (unused no gum).		SG 33, 33a, 33b.		Cat £2000.				Ex Lovis.

$1,125

1053 M Ceylon 1861-64 2/- star wmk, p14 to 15½, the 2 shades listed by SG: dull blue (mint) & deep dull blue
		(unused).		SG 37, 37a.		Cat £1850.				Ex Lovis.

$900

1054 M Ceylon 1866 3d rose (printed De LA Rue) wmk crown CC.		Imperf horiz pair, listed only as SG 60 p12½
		(cat £550).		SG mentions but does not price the imperf version.		Mint.				Ex Lovis.

$375

1055 M Ceylon 1866 5d grey-olive, wmk crown CC reversed, p12½.		SG 54ax.		Cat £1600.		Unused.		Ex Lovis.

$750

1056 M Ceylon 1867 5d bronze-green & 9d blackish brown blocks of 4 (smaller) CC & crown wmks.		SG 66c,
		69b.		Cat £540.		Mint.

$300

1057 M Ceylon 1924 20r GV (Die II) wmk mult script CA.		SG 357.		Cat £340.		Mint.

$250

1058 M Ceylon 1927-9 1r-20r GV bi-colours set of 5.		SG 363-7.		Cat £350.		Mint.

$250

1059 M Ceylon 1938-49 GVI Pictorials specialised colln on annotated pages - no key perf varieties noted but
		incl 5r x 3 plus 10r x 2 & 20r Revenues.		90+ stamps.		Mint.

$350

1060 / Cyprus 1880-1 ovpts on GB, range of 15 mint, 1 used.		Noted 1/- SG 6 unused no gum.		Range SG1-10.		
		Cat £2253.

$750

1061 M Cyprus 1921 GV short set to 10/- (plus extra 9pi).		SG 85-100.		Cat £1000.		Mint.

$800

1062 *

$150

Dominica 1963 Pictorials set to $4.80 in blocks of 4.		SG 162-78.		Cat £200.		MUH.

1063 / Eastern Arabia 1948-60 mostly mint colln on 15 pages incl Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar, all complete sets.		
		Cat £1214.

$400

1064 M Falkland Isl 1912 GV Defins set to £1 mint.		£1 faint gum crease.		SG 60-69.		Cat £1000.

$750
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1065 M Falkland Isl 1933 ½d - 10/- Centenary, short set of 11, mint.		Mostly LH (10/- VLH).		5/- faint perf tone
		traces.		SG 127-137.		Cat £2290.

$1,500

1066 M Faroe Isl 1940-1 British Occupation, set of 5.		Expertisation mark on three.		SG 1-5.		Cat £705.		Mint.

$400

1067 U

$600

Gibraltar 1908 £1 EVII, wmk mult crown CA.		Most attractive.		SG 64.		Cat £700.		FU.

1068 M Gibraltar 1925 £5 GV.		A key stamp, fine.		Cat £1600.		Mint.

$1,750

1069 M Gibraltar 1938 GVI Pictorials, the better perf varieties - 8 diff: p13½ 1½d, 3d, 1/-, 2/-; p14 3d, 6d, 2/-,
		10/-.		Cat £930.		Mint.

$500

1070 U Gold Coast 1882-4 (1d) 2d green bisect on piece tied by barred "556" cancel.		Also fine complete "Paid
		at Cape Coast Castle DE 4 83" cds in red.		SG 6a.		Cat £425 (on piece).		FU.

$275

1071 C Hong Kong 1941 censored Pan Am Clipper cover commercially used from US Rubber Export Co. to
		their Head Office in New York with 50c, $1 x 2, $5, $10 GVI.		$5, $10 rare on covers. Small opening tears.

$500

1072 U India 1852 ½a SCINDE DAWK, white.		Good margins, correct cancels.		Small hole.		Expertisation mark.		
		SG 1.		Cat £2500.		Sold "as is".

$400

1073 / India 1895, postage stamps of 1882-8 ovpt "Postal Service": ½a x 3, 8a, 5R mint; 1a, 1a on 9p, 2p, 4p,
		1R x 2, 3R x 2, 5R FU.		Also 9 x EVII incl 2 x 2R.		Used.

$500

1074 / Ireland 1907-1922 Republican & Loyalist labels, 1922 essays & issues.		Incl 1907 1st & 2nd Sinn Fein
		labels (3, 1 used); 1912 Imperial Union (3) & Carson; 1916 IR Puist & Manchester martyrs; 2 x 1916
		Emergency cancels GV GB on piece; Free State ovpts in GB in 2/6d MUH, 5/- FU, 10/- mint (SG 64-66).		
		2 Railway stamps, 2 other labels.

$1,200

1075 / Ireland 1922-35 ovpts on GB on 7 pages.		Extensive lot incl 6 sets of Seahorses mint.		(SG 66 has thin,
		otherwise fine).		Cat £3282.		Mint & used.

$1,750

1076 M KUT 1912 GV set of 17 to 20R ovpt specimens + extra 25c & 75c & incl 20R both colours.		20R blue
		faint toning.		SG 445-605.		Cat £978.		Mint.

$600

1077 * Leeward Isl 1947 10/- deep green & deep vermilion on green, ordinary paper; 1945 £1 brown-purple
		& black on salmon.		SG 113c, 114b,		Cat £165.		MUH.

$200

1078 C Long Isl 1916 1d typewritten in block, large margins on cover.		From Lt Colonel H Pirie-Gordon (intel		ligence officer, worked with TE Lawrence) to Captain Douglas RN (probably Cecil Douglas, RN hydro		grapher at Gallipoli).		D/s 7 MY 16 - 1st day of issue.		Also red single with large margins, mint no gum
		as issued.		SG 10, 13.		Cat £1075.

$2,000

1079 / Madagascar 1895 Malagasy Runner 2d & 4d mint, 1/-, 2/- & 4/- VFU "British Mail".		Also 6d unused
		no gum, toned.		SG 57-58, 60-62.		Cat £533 (excl 6d).		Mint.

$400

1080 M Federated Malay States 1900 $1 x 2, $2, $5 Elephants.		SG cat £316.		Mint.

$250

1081 M Malaya-Straits Settlements 1937-41 GVI defins to $5 (22 vals).		SG 278-98.		Cat £350.		Mint.

$200

1082 M Malaya-Trengganu 1921 $1, $3, $5, wmk mult crown CA.		SG 23-25.		Cat £275.

$225

1083 / Morocco Agencies 1907-1935.		A mostly mint seln on 14 cards & 4 s/cards.		Noted 6Fr on 5/- Seahorses
		"SPECIMEN" ovpt.		SG cat approx £1800.		Mint/Used.

$750

1084 U Natal 1857 embossed issues to 1/- x 12 on page.		Very untidy, 2 pen cancelled.		Offered "as is" with
		no guarantee of expertisation (see SG Part 1 footnote p570).		SG 1-7.		Cat many thousands if genuine.

$500

1085 / Niger Coast Protectorate 1892 set to 1/- plus 1d, 2d, 1/- FU.		1893 Surcharges ½d on 1d unsevered pair,
		2 x ½d on 2d, ½d on 2½d, 1/- on 2d mint (1/- on 2d Sismondo cert).		Offered "as is" with only 1 certified.		
		SG cat £2485.
$1,000
1086 U South Africa-Mafeking ovpt on Bechuanaland 1900 1d, 3d, 6d on 2d, 6d on 3d, 1/- on 4d, 3d on 1d,
		6d on 2d, 1/- on 6d, 2/- on 1/- GU/FU.		SG 6-9, 11-14, 16.		Cat £1865.		[SG 14 Richter cert (1992)].

$1,000

1087 C South Africa, Boer War 1900-1901 6 covers (3 censored): a) British Field PO in South Africa #15 14
		June 1900 to Kent; b) 16 July 1900 Colesberg CGH to Winchester; c) 16 June 1900 ex Cape Colony to
		USA; d) Bloemfontein to Durban; e) Pretoria to POW camp in Ceylon & f) Ladysmith to POW camp on
		St Helena.		Last 3 censored.

$500

1088 U South Africa-Mafeking 1900 Mafeking beseiged ovpts on Cape 1d on 1903 ½d & 3d on 1d, on
		Bechuanaland T2 ovpt 6d on 2. All cancelled Mafeking. 1d Bicycle pale blue & 3d Baden-Powell (nar		row) deep blue cancelled Mafeking MY 1900. Also General Botha label. SG 2, 3, 13, 17, 20. Cat £1035.

$750

1089 M South West Africa 1931 Pictorials set to 10/-, horiz bilingual pairs.		Cat £193.		Mint.

$150

1090 C South West Africa 1923 extraordinary late usage of German official stationery, self explained.		
		KAISERLICHE TABELLE canc ONDONGA (on N Frontier) 24.10.23, received Windhoek 2 NOV 23, note
		scribbled inside requests replacement tabelles as have run out.		German Forces in SW Africa
		surrendered July 1915.		S African stamps used until Jan 1923 when SW African stamps issued.		This
		usage of German official cover 8 years late!

$750
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1091 M St Helena 1934 Centenary set.		SG 114-23.		Cat £425.		Mint.

$400

1092 M Sudan c1913-30 Camels officials seln on 5 stockcards.		Mint.

$100

1093 M Zululand 1888 ovpts on GB to 5/- mint, (1/- patchy gum, 5/- unused no gum).		SG 1-11.		Cat £1100.

$400

FOREIGN
1094 U

Austria 1910 80th Birthday Francis Joseph I set of 17.		SG 223-39.		Cat £1500.		FU.

$850

1095 C Austria 1948 local stamps, 3 covers each franked with plain stamps, perf inscribed "POSTGEBUHR
		BAR BEZAHIT TAXE PERCUE BARNASCHWEISUNG".		Franking 5 x 5gr, 10gr & 40gr.		All canc GRAZ - ST
		PETER 11-1-48 & 2 h/s DRUCHPACHE.		Unlisted Netto & Michel, not found on internet.

$500

1096 U

$225

Austria 1950 3s, 5s, 10s, 20s Birds.		SG 1218-21.		Cat £400.		FU.

1097 / Bremen 1856-67:		5gr (1856) black on rose, Type B MNG;		5sgr (1859) green, used;		3gr (1864) black
		on blue, vert laid paper, mint creased & small pinhole (£1000);		1867 5gr black on rose, Type A, mint
		(4v).		SG 3a, 5, 11, 20.		Cat £1925.

$300

1098 C China (& India) 1902, 1924 2 covers to/from SVEN HEDIN expdns: (1) 1902 regd cover from Sweden
		to Hedin, arrived SHRINAGAR 23 JU 02.		This 1899-1902 expdn from Tibet to Calcutta produced 8 vol
		report with new information on Tibet;		(2) 1924 Sino-Swedish Sinkiang Expdn cover from N.AMBOLF
		(expdn cartographer) franked 1c & 5c Junks, Sinkiang ovpt.		Provisional Chinese regn label on reverse.		
		The 1923 China NW scientific stamps were issued to fund this expdn. Covers to/from either Hedin
		expdn scarce.

$1,500

1099 C/ Czechoslovakia 1918-20, 1945. 1918 Lion 20h (SG 2) on cover, Military mail 1919 Czech army at
		Irkutsk set of 6 mint, plus 5 x 1r proofs & 1920 ovpts 2k to 1r set of 9, essay of unissued Czech stamps,
		late usage of Russian stamps on 1919 Czech postcard etc, 1945 2 covers with Bohemia & Morovia
		stamps ovpt "CSR USA" etc, 15 Czech legion stamps, 4 diff 1945 Olomouc revolutionary stamps, 2
		other stamps, 1 other cover.

$500

1100 C Czechoslovakia 1938-39 interesting postal history group, relating to disputed territories: 1) cover
		franked 8h Hindenberg h/s 'TESCHEN DOETSCHI'; 2) Airmail cover from Germany to Prague 4.X.38
		with 2k Czech postage due stamp with Karlsbod swastika ovpt (Michel 38), very scarce; 3) "WIRFIND
		FREI" ovpts on Czech stamps; 4) Czech stamp on piece & Czech stamp on regd cover, both canc XYCT		CHUST (in Ukraine) 21.1.39 & 15.3.39 respectively; 5) 2 others.

$800

1101 C France 1852 40c red-orange Ceres imperf vert pair, full margins except at right on small mourning
		cover to England, grid cancel & central Paris 16 OCT 52 cds pmk.		Cat Maury/Spink €1850 (for pair on
		cover).

$500

1102 C France-German Occupation 1940.		Dunkirk: very clean front franked 30c Mercury + 70c Languedoc
		(SG 657) ovpt BESETZTES GEBIET NORDFRANKREICH & canc Dunkerque Nord 17.7.40 (correct usage).		
		2 expertisement marks.		Michel, Spink, Ceres etc list the 30c Mercury & various other stamps with
		this ovpt but not the 70c Languedoc (issued Dec 1939).		The highest cat price for ovpt stamp (MUH)
		is €6000 Michel, €3500 (Spink - Maury).

$2,500

1103 / German Occupation of Libau, Latvia 1919 set of 6, 2nd type ovpt, 2½pf to 50pf, excl 20pf (fake), 5pf
		mint.		Others correctly canc FPO 168.		Used on piece (excl 20pf & 20pf).		Ovpts in violet blue.		
Additional 50pf ovpt in red.		2½pf, 5pf, & 50pf red with expertisement marks on back.		50pf violet &
		blue Schlegel cert (2011).		Michel 1Ba-6Ba (excl 4Ba), 6Bb.		Cat €3000.

$1,500

1104 U Germany & States:		c1851-1865 Baden 13v (£1774);		Bavaria 18v (£840+);		Brunswick 7v (£1795) &
		Hanover 10v (£9404) seln on 7 stockcards, GU/FU.		A few with minor faults.		Attractive seln of these
		early issues.		SG cat £5300+.

$925

1105 C/ Germany (incl Danzig & Saar), Austria 1904-1930s interesting & very varied colln.		Germany: 1904
		postcard from King Edward VII's visit to Kiel, 5 Feldpost covers WWI, (1 from air squadron), Australia
		to Germany "Return to Sender" cover posted pre-war (June 14) but then censored & returned May
		1915, postcard of Gallipoli landings - Turkish propaganda; 7 other unusual WWI postcards, various
occupation & Plebiscite issues, RUHLEBEN POW camp stamps (14, circa half fake); 1920 cover from
		member of German delegation to Versailles with FRIEDENSDELEGATION, Paris h/s & Berlin delivery
		cancel (avoiding French postal services);		1920 Bremen Uprising ovpts & cancels on pair of stamps);
		1923 inflation; 30 private R.R. Rhineland ovpts (mint, MUH); 2 1923 Ruhr HESSHAIMER essays, 8 x
		1923 local mail covers; various cinderellas; 1928 Welfare Fund set MUH; 1933 Zeppelin cover, Swedish
		Fieldpost in Saar cover 1935 (Ney cert 21005).		German Colonies: 4 x Malakote locals, Karolinen 10pf
		bisect on piece (Michel 9H); Saar 1921 issue to 25M (MUH), 1923 4 values imperf MUH (Ney cert 1999).		
		Danzig 100+ stamps (Mint/MUH).		Austria 1919 local issues: Karnten, Burgenhof, Tirol etc (MUH, mint
		used).		c100 stamps.
$3,000
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1106 M* Germany 1940s interesting & varied WWII & aftermath colln.		12 photos of German troops, occupation
		sets of Laibach & Channel Isl incl cover franked with Jersey 1d & 5 Reich stamps canc 08.4.44 & other
		FPOs, photos etc.		Many local issues from 1944-45 & post 1945 period, many better & mostly with
expertisement marks.		Noted Naumburg 6pf on 3pf & 12pf red on 1M MUH (Michel I, II, cat €900);
Wittenberg 5pf fee label (Michel XIII, cat €1000); Salgau v ovpt set of 12 in setenant pairs - wmk ovpt
upright & invtd, mint no gum (Michel €1560 MUH).		Some 170 such local issues & 7 such covers.		
		Repay research.		Michel cat €7000.
1107 * German 1940s WWII Propaganda Stamps: GB Coronation stamp with Stalin; Italian Hitler & Mussolini
		stamps with changed expressions; German Charity Relief setenant pair; General Witzelben stamp, 3 x
		Himmler stamps.		MUH, unused no gum etc.		Michel 2, 29, 30, 31ac.		Cat €1200+.
Germany 1942-44 Fieldpost, high quality group.		Luftfeldpost ovpt INSELN in red, perf, used with cert
(Michel 1A), Rhodes Dec 1944 type I used (expertisation mark), U-boat Hela mint, expertised;
Ruhrkessel MUH, expertised; Konigsberg FPO L34 5 diff propaganda (Michel 1 etc); Denmark set of 3
		MUH, expertised.		Also 2 x green Feldpost stamps bisected on cover, incorrect use, philatelic.		German
		Party official stamps ovpt for mobile troops in Austria (set of 10, mint, expertised).		33 others.		Michel
		cat €2105 (excl bisects).
1108

$2,000

$750

/

1109 *

$1,000

German Occupation France & Italy 1943-44 St Nazaire front Atlantique pair, no gum as issued.		Zara
Michel 20 (I-IV), 31.		Cat €940.		All with expertisement marks.

$600

1110 / Germany c1945 East, West, Allied Occupations		-		6 diff envelopes mostly MUH & FU sets etc, some
		dupn & each item cat in Euros, on stockcards.		Michel		€6275+.

$850

1111

/

Germany c1945 West Berlin & Soviet Zone + Airmails MUH & FU - some dupn, & includes setenant
varieties etc, all presented and cat in Euros on stockcard.		Vendor STC €2575.

$350

1112 / Germany c1945 Allied Occupation Zones blocks of 4, setenant pairs - specialised colln of papers/gums
		etc, annotated as per Michel, with various net & line ovpt varieties also various AM Post plate numbers.		
		Mostly MUH, but a few are mint & used.		Michel cat €3600+.

$550

1113 U Germany: Oldenswort 1945 6pf x 2 on piece, canc Oldenswort 23.1.46.		Michel does not list but Hanns
		Zierar cert (1991) states is "genuine & impecably preserved".		"genuine cancellations" and were "
		proven as bill of lading on letters used" & "At most ten such examined".

$500

1114 / Germany: Grossraschen 1945 local posts, strong group, mostly expertised.		5 mint, 3 used, 3 used on
		piece, 2 covers incl Michel v21 on cover.		Example of v26 (12pf red on 10¼) with red 15 deleted.		Also
		15pf red on 8¾ - unlisted value.		Michel v2, v5, v11, v21,(3), v25-26(4) etc.		Cat € 3500.

$2,000

1115 C/ Germany 1946-90s colln with fascinating propaganda material: 1950s: fakes of 2 DDR defin stamps
with altered inscriptions (Michel 4, 10, cat €700), 1 with cert, 1 expertised.		FDR to DDR mail covers:
		2 1949 letters from West Berlin with typed note attached explaining rejection because of Berlin tax
		stamp; 8 examples of blacked out stamps - 1950s to 90s - because of unacceptable design; 1950s
		Berlin to Hannover letter with address part cut out & "False police president in Berlin" h/s, broadcasting fee cert with propaganda ovpt, 2 1955 examples of returned mail "invalid stamp"; 5 1980s
		examples ditto; DDR Michel 465 with propaganda underprint & "I WAN GO HOME" ovpt.		DDR Michel
		483 on piece with propaganda underprint ; Michel 534 fake on piece (+ 2 MUH, imperf); 3 1990s
		examples of mixed franking FDR & DDR.		Also occupation DDR & FDR stamps incl Allied Military Post
(Michel 16-35 €1000) set of 20 VFU, 1946 canc date mostly visible incl on 1M & DDR Lankfontol 1964
		set of 17 (Michel 16-30 €280) CTO.

$2,000

1116 / German States, Local Posts & Heligoland 1860s-80s.		63 Local Post stamps (1887-88) cat Michel (1999)
		c€750+, + group of Heligoland - mainly reprints but incl 4 genuine used (SG cat c£150).		Mint & used.

$500

1117 / Germany-West Berlin 1949-58 small colln with better, eg: 1948 50pf black ovpt FU, 1949 Buildings to
		3DM FU; UPU 16-50pf FU; Goethe set FU; 1950 Philharmonic FU; 1951 Stamp Day FU; 1952 Famous
		Berliners FU; 1958 3DM FU.		Also 1949 UPU 12, 16 & 24pf MUH.		SG cat £1000+.

$400

1118 *

$400

Indonesia 1948 2½g, 10g, 25g Indonesia ovpts on Netherland Indies stamps. SG 538-40. Cat £465. MUH.

1119 M Italy 1870 1L Postage Due, brown & pale blue (1st issue), p14.		O/c.		Attached at top to old album
		piece by 4-5mm wide (water-soluble) strip of gum.		Rare		SG D32.		Cat £6500.		Mint.
1120 M Italy 1874 5L Postage Due, brown & blue (1st issue), p14, w/c.		Attached at top to old album piece by
		3-4mm wide (water-soluble) strip of gum.		SG D36.		Cat £550.		Mint.

$2,000
$200

1121 M Italy 1874 10L Postage Due, brown & blue (1st issue), p14, o/c.		Attached at top to old album piece by
		4-5mm wide (water-soluble) strip of gum.		Top value.		One faintly toned perf.		Rare.		SG D38.		Cat
		£9000.		Mint.

$2,500

1122 U

$1,500

Monaco 1885 Prince Charles III set of 10 to 5f.		5f usual o/c, 75c minor faults.		SG 1-10.		Cat £4000.

MOST LOTS ILLUSTRATED ON-LINE AT WWW.MOWBRAYCOLLECTABLES.COM
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1123 / Monaco 1885 Prince Charles seln on 3 stockcards, used: 1f x 6 incl block of 4, 2c blk of 4, 5c x 6, 10c x
		2, 15c x 4, 25c x 4, 40c x 2 (also 48c & 5f forgeries) mint (some no gum), 1c x 3, 2c x 3, 5c x 3, 10c, 40c
		& 75c.		Incl shades some minor faults (75c OG mint).		SG cat £2500+ (excl forgeries).

$750

1124 U Monaco 1885 Prince Charles III seln, 1c, 2c horiz pair, 5c, 10c x 2, 40c & 1f on piece.		Monte Carlo cds.		
		SG 1-4, 7, 9.		Cat £1000+.

$400

1125 M Monaco 1919 1f + 1f, 5f + 5f War Orphans.		SG 36-7.		Cat £1950.		Mint.

$750

1126 M Monaco 1919 5f + 5f War Orphans Fund, cert mark.		SG 37.		Cat £1500.		Mint.

$600

1127 * Muscat & Oman 1967 50b Samail Fort block of 4, Arabic inscription reads "50 rupees" error.		SG 101a.		
		Cat £1300.		MUH.

$750

1128 U

$675

Netherlands 1905 10g Queen Wilhelmina orange-red.		SG 197.		Cat £1000.		VFU.

1129 P Netherlands Indies 1868, 1870, 1923 proofs: 1868 design 10c blue perf, 1870 design 10c x 8 different
		colours.		1923 Jubilee vert pair (corner example with this), inscribed "Specimen".

$500

1130 / Netherlands Indies-Japanese Occupation 1942-43 4 scarce items: 1942 5g (1941 design) with Japanese
		naval ovpt, mint no gum, unpriced by SG; blocks of 4 x 5c & 12½c Netherlands with naval ovpt, mint,
		unpriced by SG; F8.50 on 3c Netherland Indies, used on piece with SG 120; F8.50 ovpt on 3c, not
		listed by SG who state this value was used on telegraph money orders (see below SG 15).		However,
		this piece appears to have normal Japanese Occupation cancel.		SG 122, 129, 130 151 var.

$750

1131 U Netherlands Indies 1943 10sen Emergency stamp, 22 Jan 1943, printed at Arnoldus Mission Printing
		Works ENDEH, FLORES.		Dutch Van Dieten cert (2004).			FU.

$2,500

1132 U Oman 1978 40B, 50B Surcharges.		SG cat £900.		Very scarce.		Issues to cover a very short term shor		tage.		FU.

$1,000

1133 / Russia 1858-1912 better Arms types: 1858-64 p12½ 1k, 5k 3 x 10k used; 1864 no wmk 20k x 2 used;
		1866 vert laid paper 10k, 20k, 30k used; 1875 7k mint; 2k vert laid paper used; 1889 3R x 2, 7R x 2
		used; 1906 5R & 10R x 4 used; 1912 1R p13½ centre invt x 2 mint.		2 other scarcer but faults.		SG cat
		£1750.

$600

1134 / Russia 1863-82 Tsar Alexander II Arms types accum incl 4 x St Petersburg town post, no cancels (1
		with gum).		c150 x 1k & 2k, 80 x 3k & 5k, 170 x 7k & 8k; 50 x 10k (1st type), 10 x 20k (1st type), 12 x
		10k & 20k (2nd type).		Used.		SG c£2250+.

$500

1135 U Russia 1884 7R Posthorns lemon-yellow & black - no thunderbolts - on vertically laid paper, dated
		1888.		SG 48.		Cat £1300.		FU.

$575

1136 M Russia 1923 4R + 4R on 5000R deep violet, imperf with silver surcharge.		Mikulski (1986) cert
		(Switzerland), stating this to be stamp #8 of sheet of 25.		SG 319.		Cat £550.		Mint.

$280

1137 M Spain 1930s-50s range of assorted mint on 3 Hagners.		Noted 1950 imperf Stamp Cent set, mint.

$400

1138 U UAE 1973 high val defins on 4 pieces: 1d x 16, 2d x 10, 5d x 15, 10d x 12, mostly FU.		Scarce multiples.		
		SG 7,9,11,12.		Cat £606.

$400

1139 * United Arab Emirates, 1976 50f on 75f provisional, single with part HARRISON A(ND SONS LONDON)
		imprint on lower selv.		MUH.

$225

1140 M* USA 1923 Airs set in blocks of 4:		8c 2 mint, 2 MUH (1 small tone spot); 16c 2 mint, 2 MUH (creased)
		& 24c 3 mint (2 creased), 1 MUH.		1930 Zeppelins set mint ($2.60 usual gum wrinkles).		Scott cat
		US$1850.

$1,000

1141 C Wurttemberg 1862-1919 Extensive postal stationery colln in Springback album.		About 120 items 		p/cs, envelopes, newspaper wrappers etc, mostly used some with additional adhesives etc.		STC
		approx US$1500 1987 (presumably Higgins and Gage).
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$500

Thinking of Selling?
We are accepting quality individual items for our two Public Auctions next year.		With two
major exhibitions as well it’s a great opportunity to sell.

2020 AUCTION DATES
March 7th (Coins 6th)
September 12th (Coins 11th)

EXHIBITIONS

Auckland NZ 2020 - March 19th to 22nd
London 2020 - May 2nd to 9th

We are again the only NZ dealers with a stand at the London 2020 Show.		John Mowbray,
Chris Burtt and David Smitham look forward to meeting customers at both exhibitions.
The Mowbray Collectables auction assessors, with their expertise, can collectively rival
almost any auction house in the world, and assist you to get the results you deserve.
• John Mowbray (BCA, FRPSL) – with 55 years of dealing including 45 years of auctions, John
leads the team with his overall knowledge and experience of international philately.		John has
attended most of the major NZ sales worldwide in the past 50 years, is a past president of
the International Federation of Stamp Dealers, and recently appointed a Fellow of the Royal
Philatelic Society, London.
• Chris Burtt (BSc Hons) – Chris has been an assessor with Mowbray for 26 years.		His knowledge
of NZ stamps and attention to detail is reflected in the quality of his advice to clients.
• Alan Jackson (MA) – Alan has been with Mowbrays for 17 years.		He is our South Island
manager and has a huge knowledge of NZ Postal History and postcards.		Alan has written
various books on these topics and is regarded a leading expert in these fields.
• David Smitham (BSc) – David joined Mowbray in 2005 following the purchase of Stirling & Co
where he was employed for 30 years.		David has an all-round knowledge of world philately with
special emphasis on NZ Revenues.		He is editor of the Kiwi Catalogue of Revenues and Railway
Stamps.		He has been a judge at Australia and NZ exhibitions.
• Ken Markham (PhD) - Ken has been with Mowbrays for 12 years, following his retirement from
DSIR.		Ken, a very successful exhibitor at NZ exhibitions, has an extensive knowledge of NZ
stamps in particular.
• Simon Smelt (PhD) - Simon joined Mowbrays in 2015, and his expertise is in foreign countries,
especially the Middle East and the unusual.
Our six expert staff have a total of 159 years’ experience of advising and assisting collectors in
selling their collections.

Consult Mowbray Collectables

MOWBRAY COLLECTABLES
Private Bag 63000, Wellington 6140, New Zealand
Phone +64 6 364 8270, fax +64 6 364 8250
Email auctions@mowbrays.co.nz
Website www.mowbraycollectables.com
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